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What if you could build with LEGO    

    

bricks on your PC? What if they were ~ 

mm N 3D bricks? What if they never ran out? } 

What if the Government banned the ~ je 

words ‘what if’? Then what? 
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We asked Biker Bob to say a few 

words about LEGO Creator. Sadly, 

he’s made from plastic and therefore 

unavailable for comment. However, 

you will find this exclusive LEGO 

collectors item free inside the box. 

LEGO Creator is equally suitable 

for those who enjoy deconstruction 

(or blowing things to bits 

as we say in English). 

BLEGO is a registered trademark. 

©1998 The LEGO Group. 
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Imagine a new way to play   www.LEGO.com
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It happens to us all (our Chris 
is still waiting for it though). 
That moment in life when you 
have to grow up. It even F 
happens to game characters, 
although in more spectacular 
fashion. Just take a look at 
Link, the hero of Zelda as he 
travels through time to 
become a man. 

WE REVEAL HOW TO REACH THIS POINT AND TRAVEL BEYONDIT... 48
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All through this issue there’s 
spanking eye-candy to cut out... 
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sexy as 
hell. Take 
a look... 

apse NEW GAME REVIEWS 71 NEXT MONTH 

GamesMaster readers give MANS 106 AMUSEMENT PARK 
   

  

their opinions on what you 
should be playing today...   
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       “I can't wait to take me 
a me old mate Sonic for 

a spin. He’s a mucky 
* little beggar, y'know.” 

    

   
   

    

EDITOR 
The world’s most exciting 
games mag got excited 
itself this month. We got 
hold of screens from three 
new Mario games, finished 
Zelda, got Sonic Adventure 
and still had time to watch DEPUTY EDITOR 
the new Star Wars trailer... he 

it 
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“Around about 
Gannon’s Castle 

| DEPUTY EDITOR 

“I'd recommend 

  

     
          

    

       
         
         

  

             

   

   
    

    

RS my wrist just 
gave way. I’m you get yourself PAGE DESIGN 
now looking worked up for Ridge 

we forward to Racer Type 4-.- “I'm getting 
meeting a faerie. excited about HK : 

ge by “S6h... [ . pressing this GM / 

“Zee zhat as i te " om Cathye mug to.my.gob...” ienas, 
ee 

eye? Zat, ma trie A\ promised to...     iz how damn excited 

am just to be here! 
._ make the tea...” 
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“ve been saving sp Me 

my cash fora % : 

Dreamcast. | now 

have £19.29.” 

  

     about getting 
tonsillitis. | need 
a few days off to 
complete Zelda...” 
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Not just content with 
being one of the most 
controversial PC games 
ever, April sees the 
release of SCi’s new 
versions of Carmageddon 
for both the PlayStation 
and N64. “Free-form 
anarchy,” is how the 
developers describe it... 

For all the media outrage 
though, the original 
Carmageddons succeeded 
because they were, quite simply, 
great games. The new console 
conversions look set to be no 
slouches on the gamesplaying 
front either and will combine the 
best elements of the PC's 
Carmageddon and its sequel. 

The PlayStation version pits 
your classic Eagle MK1 against 30 

other crazed drivers over 30 
circuits, with the emphasis 
remaining on freedom of 

movement and realism. As with 
the previous games in the series, 
you don't need to win a race to 
complete levels but instead are 
given such hugely-enjoyable tasks 
as having to trash cars or kill 
pedestrians. New state-of-the-art 
physics allows your car to visually 

tice COU 

  

    
cs Ch 

  

  

i MOST CONTROVERSIAL GAME EVER HITS THE CONSOLES! CUE, 
  

  

zheckpoint Re 
Teele ay ec pana yan eSEr, tents ach checkpoint is eliminated. And in 

ars before the timer runs out. And this 

on
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dent and crush upon impact (a 
first for both PlayStation and N64 
driving titles, so they reckon) and 
you'll have the ability to upgrade 
your car's armour, and engine 
throughout the game. New 
vehicles exclusive to the 
PSX version include a 
super-powered pick-up 
truck, a turbo-charged 
Mini and an aggressive 
police car. 

N64 owners will have 
25 maniac drivers, with a 
total of 37 levels split across 
ten totally different 
environments. Vehicles exclusive 
to this version include a motorbike 
and sidecar and it promises to be 
one of the nastiest — and certainly 
one of the messiest - games ever 
released on the platform. 

Both versions feature interactive 
single-player tracks, including 
destroyable landscapes, lifts, 
bridges, fake walls, concealed pits 
and puzzles that access secret 
levels. As well as being able to 
race like a loony through city 
streets, levels will include a go- 
kart track, airport and ski resort. If 
that all sounds namby-pamby, fear 
not: the infamous stumbling 
zombies are present on both 
formats. The PSX version includes 
a variety of furry animals too.. 

The generous array of in-car 
weapons will include mines, a 
repulsificator and (yikes!) the 
nattily-titled electro-bastard-ray. 
Both versions feature a two- 
player, split-screen mode and will 
support every peripheral you can 
think of: steering wheels, analogue 
dual shock controllers, rumble 
packs, RAM packs and memory 
cards. Phew! We'll have a preview 
of both versions next issue. 
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[he star of 
Carmageddon, Max. They 

(him Mad Max. 

  

        



BA (sok) SEGA LOOKING INTO USING DREANICAST INTERNET LINK IN UK! | few 

Old Scandal Monger has been 
doing his rounds this month, 
gathering all the gossip and 
rumours you want to hear... 

After the success (well they were 
bigger in Japan and the States 
than here) of Top Gear Rally and 
Top Gear Overdrive, Kemco have 
given the go ahead for the 
development of the third racer in 
the series, to be called Top Gear 

0; 
WAPRAINME 7] 
0440, 

  

X. No news on any new features 
yet but the job has been given to 
a new developer. 

+ Westwood, the team behind the 
awesome Command & Conquer 
series, have announced their first 
N64 project - Golden Nugget. It's 
a four-player casino game with 
15 different gambling events to 
try your hand at. No sign of an 
N64 C&C yet then, guys? 

Sonytastic Chrimbo! 
Sony PlayStation sales hit the big 

t time in the two weeks over 
Christmas, with over 250,000 
machines flying off the shelves of 
retailers everywhere. That makes 
3.75 million machines in total 
sold in the UK to date. 

| feel the need. The 

After months of silence :. Tom Cruise smileathon movie Top 
and rumours on the * Gun has been signed up by Titus 

     

    

    

    
   

     

     
    
    

   

    

      

CARTOON MOVIE ACTION! m= OUT NOW IN THE UK! 
You've played the games in the arcade. 
You’ve played the games at home on 
your PlayStation. But nothing, we 

repeat, nothing will prepare you for 
Tekken going Hollywood on your TV. 

The most popular series of fighting games on 

    

              

   
   

      

   

    

    

  

     

   

                  

      

Internet, uber for games that will appear on 
developers Id have PlayStation and Dreamcast. Bit 

    

     

  

  

any home system has been adapted by the ae finally come clean ahout ~ of a strange one as there are no 
folks at AD Vision into an hour long the next Quake : new Top Gun movies on the way 
cartoon movie featuring Never ones to be forced » and there has already been one 
your favourite fighters iy ’] into release dates that they will * awful Top Gun game on the 
from the games. The f miss, ld have announced that , PlayStation. Ah well, we'll see. 
action takes place atthe |) they are aiming for July to : 

legendary Iron Fist re . launch what will surely be the * Quake eats Apple! 
feuMENE where ae 4 int} ll fight_ Mery! N@GRaian ae — tS ie uk i Quake Arora th 

Giosir Tokko ati Streep for her ‘ed! URE third Quake eae will be. c 
and kick heads A \) ¢ . available on the new Apple Mac 
in while they're \ : 1 3 * , 
doing it. \ \ ‘ 4 ‘ i 

The f 4 i % . 
animation easily a ) , A t 
rivals that of most = : P, 1 ™ c 
Manga movies : d i i y 3 & 7 { “Shares 
and with the f f er . 
character driven j yo : c 4 ( % big PC game of the year : 
plot makes the , HY i 1S) (although it’s not just out on PC « 
animated Mortal Ss P . = - see Scandal Monger on the‘ 

Kombat series i it Vv right). From what we've seen 

look well out of ' im b> Quake Arena looks light years 
date. The ) . ahead of the competition. We'll ' 
English . have more news soon. . G3 systems at the same time as 
language has . A You can play «it is released on PC. This points 
been dubbed ge the game at any * to Apple trying to make a major 
(this was age but you need . _in-road into the games market 
produced in Japan after all), but that to be 15 to watch * dominance held by PC, 
won't spoil your enjoyment. yee the animated ‘PlayStation, N64 and, eventually, 

Tekken: The Motion Picture is out ‘. movie. This is Dreamcast. Another games 
in the shops now. We should be | essential viewing machine on the way? We 
taking a look at it next issue, so get a 7 for Tekken fans. can't wait. 
bucket of popcorn in...



NEWS < PSX SMASH BRIAN LARA CRICKET TO HIT PC MARCH 19TH! 

  

Sega Rally 2 
i in trouble? 

A disturbing rumour is 
starting to emerge from 
Japan that Sega Rally 2, the 
next big Dreamcast game, 
isn’t as good as people are 
expecting. It’s, allegedly, a 
long way short of the 
arcade game and as drop 
dead playable as it needs to 
be. We'll find out for sure 
when we get our hands on 
it soon. 

Game rights for the new 
Bond movie, The World is 

Not Enough, have gone up 
for grabs and heading the 

A The console is only a few 
months old and the second... 

After a slow start, the 
trickle of new 
Dreamcast titles is 
turning into a tidal 
wave, with news 
coming of big games... 
Rumours persist of the 

development of Nights 2 by the 
team behind Sonic Adventure, 
although this unfortunately has 
yet to be confirmed — we'll keep 

fF you posted! Meanwhile, the 
shighly-anticipated beat-em-up 
Powerstone is scheduled for a 

* Japanese release date of 25th 
February. 25th March will herald 
the release of Marvel vs Capcom. 
Also on the fighting front, SNK 
have said that King of Fighters (for 
which they have taken a poll in 

Japan to decide 
bd which 

characters to 
®& include) will 

be delayed 
until the 
summer. 

pack right now are 

Nintendo and Rare. Even 

the gaming off-shoot of 

movie studio MGM couldn't 

pull off the deal. Expect 

more GoldenEye-but-better- 

style shenanigans when the 

deal is done. 

More Bond news! 
MGM have announced that 
the much delayed 4 
PlayStation version of 
Tomorrow Never Dies will 
include a multi-player 
mode. No news yet on how 
it will work or whether it 
will be a deathmatch game. 

Cheap Star 
Wars! 
The first batch of budget 
Star Wars games, including 
the amazing Quake clone 

Jedi Knight and ace space 

shoot-em-up X-Wing Vs TIE 
Fighter are out now for 

only £12.99. 

= = —— ~ =. 
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Tetris returns! 
PlayStation and Dreamcast 
owners rejoice. The most 

addictive videogame of 

all time is making a 

comeback. The Next Tetris, 

as it is known (catchy title, 

eh?), will be out in the 

Summer in Japan and is 
being developed by oriental 

coders Blue Planet. 

10 (iG BwRES reBruany PEED 

A... beat-em-up is already on the way. : 

il + GAME FRENZY! 
NEW SHOTS lll AMAZING RUMOURS 

Can Powerstone do a number on VFI? 

Konami are rumoured to be 
developing International Superstar 
Soccer and Track & Field, while 
Capcom may be translating Tech 
Romancer and Street Fighter 
Zero 3 for the system. A DC 
version of the madly-addictive 
multi-player wargame Worms: 
Armageddon has been confirmed, 
as has Infogrames’ porting of 
Outcast. Still in development are 
Broken Sword 3 (no release date 
yet) and Taito's Psychic Force 
2012 (out 4th March). From our 
‘what the heck?’ department, 
Panasonic are developing a game 
called Web Mystery, which is 
based on an Internet murder- 
mystery and features a cat that 
sees into the future... 

Finally, Sega have 
announced that a DC rumble 
pack will be released in Japan on 
4th March, with rumours 
suggesting that Sonic Adventure 
and Godzilla Generations 
already support the device! 

a NEW SHOTS ll REVIEWS NEXT MONTH 
The Game Boy Color 
hasn't been on the 
shelves long enough 
to start collecting 
dust yet but there is 
a deluge of games 
about to hit. 

The latest publisher to 

jump on the handheld bandwagon 
is Interplay, who have announced 
three new games, based on some 
big names from the past. 

Lizard platform hero Gex 
comes first in a wise-cracking 
adventure. The smart-arse (but 
annoying) speech and sprawling 

A Worms Armageddon. We'll have a review of the mad-as-a-ferret PC version next 
month so you'll get some idea of how the Dreamcast version will shape up ft from ane 

RACe FOR 
THe TOP 

a Having men dressed in black hardly 
pushes the colour palette of the machine. 

3D levels are gone, but there's 
plenty of platform action to take 
their place. 

Another platform hero from 
yesteryear gets a new lease of 
life on Nintendo's new handheld 
in the shape of Pitfall Harry. The 
last Pitfall outing on PlayStation 
was a bit of a disappointment, but 
they're looking to put that right 
with more Indiana Jones-inspired 
platform antics on the GB Color. 
Those galaxy defending Men in 
Black complete the trio of new 
handheld releases. This time, 
instead of the crass, lifeless 
adventure that appeared on PC 
and PlayStation, the MiBs get 
action-packed in an infinitely 
preferable scrolling shoot-em-up. 
Reviews of all three of these 
next issue.    
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PREVIEW FORIVAT PREVIEWED: PLAYSTATION PRICE: £50-60 OUT: WP""" ~*4PANJ 
Gran 

Turismos » * Wwelcome to 
y 

PlayStation hog ged the i 
J 

racing . 

ame crown for 
too long. 
‘Others are 
coming and 
A4s leading 

a eS ae &. 

Namco once again prove 
that the PlayStation limits 
haven't been reached yet... 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! NeW SHOTS! i GAMESMASTER UPBATE! Mm NEW SHOTS! 

Real Racing Roots '99 Grand Prix forms the single-player game in R24. It’s made up of three 
stages, with a total of eight races. To win the Grand Prix you'll have to come third or higher in 
the two races of the first stage, second or higher for both races of the second stage, then first 
for all four races in the final stage. Things start off easy, but soon get fiendishly tough, the 
enemy cars’ Al stacking right up. But first you’ve got to choose who you'll be racing for... 

  

  

This has been Namco’s highest profile 
console title in Japan since the launch of 
Tekken 3. A long-running campaign in the 

Japanese gaming press has shown off the 
great cars, beautiful bits of CG to be found in 

the game tive’ re talking the elegant Reiko Nagase 
here) and all the funky #4 merchandise now available 

in Japanese stores. So the game has a lot to live up to. 
Thankfully, after unwrapping the case, slipping the CD into the 

gaping GamesMaster PlayStation’s drive and hitting Power, it seems A The team’s are all familiar Namco 
Namco have got things right. Our office had standing room only once the __ names. Out of the basic four. we prefer RC 
intro kicked in. Normally we'd cut to the game, but hitting Start would be Micro Mouse Mappy. It sounds groovy. 

a sin when you've got the front-end of a Namco game flickering in front 
of you. Trying to tell real footage from Computer Generated images is 
getting even trickier... 

Clicking through to the options screens, you can tell this is a game 

that's bigger than any of its predecessors. The amount of vehicles on 

offer is staggering, and even if you tire of the ones on offer, you can go 

on to refine their paintwork and create your own stickers. The 
soundtracks on offer range from funny, funky and light, to pieces of 

music you wouldn't mind playing in the office (but only once a day, mind). 

The graphics, although occasionally a bit pixellated give the game a 

unique feel. The dedicated joypad certainly does. Make no mistake, 
the spirit of Ridge Racer lives on. And it wants your heart for tea. 

eeceeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

  

A You then select a car manufacturer, 
style of motor and then... get ready for 
the first circuit, Helter Skelter... 

Mizker mans: Assoleto TTA] | Cormame: PROMESSA 

Yeon nome: MILMIFRA] | Max sheed:162Em4% 

FoYSe 165 

1-1 S5G°ss6 

[EC aeTOS OS” 

AA brief fly-by shows off the car you're 
currently sat in. The nerves begin to bite. 

A Keep an eye on your ranking — it'll 
turn yellow when you've done enough - Ss A Cheers computer! Your PlayStation gets 
to move on to the next race... 4 excited each time you qualify.  



DEVELOPER: NAMCO CALL: IMPORTERS SPECIAL FEATURES: POCKETSTATION 
PUBLISHER: NAMCO PLAYERS: 1-2 OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

iT a THE BE ST Well, alright, it's not quite as epic as Tekken 3's, but it's a seriously entertaining reel of CG. It tells the story of the bubbly 
NTR 0 EVER! Reiko Nagase and her ‘stiletto snapping’ incident. We guarantee you'll come away with a smile on your face... 

Hobbling along the ge 
your heart goes out to her. 

Have some cars for your wall. 
Dont thank us, theyre free...  
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RiCH DETAIL... 
The detail in the course 

scenery is impressive: 

You can.eveh see Cars on 

othe? parts of the circuits 
at some points, which 
helps to emphasise that 
‘racing’ feel. 
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CARS: 320 ‘LIVES’ PER RACE: 4 CORNERING STYLES: DRIFT/GRIP 
BASIC COURSES: 8 RACE MODES: GRAND PRIX/TIME ATTACK/VS BATTLE CAR DESIGNS: TWEAKABLE 

SO WHAT ARE THE COURSES LiKE..? . 
Well there's certainly a lot more than in any other Racer game. Namco must be getting a bit generous in their old age, chwyigo a fa 

out eight basic courses for the Grand Prix mode. They're all pretty lengthy too, and the development team have gone tunnel a } 
barmy (it’s like driving around a subway sometimes). Here’s the initial four you get to tackle... 

HELTER SKELTER — JAPAN — 3 LAPS — 5220m_ [7 WONDERHILL — JAPAN — 3 — 6686m | 

      

   
   

@ 

  

eio-sss72 ; 3:1) 26385 

J 
Around the Future Publishing 

> offices, R4 seems to have been 
universally accepted as an 
outstanding racer. But there’s a 

Pa 
A The second race sees you back in Japan, only this time you're in the country 

  

shouldn't be first every time. There's even time to admire Namco’s new billboards. and it’s dusk. Many of the first R4 screenshots were taken from this course. 

EDGE OF THE EARTH — USA — 3 LAPS — 5665m OUT OF THE BLUE — JAPAN — 3 LAPS — 5564m 
E350283 3 ro «Be 1o1S-e78 : zose-sss 

voice of dissent in the ranks. 
And it comes from the mouth of 
Chris Bates, GamesMaster’s 

4 4 ar 

tS) ma (Ef. Las Editor. He's probably the 
A At number three on the course calendar, we have the night-time delights of a cityin  _& The final race of the second heat takes place at a coastal resort in Japan. Despite | pest racer here at. E ute and 
the States. There’s a few sweeping right-handers to try out your drifting technique on. being close to the sea, it still has a gritty, gloomy look, reminiscent of Rage Racer. pnaerre, been bowled over by 

R4 power. True, like everyone 

UP AGAINST YOUR MATE... 
’ else, he’s been entertained silly 

FEEL THE FORCE! m™ by the beautifully crafted intro, 
ame = but as for the racing itself, 

So how does the split-screen head-to-head mode perform? Pretty damn amazingly, really. i . 7 
Despite the compressed, letterbox view, you can still see way into the distance, so corners Zg 

(and their walls) don’t leap at 

that’s a different matter. 

your bumper from nowhere. To 

“It’s like you're hovering on 
§ the track. When you accelerate, 

ensure your vision is never 
impaired, Namco have 

the front of your car lifts up too 

restricted the car views to 

much — it’s a bit like playing 
WipEout really.” These are first 

either in-car or ‘slightly out of 
car’. All you can see with this 

impressions though, and Chris 

latter choice is a bit of the 

is already putting in the hours 
to see what he really thinks. 

ve. afew hours later... 

bonnet, as the camera raises 
up and back just slightly. As 
Chris pointed out, it feels like 

“Actually, I’m warming to 
It takes a fair while to get, this. It’s not quite as crispy 

you're riding a bike. Hey, two 
games for the price of one... 

   

  

        
       

     
    

        

                        

   

   
   

   

    

    

      
         

        

    

  

to grips with the E. looking as Gran Turismo, but 
TTevevole) Neri: 7 ae, vnere’s lote of intricate detail in 

ifi : d. The f there. It’s really smooth as well, 
SAM AOUIS ECO R e) oee and pretty tough — some of 
feedback wheel gives : those enemy cars are buggers.” 
plenty of resistance, and As Chris has described so 
you really do feel like ) beautifully there, one of R4’s 

you're going round the qualities you soon begin to 
> There are 320 sleek motors to pick your z corner. But its position 
steed from (once you've completed the Z : ae 
Grand Prix at the hardest seting). fe OSS sees see Me 

a : _ with everyone's fingers. 
Sie Goma: rpEesss 

2l2 

  

) Sas 
A The lighting in the tunnels is 
seriously atmospheric. You won't have 

   
    

     

  

     

: nfs | appreciate is the Al of the other 
2 a ie : e 3 ee 5 fm. drivers in the Grand Prix. 

% AUN tees WOaccum Everyone here agrees that 
5233.00 Trial you'll noti games, even racers, should be 
ee abide ee kee more demanding these days, 

he yeaa (SSoTONT i f yesumtey2i° renmreses Rearobiaes and R4-is certainly up there 
ee sos ee a with the the most eral 

  

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 

Quick, stylish and sexy. 
The long overdue split- 
screen motle’s a honus. 

Je - , 3 ; : : bh 
A The roads are wide, so there's plenty 
of opportunity for overtaking. 

val          
“It’s like you're looking 
through yellow swimming 
goggles.” says Chris. 

were iTS Al 
Import fans will already have it 
spinning in their drives. PAL 
gamers will have to wait till April. 

     

      
       



PREVIEW FORMAT PREVIEWED: N64 —_—PRICE: TBC OUT NOW (JAPAN) 

  

Jeez, you 
wait for one 
new Mario 
game and 
three come 
along at the 
same time. 
We cover 
Golf and 
Party later 

on, but first see Ninty's 
new heat-em-up...    

    

   

   

  

SUPERSTAR LiNe-UpP! 
You can choose from eight Nintendo characters in the game, each offering very different 
abilities (in game developing mythology, eight is reported to be the optimum number for a 
beat-em-up, the maximum number you can have when each fighter is distinct from the 
others). Nintendo also seem to have left room for four secret characters. Any guesses? 
Our cash’s on Bowser and Peach and — at a long shot - Toad, but who else? 

                                          

lot of gamers have been waiting for. Nope, 

not Super Mario 2, but the one where the 

plumber’s about to get his gloves bloody. 

Smash Brothers (still a working name, that) is a fighting game which 

gathers together some of the greatest heroes from the Nintendo 

universe — Mario, Donkey Kong, Fox McCloud and more — and dumps 

them, hungry for the taste of bone and the sound of twanging gristle, in 

a selection of 3D arenas. The idea's so simple it hurts — up to four ‘Atle’s a wellcbalanced ct : fersutted aris key 

So here it is. The first in an exciting triple 
bill of new Mario games. And it’s the one a 

players fight in a ringed area, the aim being to dish out the damage to e power at pointy 

your enemies (although we're not entirely comfortable calling the likes of to novice beat-em-up S.A bit like in (again, j : gets to eth Master Sword and 
: ; , ; he is in Mario Kart, ( ). eee ada Kirby, Yoshi and Link ‘enemies’) and cause as many Ring Outs as 

possible. The game's aimed at a younger gamer, but the fact that you 

can watch Pikachu give Mario a good slapping or Donkey Kong feeling 

the sticky pink anger of Yoshi's tongue means it'll appeal to everyone. 

The game's still a fair way off (at least the autumn for the UK) and 

there are still plenty of details waiting to be filled in. 
Where's Bowser? Will Princess Peach be in there, 

scratching at Mario's eyes? Is Shigeru Miyamoto 

getting involved at any stage? Questions : 

we'll be answering in coming issueg... L 

     
    
    

      

    

  

   
Get out, I’m 
not losing my    

    

iw » A Metroid’ super lovely isthe long-distance atackers choice ‘A Hs strength comes from his impressive jump and the 
Riiighegen ag is particulary nippy about the arenas, u can tongue-u tray th ell el 

for your fruit, Ly 
vermin! def 

    

    
     

A He's round, hes pik Te A Lylat Wars’ Melero is abitof a demon El 
floats about... abit Hecan with his strap-on blaster and, like 
also copy an enemys attack. Samus, is a bit quick. He's a fox, see. 

 



PUBLISHER: NINTENDO PLAYERS: 1-4 
DEVELOPER: HAL LABORATORIES CALL: 01703 653 377 SPECIAL FEATURES: YOU CAN SLAP MARIO ABAHT 

21. OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

  

SDBACKGROUNDS! = 
As you’d expect, each of the characters has their own 
themed stage, with power-ups and obstacles unique to each 
level. Yamapuki City, Pikachu’s stage, sees a random 
assortment of Pokémon appearing. Above Peach Castle 
(Mario) and Congo Jungle (Donkey Kong) also include 
features associated with their ‘host’ character. 

<iThe 
Kongster's 
gaff looks 
like it’s 
been taken 

        

   

        

   

D> The top 
of the 
castle has 
areas both 
to the left 
and right. 

<A rumble above the city. It may be a 
long way to fall, but most ring-outs 
see you hop back in the ring again. 

_ - 

300% DAMAGE-PROOF! 
Nintendo are renowned for keeping gameplay simple, but pure. And 
Smash Brothers, although developed by HAL Laboratories, is 
muscling its way towards the same aim. Your characters start with a 
damage gauge at zero, and you have to smack everyone else’s up 
to 300%. The higher their's get, the more impressive the effects of 
your further attacks. According to the stage chosen, you'll also be 
able to pick up different special items, including Nintendo favourites 
Fire Flowers and Bob-ombs. A simple calculation, taking into account 
your damage and the number of Ring Outs, gives the overall winner. 

  

    

    
    

Here you can see how 
chaotic things can get. 

] You'll clearly need a biggish telly. 

1B he Power-ups eet 
ity. Here’s Yoshi 

witha Fre Haver Get Get ard face 
tie Papi slow 
isn't it icker you get 

it the quicker McCloud’s a foley 

  
Sieh Dene fights are lightning fast. Gameplay’s been speeded up by keeping things simple. After a Ring Out for instance, your character immediately 
jumps back into the ring to carry on fighting (unless your damage gauge is very high, in which case you'll simply fly away and change into a constellation). 

  

A The meat-headed ape’s damage is sky A... that’s where monkey hoy’s going to 
high. And as Mario swings back... end up too. Bright impact bursts, no? 

MODCMONGOUS! 
If you like your play modes, you'll fancy the kecks off Smash Brothers. Single players are given the opportunity to fight up' 
the tournament ladder to the secret boss at the top, while two to four players can thrash it out in Battle Royal mode 
(choosing to play against the clock in Time Limit, or defeating a set number of enemies in Stock mode). 

  

LEVEL 

STOCK 

A The camera doles bik to take i in the 
full trail of the gorilla’s mist. 

   z fe es 
A And now the sad sight of an aerial ape 
becomes a beautiful, shimmering star. 

pr. 
A You'll be needing one of our boss, The 
GamesMaster's telescopes to see him... 

  

     

  
      
     

          

   

   0 0 
S 

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 
Some of the finest 
videogame heroes, kicking 
each others’ cartons in. 

=) The simplistic style of 

     

     

battle might turn off some 
hardened gamers. 

    

ay y! yy 

where iTS AT 
As you an = should be in 
Japanese stores. News of a PAL 
version soon... 

on the finished Japanese 

FEBRUARY 1999 {/\)) 2 

version for a playtest next 
issue. Watcha thisa space-a! 

   



PRAT by FORMAT PREVIEWED: NINTENDO 64 OUT. NOW PRICE: TBC DEVELOPER: HUDSONSOFT 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO CALL: IMPORTERS PLAYERS: 1-4 OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

  

Continuing 
our look at 
new Mario 

titles, it's 
none other 

than the 
Mario video 

game. Well, : S = 5 .. = a : ERAT 624. 

he's done : ° oe a 
just about everything else 
so it was almost 
inevitable, wasn't it? 

    

    

4B EVERY MARIO FOR HIMSELF! 
Mario Party is made for multi-player frolics. Multi-player 
mini-games take place when there is more than one     

a The core of the game is 
i character on the same square. In some games it's everyone based around the dozens of 

o> a * Sm for themselves, while others are two-against-two or three- wild ‘al weal Taine ane ° 
‘ = we against-one. Sounds a bit unfair to us! ‘ y 9 Ss; t ad 1 . A ry which are spread across the 

aa oe eight different boards. 

Right, this may sound a bit ridiculous, so 
bear with me... Nintendo's top six 'celebs' - 
Mario, Peach, Donkey Kong, Luigi, Yoshi and 

Wario - are having a tiff over who is the 
biggest star. And 

how have they decided to 
resolve their little dispute? 
Why, by taking part in a game 
called Mario Party and seeing 
who wins, of course. 

{Although seeing as it is only 
Mario's name that appears in 

the title | would say it's fairly 
obvious who the top ‘VIP’ is). 

Anyway, up to four players can 
each take the part of one of the 
feuding characters, with the ‘party 
game' being a mad cross between a 
traditional board game and those old 

Game & Watch romps. Players take "ts 
turns to roll a (virtual die, with different fe) a 

squares on the board taking you into 
one of 50 separate mini-games (other 
squares do things like causing players 
to miss a go). 

The aim in all the sub-games, which include UFO Catcher, Mario 

Diving, Bowling and Mario Orchestra (!7), is to collect coins; once 
you have 20 (it's also possible to steal them from other players) LH 

you earn a star — the character with the most stars wins. Simple. 
e@eeeeeeeeeoe0 eeceoeeeee 

HE S A STAR! | 

     

    

asi 

  

; 7—691—" A Mini-games include bob-sledding, 
eo =? ‘- ; “ VU yO WCE VEG. bowling and playing ‘Simon Says’. 

rads AY = TA eae Byer w7255e #00" 04 
: - ie OSCE = TL. <7 Geol wee 

A So. would YOU take any 
notice of a young child with a 
toadstool on its head?! 

bm Knock down as 
many pins as possible 
- with your opponents 
as the targets. Ouch! 

      

FoOa"Os The number of stars you 
collect affects your chances of b. 
success at completing the all- eh vee A % 

important main task (like 6 SN 
mending an engine or baking a ae Cagltt 

cake) on each board. AlnBow Le 
500D COP 
BAD COP 

i) Looks to be full of the 
usual Mario japes and fun 
characters, oh yes. 

Those mini-games may he 
too simplistic to hold 
much long-term interest. fi 

A Another mini-game. Get to 

the end first. Easy when you 
know how... probably. 

WHeRe 17S Al 
Already out over in Japan, it's 
simply a matter of finishing off the 
conversion to UK PAL format. 

A copy should have winged 
its way over to us by the 
time you read this, so look 

for more in the next issue. 

<4The rumours of a Nintendo- 
sponsored Spacehopper revival 
weren't entirely misleading as 
these shots clearly prove.   

Bo a we re spoling you lot! Just 
at these two free posters...   
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PSX LATE FEBRUARY £39.99 BLUE SHIFT 
SONY L: 0171 2877803 1-4 NONE 

Shameless 
cartoon- 
style racing 
ahoy! Pick 
an animal, 

charge 
round a 
variety of 
tracks, leap 
over 

obstacles, trample your 
opponents and, Bob's yer 
uncle, youre running wild! 

PlayStation 

racer would be complete without a aie array of power-ups and Running 
certainly not lacking on that front. Along with speed boosts and attacks, you're also 

able to double your size (for squashing opponents) and even fly (to dodge lava lakes). 

a 

featured last issue and you'll have a fairly 
good idea of what’s on offer in Running Wild. 
You get a choice of six racers and it’s simply 

a case of stampeding round the tracks as quickly as 
possible. Simple. 

The chonkingly chirpy characters include an elephant called Boris 
(big on power, a dumpster for speed), a deadly-serious ram called The : 
General (good jumping and agility) and a mere mortal called Gwynne s A Run through those icons for a mega 
(easily the fastest of the lot but lacks power and agility). power-up frenzy! 

The gameplay is simplicity itself — you're primarily only concerned = <4Going over the arrows results ina 
with going left or right and jumping over the obstacles dotted around the WipFout-style speed boost. 
courses. The longer you avoid hitting any obstacles the faster you go. In 
the one-player Challenge mode you compete against five computer- . 

controlled characters, but it's the Circuit mode, a points-collecting 
burn against each other on all the tracks where the tension lies. It's 
like an edition of The Really Wild Show gone mad! 

COURSeS FOR HORSGCS... 
The settings for the six tracks are all of the classic platformer 
variety — there’s a city, desert, Arctic, volcano and so on... 
They're all remarkably similar to race round though and you'll 

very quickly get the hang of them. 

Cast your mind back to the Dreamcast’s 
ene wacky racer PenPen Trilcelon that we 

A Watch out for pools of lava when A Half the time on the Arctic stage is Fil }») THES. CS sh OR T-C Cl ly i >! GOOD CoP 
racing round the side of volcanoes. spent sliding along on your furry arse. 

4 p a eangeny Y Each circuit has a number of alternative routes. You'll need BAD cop 
to think quickly though — even a slight delay will mean that Chirpy racing fun — the 

VThe moody city you'll miss those all-important turnings and jumps, which multi-player mode should 
level. Get to grips could spell the difference between you being King of the provide a few laffs. 
CUO Jungle or, well. just a 15mph ball of fi . 
you'll be ploughing ungie of well ust a tmph bell of tsy fue Sophisticated gamers will 
into walls all over yp probably find this way too 
the place. 5 peg simplistic and repetitive. 

WieRe iTS AT 
The game itself is finished and is 
currently undergoing the old 
conversion from NTSC to PAL. 

A Vital seconds can be gained by A Going left here will take you into the 
A Nothing tricky here, as long as you . P : ; nl dsgtveas ot aitiahomtae nor learning where the alternative routes are. darkest depths underneath the city!  



PREVIEW DREAMCAST £50-70 NOW (IMPORT) 

fee FRY Not only 
| 

© y does it look 
ome — 

Dreamcast. 4] fantastic, it 
- ; 

plays like an 
ah on, Wea 

<b absolute 
ghee in 

eS CO7F beaut’. For 
e 

a = 3 possibly the 
ot 

SG ultimate in 
Biesiuttien 

be 3D fighting 
fun, look no 

further than Virtua 
Fighter 3th, currently 
available on import... 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! G NEW SHOTS! @ GAMESMASTER UPDATE! H NEW SHOTS! 

— = “fl PINK PINK SUNSHINE! 
Despite what some cynics would like to have us believe, you’d look more foolish than Les 
in a luxury leotard if you tried to deny that VF3 has some very swanky graphics. They're 
super-smooth and the attention to detail is spot-on. The shadows, shimmering water, sand, 
flags flying in the breeze — Saturn fans will be cheering on the great transparency effects. 

  

   

   

   

  

      

    

     

  

   
   

  

    

    

  

   

Are FLY 

& If you thought that Tekken 3 was as far as keto oe JEtE RY 

arcade-to-home beat-em-up conversions bes 

could currently go, you’re in for a shock. 
Sega are obviously aiming to launch some 
scorching games when the Dreamcast finally 

lands on these shores later in the year and VF3th more 
than fits the bill. 

There are three modes of play: a Training option, Normal and Team . iN 
Battle (the tb bit), all of which are fairly self-explanatory. Assign the a sac 0 e ‘ A Shun's still a boozy duffer, but even 
number of rounds you want to fight over and a time limit (if you've got a Sn wei ' me his barge goes a bit squiffy in VF3tb 

particularly large amount of time on your hands you can choose to win a ‘earn 3 g (see last issue for more info...) 

match by having to win five rounds of infinite time limit). The length of nie . i é ioe 

each player's energy bar is also variable, so if you're dead good and your 
mate's, er, not, then you can still have a ‘fair’ fight. Even single players 

have plenty of options and there are four difficulty levels. 
Whether you're after a swift punch-up or an in-depth tactical battle, 

VF3 doesn't disappoint. You've already heard us go on in previous 
issues about just how visually superb it is but check out these fresh, 
handpicked screens for further evidence... 
@eeeeeeeeeeoeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeee8 

OINTS OF VieW... 
The trigger switches are used to alternate between different 

viewpoints. Handy if you suddenly feel the urge to watch the 
proceedings from a different angle but a right pain if you 

accidentally press them in the middle of a ruck. 

  

   

  

    
       

     

     

   

A Where's Anthea Turner when you need her? It's just like a scene from one of those 
holiday programmes. Here, the locals are displaying the tradition of ‘arze-kicking’. 

CHEAPION TD GIN CHELLEREER 

rat ~ wor” 

    
   

   

  

   

   

    

  

oTACT 

  

A You can run up and down these stairs — you'll learn to 
use the height (or lack of it) to your advantage. . . 

Lr Tor THs o > 

traditional VU 4333 Ji © CDUC... 
dynamic : eee +» <@ One of the vilest means of quickly dispensing with 
camera. It's v P Get ; 

5 : t t E vee stil the best : ty, opponents is to nudge them to a iraniane Bing Out 

and captures 
all the action. ‘> 

A The look in Pais eyes says she’s not A This view’s quite rm fea you 
here to mess around. can gauge distance reasonably well. 

   

  

    
          

       

Yes, this is a 
string of 
sausages. 

Sinor t 

  

A Go on, crush his tubby fingers for A Oooof! Now that really is a nasty fall. 
A Can you remember a similar view in 

good measure! Someone get Shun a paracetamol. 
Toshinden on the PSX? It was cack then too. 

22 {)) 2525 FEBRUARY 1999



DEVELOPER: CALL: SPECIAL FEATURES: 
NUBLISHER: PLAYERS: OTHER FORMATS: 

    

  

Unfortunately the Training mode isn’t majorly helpful. In fae 
= it’s a turkey. As usual, you get to pick your fighter, opponen 

and arena (in an an easy to negotiate menu) and you're 
shown what buttons you've just hit and how long you spen 
between each move. But we reckon it’s all a bit tricky to iust how hig a punch 
follow if you’re new to this sort of thing. does it pack? 

re . first time you boot up 
(@ Virtua Fighter 3tb you're 

anticipating something more 
er a bit special. And it is. 

SELECT MH OMARAGTER 1 

Nothing like a 
Martini after 

a hard da 
     
     

  

    
    

      

  

A You can set the attacking level of your 
computer-controlled opponent. 

  

   

mae 
e Lek 

If you're really looking to find 
things to criticise, then OK, it’s 
not quite arcade perfect (picky, 
Bey. 1) as highlighted last 
issue, there are one or two lazy 
glitches. But these are minor 
quibbles in the face of such an 
awesome virtual fighting 

   

     

        

   

  

      

      

  

Each character has 14 special moves which are executed in 

the same way as they are on the arcade version. If you're a | 

dedicated Tekkenite, don’t worry - they're dead similar to i > 

perform as the combos in the Tekken series. The one ; =, 

drawback is that the standard pad isn’t exactly purpose-built $y e 

for beat-em-ups, with many sensible Japanese Dreamcast SoA 
experience. 

owners opting to splash out on the arcade stick. A Its tricky keeping on track with the My god, without ninja Kage, this cor’ The ‘attract mode’ intro is 
EAS moves your pulling off, they're so quick. be from the original Street Fighter... the first thing to kick you in the 

eyes, and it’s from that you 
; ee you've got a machine 

i EP that’s more powerful than the 

   

        

     
   

    

   

    

   

      

a} 

  

   
   

      

          
   

    

   

      
    
  
  
  
   

    
    

   

       

in the arcade, there are initially 12 fighters to choose oP eT a! ee 

from (and yep, you can ‘be’ Dural later). As with every. i 
sequel, you'll rush to for your favourites first... a P 

SELECT MCMARASTER OS) SELECT M CNARACTERN 12 |i). 
£ = mn WOLF ame : Welt Hawitield - i me se a “i Kg a glee 

A Lau and Sarah enjoy a spot o’ passion A Pai Chan's kicks are killers. Even a ie 
mid-fight. Leave her alone, old bloke! simple eK can send a Wolf flying. . . Bot ge: 0 yk 

Fptoative Protest” x 

you. The polygons are big and 
» smooth, and there's a detail 

and depth to the environments 

: eh P PlayStation sitting in front of 

  ~ “menot’seen in a console game 
A Akira is still an extremely well- A Wolfs a bit like his Gladiator of before. Thankfully, thie extends 

   
balanced fighter, making him a safe bet. namesake. Hehasahigh forehead. to the majority of the in-game 

, 7 arenas too. 

SELECT fh ChHMRACTeER Of Cynice beware: this is one : polished arene But is it 
SD Name : Serah Bryant : enough to attract PlayStation 

Country : America ’ P owners? More next. issue... 

Sen : Female ; a 
Blood Type : AB \ > 
job College Student = 
Hobby: Siydig 
Fighting Style Jeet Kane D> PP ics 

; 1 | é 

tT Good Cop 
, BAD COP 

Each character cae , i : hes ae 

Balle A Aah, the connoisseurs choice. May | congratulate sir on his fine selection? Sarat standard in visual excess. 

CHEAPICN 1 LIN 

A Lion's fighting style 
won't appeal to 
everyone, least of all 
the player with Shun. 

events. Here ES ree a good fighter for the beginner, with plenty of easy-to-access, leggy kicks. from Jacky’s ‘wind’. 
SELECT A CHARROTER 08 SELECT MH CMAAROTER m* 

Gt? Tame : Jacky Brgant 
Covntry : America 

Glitchy in places, and the 
technical nature of play 

teiyiea. might put some off. Country : Japan 

  

    

  

     

  

“g) Bethday: 170828 Birthday : 57931 
T) Sea:tHale Sen: Female 

Blood Type : Blood Type: A 
Job Indy Car Racer 
Haldg: Tralalog 

WEL > me AF 

ieicmisor™ (PE WHERE ITS AT 
ete eee Udebieliettmme a One of the Dreamcast launch 

games, Sega will be gearing it up 

“\, S40) Along with the sought-after 
a Sonic Adventure, this'll be 

A Jacky is someone who the veteran A OK, one newie slips in as a 15) dad art aos a UK 
Virtua Fighter fan will feel happy with. recommended choice. She's lubberly. } yy [gae\/Ge sauce Bs Rattan,      A Again, you feel every punch and kick A You can really sense the weight of a 

offered to your character's chin. character when you pick ‘em up. 
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PREVIEW pa> conver ereviewen: pLaystarion © PRICE: STBE == «OUT: MARCH 
Reave: To 
carry off by 
force. Soul: 

The spirit or 
immaterial 
part of man. 
Soul Reaver: 
A bloody 
brilliant 
game that 

involves reaving souls to 
hecome all-powerful. 
Makes sense that... 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! M@ NEW SHOTS! M@ GAMESMASTER UPDATE! Mi NEW SHOTS! 

adventure it’s Soul Reaver. Forget that it’s a 

sequel to blood-let-em up Legacy of Kain 

and instead drool over its vast landscapes, sumptuous 
textures, dazzling effects and cunning gameplay. 

The amazing thing about Soul Reaver is what it hasn't got — 
glitching, appreciable slowdown when tackling enemies or loading waits 
between areas. As a result of clever memory juggling there are no levels 

just one gi-normous world you can wander about in — loading only occurs 

when you start a new game. Play is split between the spectral and 

material plane that your character, Raziel, can warp between. While the 

game's two zones occupy the same ‘space’ there are important 

differences. In one plane an area will be a lake and in another a misty 
chamber — enemies change from wet blankets to walking nightmares. 

Rather than starting the game armed Raziel turns spikes and 

projections into makeshift clubs and spears. You'll need every spell and 
weapon you can grab if you're to fight off the 30 different types of 

enemy and defeat the eight bosses. As big as Tomb Raider 3 and 

blessed with more features and better graphics this has ‘BIG 
SELLER!’ seared into its demonic arse flesh. 

GLiDe ON TiMe 
Despite having his wings ripped by creepy Kain our Raziel can at least 
still glide from platform to platform. Leap off a ledge, press a button 
and his wings flap taught like a second-hand parachute from Oxfam. 

Find an updraft and you can even spiral upwards to higher levels. 

If there’s one game that’s likely to knock 

Tomb Raider 3 off its perch as top 3D 

Okay, who 
ordered the 

Piranha? 

You can't flap 
but gliding means 
there’s even more 
or Raz to explore. 

> Leaping off 
into the misty 
yonder can be 
nerve-racking. 

Wot no pop-up, fog, loading or white glitch lines? No, you're not dreaming, in motion Soul Reaver looks 
every bit as polished and composed as it does in these shots. Thanks to clever technical trickery nearby 
areas are always held in memory so there's no waiting for stuff to be dragged off CD and the textures 
and lighting can continually change as you move around. It’s the work of THE DEVIL we tell ya! 

horny devil, 

fancy a bite? 

; A Because surrounding areas are held in memory there’sno A Those wings may look knackered but they allow 
need to use the same texture for the whole of one cavern. Raziel to glide down to lower platforms with ease. 

A Never mind the gore, just look at the 
lighting on that, eh? These effects are 
used to create severe spookiness. 

<4 Soul Reaver does have its fair share 
of jumping about but most leaps are 
nowhere near as tricky as 7RJs. 

A The height of some of the areas is incredible and you'll need © A You never feel like you're wandering about a stone-lined 
all your gliding and wall climbing abilities to explore fully. room because every feature is so beautifully sculpted.  



DEVELOPER: CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 
PUBLISHER: EIDOS 

SPECIAL FEATURES: TBE 
OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

CALL: 0181 6363000 
PLAYERS: 1 

DON T Like it uP eM! 
} inspired by Clive 

| Dunn's psychotic pensioner out 
of Dad's Army, Raziel’s favourite 

_ method of despatch is to shove 
a sharp stick up through the 
nether regions of his enemies. 

_ Not only is this fun but, done 
eet, it'll give him the — 
ngth he needs to re-enter 

the material plane after a severe _ 
. battering has condemned him to 

| skulk about as a puny spectre. 
Raziel can't actually die in the 

_ game but banishment from the 
_ wonders of the material world 
seems like punishment enough. 

> Sacrificing your enemies to gain 
_ strength is as entertaining as it is 
_ effective. This might smart a bit. 

‘A kebab we made earlier. What were 
_ they thinking leaving all these skewers 
about? Someone was bound to get hurt. 

-
-
-
-
—
-
—
—
 

A That's zombie mates for you, his 
mates being crucified and he’s gone” 
off for a can of Coke and a Snickers. 

ad MEDIC! We need 15 pints of 0-neg 
7 now, stat! Where's the cast of Teeny 

_ when you really need them, heh? 

9 
Every time we see Soul Reaver it 
just gets better and better. 
avg had a chance to play 

Othe early version the cunning of 
~ all the creatures has come on in 

M™ leaps and bounds. Now they'll 
! try to stab you in the back or 

gang up on you if you're not 
wary enough. We can’t wait to 
tackle the legions of Hell in the 

Be friches game, what with 
tapas that the different 

- Tag ypes of creature will react 
Feat erently to you depending on 

how you treat others of their 
kind. veftecte= “wise Soul Reaver is 

fr stunning and ‘ale other 3D 

A
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a
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D> “While you're up there, you could’ t possibly change the lighthulb could you?” You 
1 see that's what makes a good demon, extracting gore and the michael at the same time. 

a ee titles to shame. Just watching 

NOT EXACTLY PAUL DANIELS Heenan 
Bes rasan, het waiting, 
or climb up a wall by thrusting 

his spiked mitts into the 

Magic in Soul Reaver comes in many forms, it can enable you to warp between the game's two zones or stone surface is breath- 
crush enemies with a sort of demonic ribbon of energy (this is known as ‘constriction’). You gain magical 
expertise like you gain other skills (wall-climbing, swimming) by defeating enemies. Special ‘glyphs’ or 

taking. The fact that you 
can climb on and pull as 

spells can also be acquired through solving temple puzzles. well as push objects bodes 
well for puzzle fans as 

well as adding 
extra alien. 

Thing is, , 
it’s hard 
to see 
anything 
wrong with 
Soul Reaver. 
Can it 

» really be 
as close to 
perfection 
as its 

glorious 
graphics suggest? 

Looks like Hell Cin a good 
way) and plays like a 
Goth’s wet dream 

ET 

A Forget Star Trek, this is what warping 
really looks like. Everything goes bendy. 

ZOMBie SPCARING 
Unusually you don’t start off the game well armed, 
instead you yank out staves, spears and spikes that have been 
embedded in the landscape. Reaver uses a special combat system \COntact lens! 
that means, unlike a lot of 3D games, you always face which 1 
enemy is actually about to land a blow. This makes tackling » 
zombies like this one a breeze. Almost. 

A ‘| AM RAZIEL! Feel the power of my 
mighty warping abilities!” Blimey. 

FROG STUFFING | 
There are 30 different types of 
enemy and these frog-faced 
things are probably the prettiest. 
Many enemies transform into 
snake-like spectres in the 
distance before diving into the 
ground and popping up in front of 
you. Rather unnerving really. 

A Earn new spells by solving temple- 
based puzzles, then kill more zombies. 

Don’t move, 
I've dropped a 

probably wouldn't like it 
hut who CARES!? 

That last coat of polygon polish is 
being applied, along with a few 

A “Alright, my turn, stand 
still while |... hnnnng!” 

é 2 hss 

A Use your constriction attack to crush > “Heh, heh. Bet you 
groups of enemies or operate levers. 1 thought Id miss... 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , j 
- . Erm, well, your Mother ' Pr, 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  



D ATA ’ FORMAT REVIEWED: DREAMCAST OUE NOW (IN JAPAN) PRICE: IMPORTERS DEVELOPER: SEGA 
PUBLISHER: SEGA CALL: IMPORTERS PLAYERS: 1-2 OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

it's been a 
long, long 
time coming 
but the 
Dreamcast's 
first racer 
(not 
including 
the loony 

i Mmm! PenPen 
celon) is looking 

splondicioulsy groovy. 
Better late than never! 

  

    

  

meals UPDATE! Hi NEW SHOTS! = GAMESMASTER UPDATE! GS NEW SHOTS! 

  

     
As ‘fies screenshots demonstrate, the graphics are 
gorgeous, with some especially lovely scenery. Some 
gimmers have already been moaning about how the graphics 
aren't faithful to the arcade version. But they’re pretty close. 

Waits 
i , - UPiviaruii,     . It was originally planned as being one of the 

{ &.) must-have titles to coincide with the 
~ ** PDreamcast’s launch but, then, not everything 

7 {| always goes to plan in the slippy-slidey 
” world of videogaming. After having its 

release date pushed further and further back it’s 
finally out in Japan. But has it been worth the wait? op . sconce 

There's a choice of 20 cars (down from an original 40, as some of A Blinding headlights are not all these ett —o— 
the cars were too similar), with new vehicles including the Peugeot 106, speedsters have to offer... i : 
Mitsubishi Lancer and the Toyota Corolla. The extensive modification ; 

options allow you to alter everything from the suspension and tyres, right 
down to your co-driver. A big improvement over the original. 

Settings for the dazzling new tracks include the Indonesian jungle, 
while there's also a redesigned version of old favourite, the desert 
course from its predecesor. A ten-year championship mode features a 
total of 40 courses, and multi-player games will be supported through — 

Sete lea ; : — 
the Dreamcast's built-in modem, allowing for up to eight players to ) ‘ * 

A A nifty swerve to the right should soon : 
ensure aa vale 

                            

   

    

    
    

  

0° 46°433 - =~ 
0' 47067 

race against each other — no matter where they live. Very... tasty. 

COCHCHHCOHOOCHOCHOHOOHOHEEEEHESHH8EEES 

ar yyy 

Unlike something like Gran Turismo, for example, SR2 
places a strong emphasis on the diversity of weather 

pe: Conditions and 

          

   

  

    
A Driving at top speed straight into a 
snow drift is not the best of ideas...     

      

      

   

          

re. Snow still separates 
F the men from the 

: boys, it’s so nee 

      

   a ey 

Looks fantastic and the 

You're given a choice of 20 different models (of cars that is), all of which you raed le ought 
are able to tune to perfection. It’s fairly obvious what adjusting the handling 
and suspension does, but what are you meant to do with a blow-off valve? \ You'll need to remortgage 

: asc 58 sR = ee your house to afford the 
first import copies. 

   
It’s already out in Japan but a UK 
release isn’t likely until the end of 
the year.     

  

    

= . | hi) 
le, game, whena — You won't have time to change the A Does this bear more than a passing | 2 copy to usin time fora 
certain sleek motor was a secret car? wheel, so what's the point in taking it? resemblance to a Mini Metro? oA lull report next issue. 
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When the deadliest Wrestlers in th 
your eyes aut! ears will be filled with 
awesoite power of THUNDER! = 

.. 

¢ 60+ superstars, plus hidden wrestlers 

¢ Compulsive multi-player action 
¢ Official WCW commentary 

“the big hoys play’ aa 
the Nintendo 64 hit 

WW 

fA 

  r deceased individuals. 

F - be eh 

PlayStation Eee: ‘ ‘ a Dr e der license to World Championship Wrestling, , Inc. 
“a tieaee ae pt wi 4 acters, al



SHADOW 
MAN 

It's the N64's darkest game yet. It has serial killers, naked zombies, voodoo and 
buckets of blood. It's also a supremely accomplished 3D adventure. In N64 Magazine's 

World Exclusive first play, find out why Shadowman is Zelda's evil twin... 

PLUS! Reviews of ROGUE SQUADRON, SOUTH PARK, MICRO MACHINES 
64 TURBO and MARIO PARTY, massive guides to ZELDA 64 and TUROK 2 

and exclusive new pictures from SMASH BROS and MARIO GOLF. 

MAGAZINE 

YOU NEED NEVER MISS OUT AGAIN ¢ ISSUE 25 OUT NOW  



D ATA S PLAYSTATION MARCH £39.99 RADICAL ENTERTAINMENT 
SONY 0171 287 7803 1-4 NONE 

Now here's 
something 
you don't see 
every day — 
it's kinda 
like a 
space-age 
version of 
tag (but 

PlayStation 

and it takes place in 
arenas that resemble 
strange-looking temples. 

c a ta IEATENAE —! ed 

The 3D arenas vary in complexity. Different levels feature teleporters, escalators, lifts and 
there are 15 different power-ups available, crucial for delaying your opponent's progress. 

& 

I, 
i 

Futuristic sports sims of games ‘yet to be : : e 
invented’ aren’t always a good idea. There’s ee 5 : eC 
usually a very good reason why no one’s Pe Saat ey p 
thought of them before - they’re useless. 00:16 a ad fi O€23 a t { 9:79 tort 
Fortunately, Bloodlines doesn’t appear to fall Be : 5 : 5 : = 

into this category. cet certainly a quirky na cheeky) A This is one of the simpler stages — A Oh dear, looks like you're on a bitofa © A None of the arenas are much bigger 
little number for your PlayStation. look out for collapsible bridges though. —_losing streak here. than this, unfortunately. 

In an effort to cling to their roots, a group of outcasts in the distant 
future have renewed an ancient form of combat and unearthed the HERS Ss HOW. Be) DO ht 

abandoned arenas that it took place in. This band of fighters travel from . , . 
arena to arena, battling amongst themselves to crown a champion. And To gain control, first leap into a green (neutral) marker before your opponent does. On the first 
the game this futuristic combat game most resembles? Tag! Well, there's level there are four markers so you'll need to change three of them into your colour (in this 
a bit more to it than that but you get the idea... case red) to win the round. If 

Each arena has a number of ‘markers’ in it, each of which start off one player steals control from 
as being ‘neutral’. The first player to run through a neutral marker takes oe 
control of the game and then has a coloured glow around them. Once in another (which is done by 
control (you're able to attack opponents and steal control back off them) catching an opponent and 

you must run through all the markers but one to win a round, giving thema good slapping) 

changing them into your colour. It's lavishly produced, it looks good they can then change markers 
and should appeal to anyone after something away from the norm.. back to their colour. 

[CONTROL FREAK 
e key to success i ec 

A Head for those loony green markers 
— you've only a second to spare! It's a 
dangerous game is Bloodlines. g 

A Markers are often found in the furthest 
corners of each arena. 

00:27 (1s 

Always pleasant to see 
something a hit different - 

yy and this is very different! 

The arenas are a pretty 
small and may feel a bit 

D7 samey after a while. 

WHER wi ’S AT | 

The preview version we saw looked 
virtually finished so it’s just a case 
of final bug-checking. 

90:71 a= 00:14 

AcLush gloomy lighting,no? J Radiation poisoning, anyone? 

FEBRUARY 1999 {)))  



Most likely 
©} to he the 

Dreamcast. j Scariest 
thing you ll 
see based on 

a big ship 
since the 

last time 

Keith Harris 
and Orville, 

the green nappy-clad 
Chinese starter dish, 

performed on the QE2... 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! Gi NEW SHOTS! Hi GAMESMASTER UPDATE! TH NEW SHOTS! 

TEAMWORK! 
Carrier has got systems 

: operating in the game to make — 
"sure that it shouldn't play the 
, same way twice. The Auto 

Action process makes other 
_ members of your team go off 
and investigate what's going on 
all on their own — you then have 
to meet up with them at certain 

| times to get more information 
& As soon as Capcom announced that they and weapons. Different contact 

were on-board and focused on bringing their 
blood-frenzy Resident Evil series to the ports aiden oe 
Dreamcast there was a collective holding of 1s cone tie ahaiteae a 
breath by the gaming community. This tears that sctlo, eres 

But hot on their heels came news of another zombie gorefest from the other guys on 

Jaleco, Carrier. Influenced by Resident Evil and just about every zombie (well, they’ oor? ee side op 

movie you can think of, Carrier puts you in control of a member of a top moator sib time) wil | havean 

secret team, dropped onto a naval research vessel to discover why all effect on you and what's going ‘ 

DREAMCAST £TBC LATE ’95 

  

the crew suffered from hallucinations and started to kill each other. 

Worse than that, you have to find out why the ones that are dead, are 

still managing to walk around the ship. 
The game is set in realtime, which means that unlike Resident Evil - 

where what you did and where you were triggered off events, in Carrier 

things are going to happen anyway — you just have to be in the right 

» place to see it. To make sure you don't miss out on too many of the 

big events, the rest of your team are doing their own investigation, 
and will fill you in on the details 
when you meet them. This is 

» going to have to go some to 

» be better than Res Evil, 
especially as that will be 
out months before sp 

» this in Japan. i) 

If only I'd now... M 
got that Res : & be me fo 
Evil 2 gig... ” , a” bie. Same ; 

; ‘A Would this be a really, really bad time to tell you those barrels | you're hiding behind 
contain highly explosive chemicals and could ignite if there's s, like, a loud noise? 

MUINAT STA BIG ONE! a 
Harsh language isn’t going to be much use against these naval 

y zombie freaks so you'll have to rely on weapons instead. You start 
were not on } off with some pretty basic ones, but remember that this is a : 
Channel 5.,/ weapons research vessel so you're bound to find some beefier 

boomsticks later in the game. Notice how even these basic guns are 
so much bigger than in other games. Wonder why? 

ve 54 A Big guns = big 
bullets = a big 
mess when you 
hit something. 

“This could be a 
pretty bad time to 
run low on ammo. 

FEBRUARY 1999  



ss — « CARRIER 
iT TAKES TWO BABY! 

So how does the bloodshed in Carrier compare with other horror epics M 5 ; g Sa a a Se ; 
: 2 Lat’ ' oy leet Jack and Jessifer. Alright, so they're not the toughest sounding names for a couple of heroes, but — 

doing the rounds? Let's see how it fares.on the splatt-o-meter... this is aiming to be the most explosive pairing since Xena and Hercules. The: 
‘SILENT HiLL ) Skinned babies busy hunting you with knives, blood all carrier by helicopter, which is attacked as it tries to land. Then the gory fu 

over the shop, the whole game looks like a psychotic . . —— 
butcher has been on the rampage. Looks like something out of A 
Nightmare on Elm Street. Already creating controversy. 

al 

£ 

2. ~\ . 

F rs ? 

. . The games that made horror 
RESIDENT EVIL 1 & 2 popular on the PlayStation. Lots of 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! 
The gameplay is shallow, 

House OF THe DEAD 2 unlike the pools of blood 
you'll soon be wading through with this videogame nasty. Amazing 
amounts of blood — it's just a pity about the gameplay. 

. If Jaleco create a tense, scary atmosphere they could have 
CARRICR something here. Various decapitations, body parts and spurtings 

signify that they aren't scared to go over the top on the blood front. 
But with Res Evil out first Carrier's really got something to prove. Ss —_ a 

ee ; a at { ; Going for Res Evils jugular 
: Bn ‘ with gory graphics and 

plenty of shocks. 

Res Evil comes out first, 
meaning this'll have to he 
mind-blowing to impress. 

Still in developmental nappies, a 
demo should he ready at the same 
time as Res Evil launches. 
on  



< Pee sane go igi we 
pata 

  

    
                

             

  

        
    
        
     

    

Following in the 
POE 6) EP MUR ag PE » esteemed tracks of 

Wes Sega Rally 2 comes 
© Buggy Heat. It's another 

off-road racer for the 
Dreamcast, but one 
that rejects the 
sleek lines of 
Rally's street 
cars in favour of i é 

be : == the slightly more 3 009-36 
spectacular looking buggies. There are four modes on 
offer. First up's a Championship mode where you have 
to make multiple runs over the six courses to get your 
driver as high up the rankings as possible (you'll be able 
to upload your driver to an Internet site to enter national championships 
in Japan — let’s hope they do the same here with the Dreamcast's 
modem). There's also Time Attack, where it's you against the clock, 
Training to get used to the roads and different car handling (there are 

eight to get to grips with) and a Vs mode which is in turn split into three In Time Attack mode you can manually 
sections: two-players, you against the machine and even a CPU Vs CPU select weather and day/night conditions. 
mode so you can see how to tackle the tougher tracks. 

aR alees | 200 ULI oo. IE 

    

ab Tine TOTAL TIME 
QD 0'09"346 

      

   

    

            

        

     

  

   

  

      

       

    

   

  

    

Developers CRI are making good use of the VMS unit as well. 
You'll be able to save all your driver stats onto it and then set up a multi- 
player match-up where the Dreamcast races all the drivers on your card 
for you to see who's the best. Go round your mate’s house with your 

VMS and you can see how your best drivers get on against his. 
The team behind Buggy Heat consists of people from Sega 

themselves and a company responsible for most of the arcade 
conversions that appeared on the Saturn (they also developed 

some of the programming tools 
that teams all over the 
world are using to 
make Dreamcast 
games). 

  

  

A As you collect 
points, you get to 
upgrade your motor. Who'll be able to resist the charms of 

MET WORLI 

y Cor "99 
¢ NEW GAME! Gi FIRST SHOTS! Gi NEW GAME! 
e@ EA and Codemasters continue their mutual idea stealing purge (Prince 
@ Naseem Vs Knockout Kings the latest), with EA this time taking the lead 
@ from the success of Codies' Brian Lara Cricket. The Cricket World Cup 

bats off in May, no doubt with England getting a sound thrashing from 
anyone who cares to turn up and have a go. Sorry England, we joke. 
You're really rather good. Really. This time though you can change 
history by taking over any of the 12 teams involved and playing through 
this realistic and 
accurate sim/arcade 
game combo. If 
cricket is your thing 
then you can go for 
the full-on 
management strategy 

side of things, but 
thankfully there's a 
slog-em-up arcade 
mode included as 
well. Maybe this is 
one way we can beat 
those barbie guzzling 
guys from Oz at last. 

3 _Jb_| Big promises for this sim of the 
: big sporting event this Summer.   

    

    

> Buggy Heats replay mode shows your 
driver change gear, hit the accelerator 
and brake. You'll be able to learn and 
correct your previous mistakes easily. 

A Despite its American looks, Buggy Heat 
seems to offer a promising game system. 

Buggy Heats due to be eT in Japan in March. itll be the second 
Dreamcast racing game, closely following the debut of Sega Rally 2. 
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A If you've any questions you'd like the development team to answer, send ‘em to ‘Gex 
Questions’ at the usual address (see page 4) and we'll endeavour to get ‘em answered. 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! Gi NEW SHOTS! 
For the last few years, Gex has always come off second best as he 
battled to become a platform game hero. This time things may be 
different. This time, it may be his turn to join the ranks of Mario, Sonic 
and Crash as his latest adventure preps for lift off. 

The smooth tongued hero is now an international secret agent who 
has to battle through all new worlds using 25 new disguises (Sherlock 
Gex, Little Red Riding Gex, Cowboy Eastwood Gex and Long John Gex) 

to rescue Agent Xtra (video sequences provided by Baywatch babe 
Marliece Andrada) from resident bad boy, Rez. Thankfully the awful 3D 
camera system of the last game has been ditched and replaced by a 
more intuitive one. Gex also gets to have some fun with his new found 
scuba diving, snowboarding, tank driving, fireball launching skills. 

One thing that hasn't changed though is the snappy one-liners and 
TV and movie based humour. This time the game features 1000 gags, 
impressions and other ‘they were funny at the time’ lines. On top of that 
there are stacks of new bonus rounds and sub games. In fact, anything 
that could be put in to improve on Gex's previous, occasionally cack 
games, has been. If you're still feeling sceptical, just remember that this 

is being done by the same people responsible for the amazing looking 

Soul Reaver. There's hope for the Gexter yet then. We'll know for sure 
in April when this gets released. 

Tune in next issue, when we should be 
putting an initial version through its paces. 

—_—> 

PlayStation 

EASTLEVARIA 64 
Konami's N64 vampire 
thriller hasn't had the 
easiest of times in 
development. but as it 
gets nearer to the launch 
date, things are looking 
better all the time. The 
story is set 100 years 
after the last Castlevania 
adventure, which saw the 
castle or horror and all its 
undead residents ‘ 

banished to hell. ¢ 
This time though, the 

whip cracking, monster killing adventure has gone through a 3D 
polygon transformation that immediately makes it so much more 
than just another Castlevania game. There are two characters that 
give the game some longevity, it playing differently with both of them 
(different routes through, different bosses and different endings — 
that makes it different enough in our book). Castlevania 64 is packed 
with graphical effects that will do the historic series justice. The 
soundtrack is almost CD quality (and will give most PlayStation 
soundtracks a run for their money) and the gameplay will feel 
comfortably familiar to anyone who has ever had the good fortune to 
play one of the previous side-scrolling Castlevania games. You get 
to solve simple puzzles, explore a lot and do battle with the very 
worst freaks that hell has managed to create. Now that the the Zelda 
hype has passed (and the sheer quality of Nintendo's premier title 
has been allowed to shine through), N64 owners need something 
else to look forward to and dream about playing - we reckon this 
could be the one to start getting worked into a milky froth about. 

UNKNOWN 

D noononann 

ce 
AThe targeting system ensures your 

accurate, even in a 3D environment. 

LUIMEDOWN 

A Konami hurl a whole trough of new 
effects towards your eyes for C64. 

i Ue 
; ike 

A Jumping takes on a whole new thrill in a 3D environment. Tasty camera view. 

There hasn't been a bad Castlevania game 
yet. Hopefully itil be out by March. 

  

Short and to the point. .. 
These are games we ve 
caught a fleeting glimpse of 

More missions, specialist 
troops and weapons for the 
best PC strategy game. 
@eesoeeveeoecoeaes eae eee 

og 
Codemasters’ pint-sized hero 
in the fastest slug fest yet. 
What we've seen so far has 
been pretty promising. 

eeseseaeesoeeoeoeeo oes es 

Rare have at last confirmed 
that they're working on this 3D 
polygon wonder. No dates yet 
mind, but remember the impact 
Donkey Kong Country had on 
the SNES? Multiply it by ten... 

Take a liberal dose of Quake, 
then chuck in some 
mouthwatering ‘race and 
destroy’ sections. Simmer for 
half an hour — instant Redline!  



  

GAMCSMASTeCR'S CSSCNTIAL GAMING CALCNDAR 

(TBC } Final Fantasy 8 | Square 

    

Ever wondered how Mystic Meg manages to 
make all her startling predictions? “A man 
dressed in green, with the letter A prominent 
in his name who'll get a copy of Ridge Racer 
4 on March 12th...” She’s not tuned into the 

psychic world, she’s just tuned into the 

GamesMaster release schedule. Avoid the 
queues and waiting lists by checking these 
pages before going down to your local HMV. 

_ Twisted Edge THE N64 | 
‘Bugs and Lola — Infogrames Wet: 
Smurfs Infogrames We! 
Civilisation 2 Hasbro 

Pro 18 World Tour Golf lliSany 
~ Mud Monsters THE N64 | 
Actua Golf Premier Gremlin 

Actua Soccer Premier Gremlin 
Battle of Britain Eidos 
Dark Stone Rising GTi 
Dragonflight Eidos 

F-16 Aggressor Virgin 

Fi GP2 Power Plus fliliiicrobrose Mo] 
~ Falcon 4 MicroProsellze) 

Flight Unlimited 2 Virgin 
~ Homeworld Infogrames 

Ignition White Label [iMirgin 
May Day 2 Eidos 
Monkey Hero Take Two 

Resident Evil White Labelle 
Rocky Horror GTi 

Shadows ofthe Empire White Labelllzel 
Tank Racer Eidos 

TOCA 2 C/masters 
Turok 2 Acclaim 

“Viva Football Virgin 

Bugs Life Infogrames 
Champ Manager 3 Eidos 
Heavy Gear 2 Activision 

Monkey Island Classics Activision 
Caesar's Palace Interplay | GB. 

Bugs Life Infogrames | GBI 

Wicked Surfing THE © Ker 

Global Dominion Psygnosis 
Screaming Demons Eidos | PC| 

~ Akuji the Heartless Eidos 
Sportscar GT Eidos 

19th 

19th 

26th 

TBC | Silent Hill 

2 FEBRURARY 1999 

Millipede 

Metal Gear Solid 

Call To Power 
Draken 

Indiana Jones 

Joe Blow 
Rayman 2 

Space Invaders 

Viva Football 

“WCW Thunder 
Acclaim Sports Soccer 

Earthworm Jim 3D 
Micro Machines 64 

Rayman 2 — 
South Park 

Warzone 2100 

Alien Vs Predator — 
Alpha Centauri 

Baja 1000 Racing 

Brian Lara Cricket 

C&C: Tiberian Sun 
Champ Manager 3 

Civ: Call to Power 

Delta Force 

Diablo 2 

Draken 

Duke Nukem Forever 
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PREVIEW oma» ronmar previewen: pe PRICE: £39.99 OUE APRIL 
‘X-Wing 
Alliance 
preview. 
Write it, you 
will.” “Shut 
yer face, 
Yoda, and 
give me 

me_| your lunch 
money, or il 

as everyone about the 
time i caught you with 
that Wamp Rat.” 

ON n WANG) AND AY BRAYeRT 
Like its predecessors, X-Wing Alliance is a mission-based game that promises to vary its 
objectives hugely while you play through it. As well as taking out huge ships and rescuing 
allies, you'll sometimes be asked to secure sectors that the Empire controls. As you might 
expect, Darth and his mates don’t give up their territory easily, so expect them to be seriously 
well-defended. Minefields are used extensively, and demand that you pick a nippy, easy-to-fly 
ship that'll get you out of trouble in a jiffy. The A-Wing fits the bill perfectly. 

It’s the Star Wars game we've been waiting for 

and the game that marks the end of the first 
three films’ stranglehold on Star Wars gaming. 
With X-Wing Alliance, LucasArts are promising the 

de e@ space combat sim. 
Fly the Falcon, man the laser turret that was the coolest scene in 

Star Wars and play out the period between The Empire Strikes Back and 

Return Of The Jedi. Alliance looks like it's going to be the Star Wars 

game LucasArts always wanted to make, and we've always wanted to 

play. If you've experienced previous X-Wing games you know what to 

expect; sharp graphics, great atmosphere, loads of recognisable ships, . . 

and the best flight sim interfaces ever made. A mission-based storyline " A Ooh! Mines! Luckily you're in the 

will complement the multi-player action and the still unsurpassed single- &: most manoeuvrable Rebel ship there is. 
player depth of TIE Fighter will be added in order to create the most a / 

immersive SW game yet. We're hoping the force is with LucasArts. 
gh. 

SUPERENODEIS! ee ! <—e 
: . : I'm behind you! — s 

As well as being a huge game, there’s even an electronic Tweet- etl a - ‘ r~ 
encyclopedia that covers every ship and object you'll meet Sh . at § 

while you're playing. There’s technical info for each one, ~ ’ 

meaning you can swot up on your enemies and a <3 “a 

learn which bits to aim for before Pak : es AAARRGHH! 

Pa e 
you start your next mission. I've lost R2 : et, A Try to shoot them, 

rather than hit them. 

  

A Learn where the propulsion system of a Y-Wing is and how the i ion cannons work. 
Invaluable information that'll make you irresistible to women. And Wookies, probably. 

The Empire never should have 
EBRUARY 1999 employed those cowboy builders.  
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THERE iS ANOTH 
= UNFOR JUNATELY]) 
In space, no-one can hear 
you scream, “For God’s 
sake R2, shut yer noise!” 

e 
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LUCASARTS 1-8 NONE 

‘<-] LOOK MUM, NO HANS! FLY, MY PReTTieS! 
Alliance's biggest draw is the fact that you can, for the first y 
time, fly Han Solo’s Millennium Falcon — the most famous Move over 
space ship ever. Probably. And, of course, being a large E 
ship with a separate gun turret and cockpit, it'll be unlike 
anything you've ever flown. Here’s the guide... 

VW, << ae 
4. a °         

    

      

      
    

        

   

Radar = Your front and 
rear radars are invaluable for 
working out where the enemy 
are. Anything in green are 
friendly or neutral, red dots 
are the bad boys. 

   

      

       

        

        

  

   

    

Laser System - 
Your lasers, like engines and 
shields, need recharging if 

you want to avoid running out 
of ammo in the middle of a 
battle, pump power into them. 

' . 

    
    

  

ee 

1 4 Re shies es 

  

A The turret allows for more accurate A The Falcon screams out of a hangar — 
shooting despite a limited field of vision. _ taking off is far easier than landing. 

Enemy - ATIE 
Interceptor. These are 

= . i us amongst the fastest of 
Shields = this icon Targeting = Here the TIE series, and 

: shows you how much power | you'll find all the info you feature four laser 
=e you're allotting to the shields. | need about your current cannons. If you find 

Currently it’s on 33% front | target, from its distance, to one on your tail, call 
and back, with the rest on | how effective its shields are, for help, or use 
your engine and weapons. and how damaged it is. the force! 

    

      
    

      

    

   
   
   

   

      

     

  

            

  

Previous X-Wing games have relied on fairly crude VGA graphics to further the story in 
cut-scenes. Alliance features cinematic sequences that look like they could feature in a 

‘ movie. Gorgeously rendered models are used to tell the epic story, all accompanied by 
John Williams's adrenaline-pumping music. It doesn’t get much better than this... 

A ‘| got one Han!” “Yeah. 
Don't get cocky, kid.” One Bi 

with farae 
fries please! YZ 

@ Would you like 
a drink with 
that sir! 

A He's the man we love to hate. An 
still wearing that tatty old robe. 

AAviewtoakill — 
from the cockpit. 
4Virtual cockpits allow you 
to look up and down. 

Y The Falcon in all its cut- 
scene glory. Perfect. oe 

A\|s this how people go to the toilet in space? And if so, what is that other guy doing 
there? Apart from desperately trying to avoid eye contact with his toilet chum. [ : ot. © 
& A The hyperspace effect is far cooler than 

the blurred stars of past games. We're 
talking a blue, swirling vortex. Man. 

"4 ‘ a. , <A Spy a TIE — which is going to be 
: F s . easy meat to a squadron of X-Wings 

with full shields and linked weapons. 

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 

The Millennium Falcon, TIE 
Fighters, The Death Star. 
It’s Star Wars. ‘Nuff said. 

The multi-player could do 
with heing more involved 
than simple dogfights. 

Were iTS AT 
They're talking about an April 
release date, and LucasArts aren't 
often late with their games. 

        

    

  

        

A Red 5 stands by. Before accidentally flying into Biggs. The fool. 

ms Py 

FEBRUARY 1999 {))))



   
“T
i FUTURG GAMES ITO 

Stick together two of 
entertainment s hig gest 
thrill-givers — Sega and 
Star Wars — and what do 
you get? Only one of the 
hottest-looking arcade 
games in years... Get 
your melon round this! OUT: NOW (JAPAN) 

BOARD: MODEL 3 

There’s no point trying to 
deny that when when we 
saw Star Wars Trilogy 
Arcade at the last JAMMA 
Show (September '98) In 
Tokyo, things weren’t 
running too well for Sega. 

It looked the biz, but with only 
15 minutes of total gameplay and 
fans not exactly queuing up for a 
look, things didn’t seem good. 

Since the end of the show 
though, Sega’s AM#12 R&D team 

have been refining the game 
system and improving the 
graphics (which were already 

very detailed). This is 
the first game for 
Sega's AM #12 
development 
department (it used 
to be known as AM 
Annew and also the 
first game under the 
leadership of Kenji 
Sasaki. AM Annex's 
top developers have 
been recruited to work 
on the Star Wars 

m Trilogy Arcade project, 
gy with Sega under real 

pressure to live up to 
the level of the Star 
Wars license. 

   
ce 

A Do your bit for the environment by 
blowing awav.a Storm Trooper. 

  

    

  

   

    

       
   

                    

   

€e€D YOUR BRAIN! 

TeELOGYy BRC De 
HOME CONVERSION: DREAMCAST (50% CHANCE) 
SPECIAL FEATURES: ADAPTS TO PLAYER’S SKILL 

     

    

The game takes you through all 
three films and now boasts up to 
25 minutes total gameplay (about 
as long as a single episode of 
EastEnders). First you jump into 
your X-Wing and accelerate into 
space in an attempt to destroy the 
Death Star, before skimming over 
the surface of the ice planet Hoth 
in a snowspeeder and ultimately 
ending up bulleting through the 
forests of Endor on the back of a 
stolen speederbike. You take 
control of the weapons at every 
stage of the game, whether you're 
running round on foot with a 
blaster in your hand, or skimming 
over the surface of the Death Star 
taking pot-shots at TIE Fighters. 
The lack of direction control might 
frustrate some people though. 

As we've mentioned, the 

ot imei | pax | ee 
; ; a 

n tA i Ve 

  

BONUS POWER! 
are located on each 
side of the cabinet’s 

DEVELOPER: SEGA 
PUBLISHER: SEGA 

Two large red buttons 

joystick. By taking out 
lots of lovely Imperial 
gimmers, you'll 
eventually manage to 
accumulate enough 
points to make a light 
in each start flashing. 
By punching the 
buttons, you'll get 

| some additional heavy- 

= duty firepower. This 
feature is dead handy 
when you're feeling 

fire. The fella to the 
right has already 

managed to power-up 
wey one of his lights and can 

} } now let rip... 

eas D> “Trust your feelings Luke.” But if 
you don't, smash these two red 
buttons for some serious welly. 

      
overwhelmed by enemy 

PLAYERS: 1 
LEVEL: 6 

graphics are, for want of a better 
description, eye-bogglingly fut- 
wanging. The familiar hardware of 
the Star Wars universe is 
gorgeously recreated on the big 
screen in front of you — X-Wings, 
A-Wings, Y-Wings, Star 
Destroyers, AT-ATs, AT-STs, 
various strains of TIE-Fighter, the 
Millenium Falcon... all look, move 
and sound like you know they do. 

The simplistic gameplay might 
tum hardened gamers off, but the 
latest improvements should 
ensure Star Wars Trilogy reaches 
the level of the development 
team's ambitions. But a 
Dreamcast version is looking 
doubtful. It's reported Sega only 
have the arcade rights. With new 
films on the way LucasArts 
have put license deals on hold. pi 

      

i | FRM 
: DARK! a 

Throughout the game, your 
status — Dark Force or Light 
Master - is clearly displayed. 
Keep your status in Light 
Master, where your shields are 
strong and the targets you have 
to shoot pretty small. There’s no 
problem if you shoot accurately, 
but if you waste shots, you'll 
soon slip into Dark Force, 
where your shields weaken and 
the targets become much larger. 
This Al ensures it's challenging. 

  

A Of course there are people who 
would enjoy turning to the dark side. 

( aR Pane ‘eae 

A This Storm Trooper is about to regret 
revealing his hiding place. Zzzaaap! 

      

   

wow ee ~~ ~~



PLAYING TIME: 25 MINUTES — GAIVIE STAGES: FIVE BONUS BUTTONS: TWO DEBUT SHOW: JAMMA 
IN-HOUSE TEAM: AM#12 GUEST VILLAINS: BOBA FETT, DARTH VADER X-WINGS: YES Y-WINGS: YES 

NOW YOUNG SKYWALKER, YOU WiLL Dic... 
Sega have now revealed the bonus stages GamesMaster gave a hint of way back in be worried about being able to block quickly enough. But Sega have introduced a 
ee 76. First you'll face the cool, bounty hunting charm of Boba Fett on Tanabe, with coloured arrow system. The direction of the on-screen arrow indicates where you 
a showdown with Darth Vader in the Emperor's Throne Room coming later in the game. should move the joystick in order to parry an attack, while its colour (either green or 
In these two bonus stages, your job is to ward off the enemy's attacks. Now you might red) lets you know if you can follow through with an attack or not. 

BOBA FET 

    
       

  

   

  

   

   

  

     

    
   

    

    

             

    

Boba Fett, one ofthe galaxys most 
fearsome bounty hunters, wears modified 

‘andalorian armor including a jet pack, 

| magnetic grappling hook, knee-pad rocket 

| dart launchers and other various weapons. 

| Now, he is after you on request of his 

| employer, Jabba the Hutt. 

       

  

QUEL WITH 

BOBA FETT     

- Jj 

A Face up to the fearsome Fett. AMter failing to make it into the Power A This encounter takes place on Jabha’s luxury sail barge. so expectto © & Why not just shoot him? Oh alright. Tap the joystick in the direction 
Rangers Boba turned to the dark side and lost his American accent. have your legs chewed hy a giant sand slug before the stage is over. indicated by the green arrow to parry and then attack the Bobmeister. 

vA VATE STAGE ; DUEL || ‘ WITH 

We DARTH VADER 
Darth Vader, once a Jedi Knight, was 

tempted by the dark side of the Force. 

Now, he has become the Dark Lord of 

the Sith, and inflicts fear not only upon 

  

   
     
    

  

      

  

    

  

     

   

  

DUEL WITH i ‘ 

"EURATA-VEDER @ the Rebels, but on his subordinates. 

¢ is determined to lead you down the 

aime dark path 
    
   

        

    

     
    
    
       

    

    

     . a iis -— | 
A While it’s a welcome change from blasting Troopers and baby-sitting A Stop Luke! He's yer Dad! Having no respect for the elderly it's up to A Alright. so | may have lost a hand but just look at the other guy! Going 
the ewoks these bonus levels don't add much depth. you to smack pops right up with your neon light fitting. Result. over to the dark side means never washing your pants. Smelly but true. 
           

a a tM UN GUN-RiDE- LiDE... 

M Ithough all the levels in the game are viewed from a first-person perspective, there are subtle differences to the style of shoot-em-up even 
within levels, While on the forest moon of Endor, you'll get to tackle Storm Troopers both on foot, Virtua Cop-style, and from the seat of a 
Speederbike. Hoth takes a similar approach, with the action varying from your Snowspeeder attack on the Imperial Walkers (AT-ATs and AT- 

I STs) to running around the tunnels of your base, defending it from a bunch of different enemies... 

SEGA R Ain I I A forest moon described by Jill Dando as “picturesque” Later on you'll be asked to take out Stormies. The special 
| iN SP A CE? is THE place to shoot down Imperial speed merchants. ENDOR ES indicator ‘top — shows you're doing well a aad aaa 

ere a LIE iy) Be rr a RI Viet GD 

Star Wars Trilogy Arcade i is 

*“paouso00" O0F SS marmae) < 

the first non-racing game from sk * I j 
what used to be Sega’s AM & % ad eee ne Pig 5 Sg 4 
Annex department. The good ¥ OF Be § . 

news is that the development 
talent that went into the likes 
of Sega Rally isn't being “See CSAS 

a i He 
wasted — you'll get to ride and ie pE0 ( ; ~ f arate a 

fly in some of the hottest d . Qe s 

vehicles from the star Ware “You, walkers, geroff moy land!” Although you don’t ‘fly’ “It’s alright, we’ve only come to unblock the drains”. Don’t 
ae ertikee We oe of the snowspeeder you do at least get to shoot everything. be fooled by their white suits, all Storm Troopers are EVIL. 

the Jedi and snowspeeders 
from The Empire Strikes Back. 
You might be disappointed to 
find out that you don't actually 
control the vehicles yourself, 
but instead concentrate solely 
on aiming and firing. We were 
a bit miffed, truth be told... 

    
        

    

   

      

    

   
   
   

    

   

  

       
       

    

      

       
                    

  

      

       

    

  

      

  

DiGitie. 4 

A: Here’s a death star we manufactured earlier. B: Careful, you could have scratched the paintwork. Take on TIEs at close range 
YAVIN just like in the old Star Wars Arcade game. C: Pau sei for the Imperial air-conditioning vent. D: Damn the force, just fire! 
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ARCADE CAMP DROIDS: TWO © EWOKS: YES STEREO SOUND: YES 

SHOT BY SHOT! E 
Stick a coin in the cabinet and you can choose freely from a total of three stages at the beginning of the game, each taking its pre  ) 
influence from one of the three original Star Wars movies. For each stage A is the mission briefing and B the craft selected.      

  

4 

  

You get to tackle some of the Empire's most fearsome pilots in the ‘i “Destroy the Death Star? 
Battle of Yavin. As well as coming across the likes of Darth Vader, ai SWING What again? Gee. you 

view bie 3 You'll even face the might of the Empire's Star Destroyers. Rebel types never let me have 
any time off to polish my droids.” 

Q Introducing your new best 
friend the Rebel Alliance 

interceptor, the X-Wing. Shame 
it only does ten to the gallon. 

ee 
0000 180, 

  

  

  OR Skat    
EPISODE (-}) Hoth: Destroy Imperial Walkers! 

Certainly the best looking 
version of this famous wens, a sey ep 230% 

assault from the Star Wars bd Va. = Va 

Ale oo ee ‘A What's that up there? A large 4 Whoops! Now you've shot A Thal teach him to leave his 

  

Shadows of the Empire and 7 . e a * 1 
Ragtie Squadron look duit): wedge of space Camembert? his mate you better hit Mr Big. _portholes ajar. Fire in the hold! 

      100" 

Blah, blah, walkers, blah, blah, A anil there are no speed A What do you mean AT-ATs don't + Aim for the joints to take these © A Takealasercan-openertohis A Back to the grindstone. Right a 
AT-ATs, just kill everything, alright? cameras on Hoth. Open that throttle! have an Achiles heel? Doh! lumbering behemoths apart. little mates. Just for fun, like. bit, up a bit, blast him in the ‘nads! 

EPISODE ()) Endor: Destroy the Shield Generator! 
One of the most memorable sequences of the Endor level is your battle with a tough-as-steel Without Han Solo and all 
AT-ST boss. But although this is based on Return of the Jedi, there aren't any stupid Ewoks : < BRREOER those furry beggars it's 
Swinging through the trees to help you. AW test just you on a speeder bike 

versus Darth’s minions. 

Z (B) Sty dont reaty 

      

   
    

   

    

  

          

  

  

   

drive the bike, you just get 
to aim its cannons as you whizz 
a the dense forest. 

“a 
1 ae - ik, 

BS a w b 
The climax of Star Wars Trilogy Arcade, as in Return of the Jedi, comes in the form of an a? Us i {i 

assault on the second, even more powerful, Death Star. Prepare to dust off your X-Wing... Se , 

i UR # a % Ee aR rN 

b a yo % Ty it wae like this i isa a rat nats for bt a even A Jibber! pata right for 

: St: M2 ~* os > othe - reat when you're on a bi your shields are 50% down. you, quick, do his knees! 
The S be dene aes “a = baa “ie : : 

jieaeoo%™ Gus» iuepeagenaits. 

1 : 

Having fixed the ‘vent’ design < 
fault of Death Star Mk1 the = 

Imperial Engineers forgot to shut the ; - 
‘Reactor Access’ panels TESTA TERA SIRS MANET) 

(B) No Falcon for you matey, it's , 
back to your trusty X-Wing i> - ae _ OES - SY . 

with all the scorch marks from i a (B) “ ceavs ste8 '' A Hang on, there was no building © You get to strafe the office blocks A Huzzah, there goes the reactor, 
your previous Death Star scrap. work in the brochure pics! Gah! housing the Imperial Revenue. so what's our escape plan? What!? 

{HELUO, MATE, HOW S if HANGIN 
a = Of course, following the films so closely, you’d expect to bump into some familiar faces (or at least helmets). And Sega haven’t 

“ — ~~~» disappointed. As well as Luke, the Dark Lord of the Sith and bounty hunter Boba Fett, you get to meet R2-D2, C-3PO, a whole tribe 
a * ~ of Wompa and even the old lady herself, the Millenium Falcon. 

Ter ee pa Lick iv.a) Hoos soos Sucane» oD 139800) aoe 
Ze oeecge 

fe] Y ee kad Ze, i Nj 
\ ; ee 

i oes. : : = go = al 
BWIP Se ¥ . " 
Ad olf! 

I il ALCON Previously - — R 202 “Squiddle-poop-zeet” What's , A F ] at \ ADER Follow the ree WH W OM PA “Abominable ome who ive I 
piloted by Mr Selo you get that R2? You didn’t get any breathing and on Hoth and come out to 

to follow this bg mama in the last level. _—_royalties from the last game? Tsk. you'll find Lord Vader's customised TIE. party and crack some Imperial heads. 

POSTER 
Join the Rebel Alliance! Sellotape 
this on your wall this instant!  
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It’s the mioment that 
Luke’s been practicing 
for all those years of 

‘bagging’ wamp ratst 
Ease gently-bentley into 
the trench and unleash 

your laser load. Hnnng! 
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Tired? 
Listless? 

in need of a boost? 

    
  

Take one of these new, easy to swallow 

Future Gamer capsules 
° 

Dispensed @ www.futuregamer.com 

FUTURE GAMER: a magazine covering PC, 

PlayStation and N64 games. We deliver to your 
email address every week - free of charge. 

DOSAGE: adults and children - 1 issue to be taken 
with liquid, weekly. 
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GOT A CHEAT 
__ CART FOR 
\CHRISTIVIAS? 

) TRY THESE   
NEW CODES iNC JOMB RAIDER



   

     

  

Here at GM we like to make 
sure our tips are right up 
to date. To do this we 

TIPS ‘<@= © subscribe to some of the 
a best news services in the 

galaxy then let our tips 
monkey sift through the best stories. 
These just in... 

TOMB 
RAIDER 3 

RING NEW LIFE TO (1 
| LARA: IT'S OFFICIAL 
SeCReTS SCT TO Be UNEOCKED 
BY MAGiC COoDe 
It was revealed this 
week that new cheats 
released by Core 
Design can actually 
help you through Tomb 
Raider 3. 

Incredibly enough there are cheats 
which give the gamer unlimited 
ammo and access to every secret 
in the game as well as the all important health boosts. For Full Health 
press R2, R2, L2, R2, L2, L2, L2, L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, L2, L2, 
R2, L2, L2, L2, L2, L2. To unlock the Secrets and Keys press L2, a secret area in the Croft manor 
L2, L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, L2, L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, L2, R2, L2, house. To explore this area go to 

L2, R2, L2, L2 when playing the the Library. When Lara walks in 
Sessa game and for all Weapons, the doorway, there are two 

Medikits, Flares and, most bookcases to the right. 
importantly, Save Crystals press Approach the one on the left 
L2, R2, R2, L2, L2, L2, L2, and press the Action button. 
R2, L2, R2, R2, L2, R2, R2, Lara will pull a book and the fire 
L2, L2, R2, L2, L2, R2. All will be extinguished, allowing 

these should be entered quickly her to climb up (be very 
during the game. quick). The Dagger of Xian is 
In a related story, the authorities among other artifacts in her 
have announced , i personal museum. 

COLONY WARS: 
VENGEANCE eal 

as reached us from the war-torn = sete 
: Empire Uncover Rebel Spies. 

front Agi former Imperial troops havs cence Hotshot Squadron Blown Open. 
received yet another dramatic loss at the \ In a shocking move ‘ ’ 7 . £ #] 7 4 Bia He ¢ i hands of the Eeeuie of Free Planets. j Alliance spies 

Tips Express has learnt that 
+ ean fo Sa one ree a , have uncovered 
the Imperials sent out an elit 3 a 

band of spies to stop the 3 + a now 
slaughter of troops. One spy ee cheat code. 

returned. Thankfully itlooks ; F § The spies claim 
like the spy dug up enough & # to be able to 

} B show exactly 
the war, uncovering the i t | who worked on 

the rebel 
computers. To use these to the best advantage enter each password # training code, 

Rogue Squadron. 
To find out the names 
of these despicable 
traitors enter the word 
CREDITS at the password 

                

   

  

   

  

   

ROGUE SQUADRON >} 

  

       
      
      
       

  

      
      

  

info to help turn the tide of   

  

        

  

passwords to the League 

    

        

  

exactly as it is here      

          Stormlord Disable all codes 

    

Tornado He 

  

          

          
          
    

all weapons , : ine Ff 
Dark*Ance'! p Ons don'toverheat a : menu. This will trigger an 

Chimera Infinite secondary weapons be outrageous show of Rebel force along with some 

In burner usagé eo * [ually rep ; 

Hydra K dave tons of tokens a 

Thunderchil 1 hip ailable 

      Demon Onenie sion and Ending f j STOPPRESS © STOPPP=. 
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pad | 
SHOCKER! 2{ 
CODeEMASTeCRS SHOCK WORLD 
WiTH NeW CHEATS. BATTLE 
MODe WARRIORS REWARDED. 
Having taken the for their latest 
racing world by storm monster hit, TOCA 2. ) 
with their previous 
efforts Warwickshire As followers of the 

ftuy company's output will know each 

so are company Codemasters game is always 
Codemasters this accompanied with a wide range of 
week stunned the cheats. TOCA 2 is no different. To 
gaming community try out these new codes enter 
with yet another them as your driver's name and 
collection of wait for Tiff Needel to 

cheat TET a aw gic confirm the code is 

correct. The 
codes work 

for the 
Sa aii@ PlayStation 

version but MINICARS Micro Machine camera view 
we were PADDED Bouncy Barriers 

- z = unable to LUNAR Low gravity 
Vv res i confirm LONGLONG Special Championship 

Virose FB they will BANGBANG Battle Mode 

       

            

   

    a 
; eae 2s _ work with BCASTLE Bouncy crashes 

D REN? aa) or ww * the PC DUBBED Excessive crashes      version JUSTFEET Bodyless cars 
when we FASTBOY Faster 

went to press. DINKYBIT Outlon Park Island circuit 

DINOSAURS TERRORISE 
NINTENDO GAMERS. 
SCIENTIST UNEARTH NEW CONTROLS.       

   
        

    

    
    

   

    

d After the nightmare of last March when huge _ bout of Turok Tuesday. 
dinosaurs appeared in various games shops __ The techniques in question are 

- the horror has begun again. In a bid to quell set to be made up of a variety of 
the prehistoric creatures, hunters are set to codes, guaranteed to tame the errant 
initiate a plan of attack. Discussing these dinosaurs. To administer the codes go to the 
plans, animal campaigners said the idea of ‘Enter cheat’ menu and choose the desired 
destroying the animals is ‘Cruel and code. From here it's just a case of entering 
pointless’ but local wildlife experts counter the start menu from the game and the 

q this argument with information about the last — dinosaurs are ready to be tamed. 

   

      

   
       

      

   

      

   

  

     

   

  

   

All weapons GOODIES 
Unlimited lives ICANTDIE 

Unlimited ammunition DONTSTOCKUP 

Big Head mode UBERNOODLE FN P| a ES 
Stick Men mode HOLASTICKBOY 
Big Hands and Feet STOMPEM BS 
Small Enemies PIPSQUEAK oe bes a he Ss 
Pen and Ink mode IGOTABFA P itdin Sancti Bite 
Gouraud Shading WHATSATEXTUREMAP een ene comet clic 

    
company in Rome has 

discovered it is possible to 
rebuild the ancient city in just a 
single day. After close ening 
the company spokesman said all 
the tips he had uncovered 
wouldn't just help rebuild Rome 
but they would help any 
ambitious warlord aiming to take 

After evading police for the last three years it looks ae Z| over the city as well. To rewrite 
like the reign of the bandicoots is finally over after : 4 me, _history press Enter during a 
hunters stumbled across their secret lairs. To get ¥ — i game, type the desired code 
access to the levels you first have to get a 100 ae : é 5, a ~ F then press Enter again. 
per cent completed game. The first, Hot Coco, Shinty ” & 5 f 
can be entered through Road Crash. When you : STORMBILLY 4 
see the sign showing an alien head drive into it me ; aN Gives you a powerful robot 

i and you should be aoe . Sey es : 

transported to the , ; CONVERT THIS! 
first secret level. The a Gives you a very powerful priest 

© second one, Eggapus 3 : } 
© Rex, can be found . BIG MOMMA 

through the yellow gem path on the Dino Mite . Nuke packing sportscar 
level. As you run away from the galloping 7 4 

“sql triceratops allow yourself to be taken by the A POW 
second pterodactyl along and you'll then be flown ; A supergun bearing tricycle 

“my off to Eggapus Rex. we ridden by a baby 

      

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

     

    

    

    

    
   

    
   

  

     

  

   

   

   

   



  

    For the first time this month we actually 
had the entire GM crew fighting over 
who should spend weeks playing Zelda 
for, er, oh yes, work-related purposes. So 
pull on your comfortable adventuring 

    

        

    

      

   

   

    

  

    

     

     
     

clothes cant 
stop Link from 
heing the NG4's 
top adventurer... 

  

Lagarde la Danza a 
the ultimate gamer... read 
and learn our secrets! 

After you've been woken up 
by your new fairy friend, leave 
your hut and talk to Saria. Now 
move on to the training centre 

which is to the left of your hut to 
the south of the on-screen map. 
On the left of the training centre is 
a hole in the bottom of the wall. 
Stand next to it and when the blue 
button icon turns to ‘Enter’, press 
A and you'll crawl through. Dodge 
around the boulder and open the 
chest to get your sword. 
Go outside and use your sword to 
slash bushes, grass and throw 
rocks and pots to get money. 
When you've managed to get a 
grand total of 40 rupees (if you're 
short find Mido's hut and raid his 
treasure chest), go to the red- 
roofed shop to buy your Deku 

shield. Equip both the 
sword and shield and 
then take the exit on the 
east side of the map to 

start your quest. 

| can eat 

ai three Shredded 

_\ Wheat, me 
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A This is the shop where you'll 
Shield when you've collected 40 rupees. 

hearts come back to the village. 

A Don't worry about the talking tree, his 

  

Listen carefully to what |. the 
Deke Tree, am shout to tell thee 

   
      

    
    
    
   
      

   
     

      

      

    

      

   

bark is much worse than his bite. 

Chat and the tree will open its 
mouth to let you in. Climb to the 
second floor and follow the path 
round until you find a treasure 
chest, inside you'll find the 
dungeon map. Keep going 
along the path to find a door. 
Target the creature in the 
room with your Z-trigger and ) 

when he fires a nut at you, hold 
? R to use your shield. If you have 
? the angle right the nut will 
? rebound and hit him. Talk to him 
: and he'll give you a heart. Go to 
? the next room and jump onto the 
? centre platform and on to the 
: ledge, if the platform falls with you 

@ : on it you can climb the vines 
? Open the chest to get the fairy 

8 : slingshot. Shoot the ladder 
? hanging above the door you came 
in through to lower it. Climb up 
? the vines on the right to reach a 

get a Deku i 
treasure chest with another heart 
in it. Now go back to the first 

? room where the spiders and vines 
? are waiting for you. Use your Z- 
: trigger to lock on a spider and 
: then equip your slingshot twice to 
? take it out. When your path is 
? clear, climb up the vines to the 
? third floor. You'll come face to 
: face with some big Skulltulas. 
? Ready your sword and wait until 
? they turn around, then hit them 
? with your A-button jump attack. 

= : When they're done, find the 
? doorway on this path. Take out a 
? Deku stick and light it on the 

  

togs and let’s go... 

   

      

   

    

     

A Wait until these freaks turn their backs 
and then let them have it. Easy. 
torch. Touch the unlit torch with it 
to open the door behind you. Step 
on the switch and jump to the 
alcove on the left. Open the chest 
and kill the gold spider. Step on 
the switch again and jump straight 
across to get the compass. Go 
back out to the room with the 
webs and Skulltulas. Jump off the 
platform with the heart on the end 
and land so that you hit the web in 
the floor and break through. Step 
on the switch to light the torch 
and then open the chest behind. 
Now light one of your Deku sticks 

A Make sure you practice how to aim the 
slingshot right at the start of the game. 

and run across the shallow water 
to the other side of the room. Set 
fire to the web to access a door 
that leads to another bush 
creature. Do him then slingshot 
the eye above the door to open it. 
Jump into the water and go left 
Dive down to press the switch 
under the spinning spiky log, then 
go back to the entrance and jump 
on the platform to get across. 
Push the block over and climb up 
to the door. 

Use a Deku stick to light all 
he torches here and move to the 
next room. Use a stick again to 
burn away the web and crawl 
through the hole to progress. 
Push the block into the water and 
all down to the torch you used 
before. Light a stick, climb the 
block and burn the web in the 
loor, then fall down the hole. kill 
the middle bush creature, then the 
right, and finally the left one. Now 
go to the boss room. 

   



Parasitic Armored Arachnid 

GOHMA 

    

Use the Up-C button to look at the Queen and eventually she'll see you. 
When she drops down either lob a Deku nut at her or use your slingshot 

to stun her. When she’s knocked out, slash her with your sword. When 
she's on the roof, her red eye will open just before she drops some little 
critters that you have to kill. If you can hit her in the eye with your 
slingshot, she won't drop them but will fall down stunned, allowing you 
to slash her with your sword again. If she does drop the critters, kill 
them and eventually she'll come down, allowing you to stun and slash 
her again. Repeat the process until she's dead. Pick up the heart 
container she drops and walk into the ray of light. 

HYRULG CASTLOM4 
Go through the story sequence 
and leave the Kokiri Forest by the 
west exit. Speak to Saria again to 
get the Ocarina. Go across Hyrule 
Field, into the market and on to 
the castle. Talk to the guard by 
the gate and then walk back and 
forth between here and the 
market until a young girl appears 
by the vines. Talk to her to get the 
egg. Climb up the middle vine and 
jump over the gate. Walk along 

the path until you see two 
guards, then veer sharply 
left and run up the hill so 
they don't see you. Run 
behind the guard on the hill J 
and head towards the cliff. 
Jump off the other side 
towards the castle. Dive into 

  
  

@ After you have shown 
the guard Zelda’s letter 
he will ask you to get 

him a mask. Run back to 
the market in Hyrule and go to 
the Mask. Borrow the Keaton 
mask and run back to the guard. 
@ Go back to the Mask shop and 
give them the money the guard 
gave you. Now get the skull 
mask and go to the Lost Woods. 

KAKARIKO VILLAGC) 

  

A Catching the six chickens is a nightmare job, even when 
you've read where they all are it'll take you ages. 

Go to the graveyard and find the 
grave with three flowers on it. Pull 
it and you'll get the Hylian Shield. 
Then grab the seven chickens and 
throw them into the pen, then talk 
to the woman to get a second 

bottle. One is near the entrance to 
the village, the next is near the 
path where the chicken woman 
stands, one is on the path to the 
north of the town — near the 
entrance to Death Mountain, one 

  

the moat and swim to the 
other end and climb out. Follow 
the path and wait until your egg 
hatches. Use the newly born 
chicken to wake him up. Push and 
pull the blocks to dump them in 
the moat. Jump across the water 
and go through the hole. Avoid 
the guards and finally meet and 
chat with Princess Zelda. 

  

   

    

   
   

   

   
Head left to find a kid. Stand on 

ques! the short stump wearing the 
mask (you'll have to play him 
Saria’s song). He'll buy the mask. 
Go back to the shop and give 
them the money. 
@ Get the spooky mask and go 
to Kakariko Village during the 
day. Talk to the kid in the 
graveyard while wearing the 
mask. Go back to the mask shop 
to pay the money over. Now buy 
the bunny hood. when you're 
wearing this no skeletons will 
attack you in Hyrule Field. 

is behind the 
fence next to the 
cursed rich 
family’s door 
(you'll need to 
float over with 
another chicken 
and throw both 
chickens over the 
ledge, then go 
around and get 
them one at a 
time), one is 
behind the fence 
to the north-east 
(get a chicken and 
climb the steps by 
the chicken pen, 
run off and jump 
aiming for the 

corner of the small fence by the 
ledge — throw them both back 
over), same as the last one (but 
after floating over throw the 
chicken back, then climb the ladder 
to the windmill ledge). The last 
chicken is by the first house on the 
left as you first come into the 
village. Do a roll attack on the 
crate to get the chick. 

Go out to Hyrule Field until 
night falls, then go back to the 

1LON LON RANCH 
? After talking to Princess Zelda 
? you'll be escorted back out to 

across the Lon Lon Ranch. Go in 

? chickens into the corner at the 

: win the game he challenges you to 

? Go into the fenced off section and 
? equip the Ocarina. Malon will now 

  

: A Yeah, we know it’s a sneaky trick, but 
; you want to finish this don’t you? 

     

   
? Once you're back in Kokiri Forest, 
? climb the vines behind Mido's hut 
? and run straight through the 
: hollow log exit to get the mythical 
: Lost Woods. From here you can 
: either follow the sound of the 
? music (when it gets louder, you're 
? on the right track) or simply go 
? right, left, right, left, straight on, 
? left and then right to get to the 
: sacred forest meadow. 

  

i and go through the gate. Make 
? your way through the maze (it's 
: very easy) and go up the steps to 

  

? on Hyrule Field. 

  

     
    
    

    

              

     

   

      

   

    

   

     

   
    
     

     

     

    

    
   

   

  

   

  

   

            

   

   

  

   
   

    

   

     

  

    

   

                    

   
   

  

   
   

  

   

  

   

        

   

  

    
   

  

   

    

teach you Epona’s song. You can 
use this song on any cows you find 
to get free milk. Now leave the 

ranch and head all the way back to 
Kokiri Forest where you began 
your arduous quest. Hyrule Field by her personal guard. 

Go into the middle and you'll come 

the first door on the left to meet 
up with Talon again. Before you 
talk to him, throw all the poor 

bottom of the stairs. Now talk to 
him and you'll find it dead easy to 

  

play. You'll now be given the milk. 

Oh, Epona! She's grown fond of 
you, fairy boy. 

  

A Call me Fairy Boy again and your horse is going to end up as a tin of Whiskas, 
capiche? Now this song you're going to teach me had better be a good one. 

   
location and straight through to 
the next. Run across to the ramp 
at the other end. Rebound the 
creature’s nut with your shield 
and he'll ask for rupees. Pay to 

ANCED TIPS: 
TECHNIQUES! 

In the Lost Woods, go right from 
the first room and use your 
slingshot to hit the gray thing 
hanging from a tree. Three bulls 

In the Lost Woods, go get the capacity to carry 20 eyes on the trot will get a Deku 
left from the first Deku sticks. seed bag that holds 40 seeds. 

LOST WOODS 5 

Kill the wolf with your sword 

the meadow. Talk to the lovely 
Saria to learn Saria’s song on your 
Ocarina. Leave the Lost Woods 
and head to Kakariko Village, 
which you can reach by walking 
towards the smoking mountain 

| must stop 
taking 

steroids 

  

A Leave her alone and then go to the 
graveyard. Now that’s what | call fun. 

graveyard. Head to the large 
gravestone at the back of the 
yard and check the stones 
either side of it to fight the 
Poe brothers. When they're gaa 
dead (again) play Zelda's @@ 
lullaby to open the 
tombstone. Fall down the 
hole, kill the bats and go 
hrough the now open 
door to get through the 
tomb and learn the Sun 
Song. Go back to the 
village and heads north to | 
he guard. Show him f 
Zelda's letter and run past 
and up Death Mountain until 
you come across the Goron City. 

 



   

  

   

  

     

    
    
    
        
    
        
    
    
    
        

        

   
   

    
          
    
      
    
          
          

    

    
   
   

bin waiting 
for me Big 

Mac for ages, 

  

    

  

Y Make your way down to the 
bottom level and stand on the 
arpet by the closed door. Play 

ezelda's Lullaby and go inside to 
talk to the Goron King. Play 

him Saria’s song and 
you'll get the Goron 

bracelet. Leave the 
city and carry on 
up Death 
Mountain. Take 
the first turn to 
the right and 
pick up the 
bomb plant. 

= Throw it 

  

   

  

ge and it'll 
Blow up the 

Fock below, 
lowing you into 
lonogo's Cavern. 

    

    

   
   

  

Equip the Hylian Shield. In the first 
room use the bomb plant to open 

F the door. Walk into the main room 
and to the right, use a bomb plant 
to open the doors and kill the 

laser. Go through the door into 
a passage and kill the lizards. Kill 
one of them next to the door so it 
blows open. Kill the bats and 
Skulltula and move to the end of 
the passage, drag a statue to the 

ES switch to open the door. Fight 
F the two lizardmen, use your 

shield to block their attacks. 
This opens a door. Go down 

: the corridor, killing the big 
: lizards by hitting their tails. Use a 

Deku stick to light all the torches 
and go through the now open door 

     

   

     

    
san MAAS 10 

Q Q 

  

Medi 

A Open wide, I’ve got a revolutionary new 
kind of sore throat treatment for you. 

A This is no time to stop and do up your 
laces hoy, this is a boss killing stage. 

Equip’ your Hylian shield to resist the fire attacks. Make sure you have a 

bomb handy and when the boss opens his big mouth, lob it in before he 

can start breathing fire. When the bomb goes off he'll be stunned, 
allowing you to run up and slash him with your sword. Run back to the 
corner and press R to get your shield up. The boss will roll over you, but : 

not do you any damage — thanks to your shield. Keep doing this routine} 

until he dies (it doesn't take long) and grab the heart container. Step into : 
the ray of light to escape. 

LENS 1) 
After chatting to the Goron King 
(and getting a Spiritual Stone from 
him), run back up the Death 
Mountain trail. Go right to the 
peak and blow up the three 
boulders that block your ascent. 
Carry on up and use your Hylian 
Shield to block the avalanche and 
volcano debris that smashes 
down on you. When you're at the 
peak blow up the rock wall to the 
left of the owl. If you go into the 
obvious cave opening you'll die. 
Go through the bit you just blew 
up and play Zelda's Lullaby in front 
of the fountain. The faerie will now 
appear and present you with 
magic. Go out and talk to the owl 
who'll give you a lift down the 
mountain to the village. When you 
drop go on top of the chicken pen 
and enter the hole to get another 
heart piece. Go to Hyrule Castle 
and take the dead-end path at the 
beginning of the grounds. Blow up 
the boulder and crawl into the 
newly-revealed cave entrance to 

: y harety took Mystic Meg to work that one out. 

  

Here's where you should 
plant the Magic Beans. 

@ Kokiri Forest, to the 

get a fire spell. Now go back out 
to Hyrule Field and follow the river 
to the east past Kakariko Village 
to get to Zora's River. 

traight over the 

   
    
    

     

  

m™" GORON CiTY 

, DODONOGO 5 CAVERN 
to the main room. Step on the 
switch to unlock a door. Blow up 
the door next to it to get the map, 
then go through the door. Blow 
open the next door with a bomb 
plant and go through. Throw a 
bomb plant in the room near the 
statues to wake one up. Stun it 
with a Deku nut and hit him with 
your sword. Get the compass from 
the chest and leave. Take the 
bomb plant from next to the door 
and put it between the two rows of 
plants. Every bomb plant should 
now explode and the stairs lower. 
Go up and around until you can 
move a statue in front of some 
steps. Go up and hit the switch. 
Go across the bridge to the next 

  

A Ah, it’s the old pushing the statues onto the switch to keep the door open trick. It 
But they do get a lot tougher. 

R,L,R,L,L from start. @ Kakariko 
Graveyard, north east corner. 
@ Dodonogo's Cavern, by the 
entrance @ Zora’s River, next to 
the bean seller @ Lake Hylia, 

TZORA'S RIVER 
Use bombs to blow up the rocks that 
block your path. Talk to the man to get 
some magic beans. Carry on up the 
river and play your songs to the 
frogs to get some extra cash. 

Go on upriver until you find 
the waterfall at the mouth. 
Stand on the stone 
plaque in front of it 
and play Zelda's 
Lullaby. The 
waterfall will 
reveal a cave, 
jump over and 
go in. 

A How exactly do you open the dragon's 
mouth? Blow his eyes up, of course. 

room. Use the gray block to get to 
a platform then open the chest. 
Use the bomb plant to blow open 
the door (you'll have to time it 
right). Jump across and slingshot 
the eye to open a door. Kill the 
two lizardmen. Go through the 
door and slingshot the eye ahead. 
Jump to the middle platform and 
slingshot the eye to the left, then 
carry on. Jump across the gap and 
get the chest to the right. Go 
down the passage and hit the 
switch (right) and find the bridge. 
On the other side is a wall that you 
can blow up to get a shield or 
some rupees. Drop bombs down 
the gaps in the bridge to open the 
mouth. Use the pillar to get down 
into the mouth. Go through the 
right-hand door and pull the 
ground-level block under the other 
one. Climb on and push the other 
block to the other side. Now you 
have to push this block under the 
third one. Push the third out of the 
way and go down the passage. 
Push the next block off the edge 
and push it into the hole. Go 
through, blow up the hole in the 
middle and drop down. 

  

next to the lab @ Death 
Mountain, in the crater (use 
Bolero of fire to get it) @ Gerudo 
Valley, (fall down on the right 
side of the bridge) @ Desert 
Colossus, it’s next to the 
entrance to the Spirit Temple 
(use Requiem of Spirit). 

Lv 
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ZORA'S DOMAIN iz)] ZORA'S FOUNTAINGS 

  

   

        

    
   

   
     

      
      

      

    
     

   

Equip an empty bottle and catch if you were feeling ambitious. mountain. This is Lake H Z 
the fish that's happily swimming Head left from the King’s room to Hylia. Swim forward and dive to ‘ ; 
around in the shallows, by the play the diving sub-game.Collect reach the bottle at the bottom. 
stone circle. Run up to the top of all the money and you'll win, and Swim back and show King Zora 
the mountain and talk to King be rewarded with the Silver Scale. the bottle. When he moves out of 
Zora. You could also light up all Dive down and through the the way, take the right-hand path 
the torches with your Deku stick underwater door in front of the to Zora's Fountain. 

   

  

Swim south, behind the monster Faerie. Then swim back around to 
fish, until you reach a small island. the platform in front of the giant 
Plant a bomb next to the gray fish and use the bottle with the 
rock to blow a 
hole in the wall. 

fish (remember, you caught it 
earlier). Jabu-Jabu will open his 

  

   

, g Get the gob and swallow you alive. From 
aS : Wind spell here on in things start to get a 

A Strewth! | hope that is water down A King Zora. You're about to become engaged to his daughter, even if she is a right royal from the little bit tricky. 
Great , 

  

there or Link is about to get a bit shorter. 

JABU-JABUS BeCLLY 15) 
Slingshot the white object = collect the gold tokens dropped 

y ; by the Skulltulas. Go through the 
passage behind you to get to 
Bigocto’s room. Chuck Ruto onto 
a platform and fight Bigocto. 
Stun him with your boomerang, 
then hit him again when he 
starts spinning and use your 

sword to stab him in the back. 
Repeat until he dies on you. Jump 
onto the platform to get lifted to 

pain in the butt. It must be worth it to become royalty though, all the jewels and that. 

      

      

  

   

              

   

   
   

  

   

        

    
   
   

    

   
   

    

   

    

Who you 
calling big 

nose? 

hanging from the roof to open the 
door. Use the Deku stick to take 
out the jellyfish you meet in the 
next room. Follow the path but 
ignore the elevator for now. Go 
through the next door and talk to 
Ruto. Follow her down the pit and 
talk to her twice more. You'll need 
to grab her to carry her (if you 
lose her, this is where she returns 

  

  

  

to). Go through the door behind F : another room. Go down the 
you and follow the passage. Jump A Ruto is - lazy. And you still want to corridor and smack the blocks to 
into the water, run to the other marry the bint? Well, she wants you. solidify them. Use them to get 
side and throw Ruto onto the before you run in and kill all the across to the west-side door. 
ledge. Then run back and hit the fish (bombs will do the job nicely). Jump across the gap in the 
switch. Swim back and join Ruto, You'll get the boomerang (great next room to reach a ledge 

ong range weapon) if you that lowers you to an 
manage to waste the lot. Grab alcove. Pick up a crate and 
Ruto and leave, go straight on put it on the switch. Go 
ignoring all the paths to the sides. through and kill all the 
Place Ruto on the switch and go jellyfish, then climb the 
inside alone. Kill the tentacle with vine. Z-target the hanging 
he boomerang (Z-target to make door switch and shuffle 

it easier) to get the dungeon map. to the far side of the 
Go back out and grab Ruto, take platform. Use the 
he first left and go through the boomerang and throw 
door. Z-target the bubbles to kill it around the barrier 
them all before the time runs out to hit the switch. 

A You need to talk to Ruto more than once =‘ to get a compass. Go back to the Climb down and go 

to get her to come along with you. Tart! room where you battled for the through the door to 
boomerang and take the right- get to the boss. 
   

      

   

              

    

    

                        

   

    

    

picking her up again. At the next hand path just before the door. 
blocked door slingshot the Kill the tentacle and leave. Take a 
hanging object again. Now wait right, then right again to reach the 
for the lift and take it up and go middle path. Go through the door 
through the door back to the pit and kill a third tentacle, again with 
room. Don't step on the pits and the boomerang. Go back out, 
head to the door on the opposite straight down and through the 
side to you. Go right and stay next door to the pit room. Go the 
tight to the right-hand wall and hit second pit on the right (forward 
the switch to open the door. and up against a wall). Fall down it 
Make sure you have hold of Ruto and use your boomerangs to kill 
at this point. Put Ruto on the floor — everything here. Use it again to 

BeERiINADe 
This is where things start to get zapperage. Do in his 
tough. Z-target Berinade and use tentacles first, then 

the boomerang to hit him. But take out the jellyfish, 

remember, you have to keep again with the 
moving around all the time or else boomerang. Get close 

you'll be done in by his in, keep circling and 
use your sword to 
hack away at him after 
you have stunned him 
with the boomerang 
(as long as he's 
exposed). When he 
sinks, attack the 
jellyfish. Grab the 
heart container when 
he dies and run into . ; 5 
the blue light to meet A Berinade gets marinaded with a boomerang/ 
Ruto again. sword combo. After that he'll be nice and tender.     
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Watch the story. Good stuff, eh? Get 
your adventuring butt back to Hyrule 
Castle and you'll have to go through 

another story sequence. Jump into 
the moat and swim around to get the 
Ocarina of Time. You'll learn the song 
of time while you're here. Now is a 
good time to collect any items you 
miss, so take a look at the box to find 
extra goodies. When you're happy 
you've got enough, go to the Temple 
of Time to the right of the market. Sta 

  
Run out of the temple and play the 
song of the sun to freeze the 
undead. Go to Kakariko Village 
and talk to the chicken woman to 
get an egg. Run over to the 
graveyard and look at the 
gravestones on the left. The one 
with flowers on is Dampe's grave. 
Pull the stones and drop down to 
meet Dampe's ghost. Race him 
around the cavern and if you win 

  

he'll give you the hookshot. Walk 
through the black doorway and 
play the song of time to get rid of 
the blue square ahead of you. 
Climb the stairs and you'll end up 
in the windmill. Jump on the 
rotating platforms to get the heart 
piece and have a word with the 
music geezer. Equip your Ocarina 

and press the C button when 
you're near him. He'll teach you 
the song of storms. Go back to 
the Kakariko Village and head out 
to Lon Lon Ranch to get your 
horse Epona (you must have at 

  

THE HOOKSHOT 

nd in front of the altar and play the 
song of time. You should now turn into adult Link. 

  

least 70 rupees in your 
pocket). Talk to Mr Ingo by the 
fence inside the Ranch and pay 10 
rupees to ride a horse. Don't get 
on the nag they offer you, instead 
play Epona’s song and ride her 
around until your time is up. Pay 
Ingo to ride again, and play 
Epona's song to get your own 
horse. Walk up to Ingo and Z- 
target him to talk. He should 

POVEVEVE 

Heh heh heb, you! 
Are you fast on 

  

challenge you to a race. Win the 
race and he'll challenge you again. 
Win this one and the nag is yours. 
Go to Kokiri Forest and into the 
Lost Woods. Find the sacred 
forest meadow (R,L,R,L,F,L,R from 
the start). Play Saria’s song to 
Mido and fight your way through 
the maze. Catch some faeries 
from the fountain in a bottle. Kill 
the moblin at the top of the stairs, 
When you're in the meadow Sheik 
will teach you the Minuet of 
Forest. Use your hookshot on the 
tree and enter the Forest Temple.   

Go to Hyrule Field and 
look for someone 

jogging. Damn fitness 
freaks get everywhere. You can 
only see him when you've got 
the Ocarina of Time. Follow him 
until he sits down. To speed up 
the tiring process you can always 
play the song of the sun to turn 
day into night. Wear the bunny 
hood when you speak to him. He 
should pay you loads of cash for 
it which you can take back to the 
Happy Mask shop. Pay them and 
borrow the Mask of Truth. wear it 
when you talk to the stones that 
tell you the time and they'll tell 
you a lot more than that when 
you hit them with your sword. 

Go to Goron City and on the 
third floor you'll see a rolling 
Goron. Use a bomb to stop him 
rolling when he’s in a tunnel and 
he'll give you a bomb bag which 
will allow you to carry 30 bombs. 

Take part in the the Bombchu 
bowling game and one of the 
prizes will turn out to be a bomb 
bag that allows you to carry 40 
bombs. You may have to play a 
lot to get it. 

Climb the vines to your right 
: in the first room and jump between 
: the trees to get a chest on the left- 
? hand wall. This contains a key. Go 
: into the temple proper and kill the 
: Skulltula in the hall using your 
? hookshot. Go forward into the 
? main room. Go forward and 
: through the door up the stairs on 
: the other side of the room. Z- 

target the blue skull and use your 
: shield. This'll get rid of the flames. 
: Then hit it with your sword. Go to 
: the next room to fight the skeleton 

© : Stalfos. You can't jump their jump 
} : attack so you'll have to use a 

? combination of sidesteps, Z- 
: targeting and backflips, as well as 
? plenty of sword play to get by 
? them. Killing them gives you a 
? second key. Smash the pots in 
: here as well to get a faerie. Go 
? back to the main room and play 

the song of time to dispose of the 
: blue block that’s blocking the 
: corridor to your right. Climb up the 
? vines on the right (killing the 
} Skulltulas first). Go through the 
: doorway in the alcove and kill the 
: flaming skull to get the dungeon 
? map. Go through the next door to 
: a balcony. Use your hookshot and 
: target the grey target on the next 
: balcony and you will fly towards it. 
? Step on the switch and kill the 
: Skulltula. Go down the vines and 
: go to the now-drained well. Climb 
: down it and go down the corridor. 
? Open the chest to get your third 
: key. Go back up the vines to the . 
: room with all the killer plants in. 
: From here go back to the main 
? room and through the locked door 
? on the right. Kill the Skulltula and 

go through the door in the hall. 
Climb the ladders and follow 

: the arrows on the floor and push 
? the blue block until it's even with 
: the hallway, then climb the ladder 
: you walked past when you were 

    

   

      

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

     

  

Go to the market and play the 
U target shooting game. Hit all the 

targets and your carrying 
capacity goes up to 50 seeds. 

Borrow a skull mask from the 
shop and go to the Lost Woods. 
Go R,L,R,L,L. Walk to the back of 
this area and search the grass 
near some butterflies to find a 
hole. Put on the skull mask and 
walk forward. Go right to a bush 
creature and talk to him to get a 
30 Deku stick carrying capacity. 
Other masks give you other 
prizes here. 

Go to the Lost Woods and head 
R,L,R,L,F.L. Go to the rock here 
and fall down. Beat the shrub 
monster and pay 40 rupees to 
get the Nut upgrade to 30 nuts. 

Lost Woods again. Go R,L,R,L,L 
and fall down the hole in the 
grass near the butterflies. Put on 
the Mask of Truth and be judged. 
The shrubs tell you you’re ugly 
but upgrade your nut carrying 
capacity to 40. 

Go to Lake Hylia and look for a 
small farm with a scarecrow in it. 
Show him the Ocarina and he'll 
ask you to compose a song for 
him. It has to be eight notes 
long, but can be any eight you 

ty iIFORCST TEMPLES 

  

pushing it. Push the second 
moveable block until it stops 
moving, then go back and left, 
dropping off the ledge to the first 
block. Push this one as far as it 
will. go, then go around to the other 
side and push it as far as it will go 
again. When it falls down a little bit 
you will be told you've solved a 
secret. Climb the block and up the 
wall next to it. Push the second 
block as far as it will go and climb 
the wall behind it. Go through the 
locked door into the hallway. 
Follow it around and into the next 
room. Hop across the stones to 
the door, unlock it and go through. 

Go down the stairs and kill the 
Stalfos while avoiding the pits. 
Watch out because as soon as 
he's dead, two more will rush you. 
f you take too long, the dead 
Stalfos will return to life. When you 
win this epic fight you will be 
rewarded with the bow. Go back to 
he stairway and shoot the red 
ghost with the arrow before she 
disappears. Shoot her in all three 
of the pictures and she'll want to 
ight. Just block her attack and 
jump slash her when she appears. 
When she dies you'll get the first 
flame from the Poe sisters and a 
silver key. Go back up the stairs 
through the hallway to the end of 
he block puzzle room. Shoot the 
gold eye on the third level to make 
an arrow chest appear. Go up to 
he door to the hallway and shoot 

the grey eye. Go through the 
hallway, back to the Stalfos room 
and into the stairway on the east 
side of the map. Go right to 
another hallway. Waste the flaming 
skulls as you did the blue ones. 

Unlock the door at the end 
and go through. Jump on one of 
the blocks and shoot the frozen 
eye on the wall with an arrow. 
Make sure you fire when the flame 

  

      

like. Remember that when you 
play it later in the game, you 
have to play it at exactly the 
same speed. Return as Link Snr 
and play him the same tune, 
which is now the secret 
scarecrow song. Now when you 
are exploring, if Navi turns green 
for no reason you should play 
this song to summon the 
scarecrow, then you can use 
your hookshot to get things. 

Once you have collected 40 gold 
Skulltula tokens, go to Kakariko 
village and visit the house of the 
cursed family. One of the 
children there will give it to you 
You can also win it in various 
sub-games. The most likely 
candidate is the Bombchu 
bowling game. Go to the market 
at night and there is a Bombchu 
shop in a back alley after you 
have defeated Dodonogo’s 
Cavern. The Bombchu is a bomb 
that runs along the ground and 
up walls until it either hits 
something or its fuse runs out 
when it just blows up anyway. 

Take 20 gold Skulltula tokens to 
the cursed family’s house and 
one of the children will give you 
the Stone of Agony. Then when 
you walk over secret holes in the 
ground it will make your Rumble 
Pak vibrate. Cool or what? 

13 
is between you and the eye. This 
method is how you light stuff on 
this level as adult Link can't use 
Deku sticks. Go back through the 
hallway, fall down the hole in the 
twisted room. Wait until the ceiling 
falls and starts to rise again before 
hitting the yellow switch. Wait until 
the ceiling falls and rises again and 
go to the square left of the chest. 
When the ceiling falls and rises 
again run through the door. Shoot 
the picture on the wall with your 
arrows. This will start the puzzle. 

Push the blocks so that they 
match the picture on the wall. Only 
go by the pictures on top of the 
blocks. One of the blocks is a red 
herring, and to make things a little 
more complicated, there's a time 
limit and if it runs out the blocks 
move to a new set-up. Every time 
you fail you get a little bit more 
time. When you match the picture, 
fight the green Poe sister. This will 
give you the green flame. Go 

  

through the door, kill the Skulltula 
and go through the door back to 
the main room. Jump over the 
fence to fight the final Poe sister. 
She'll split into four, only one is 
real. Watch for the one that spins 
through 360°, that's the one to 
shoot with an arrow or hookshot. 

Go to the middle of the room 
and get on the lift. Go down and 
stand at the right of a rig rock 
platform. Push A to grab it and 
push. The room will start to spin 
around you. Go through a gap and 
step on the switch. Keep doing 
this while getting treasures and 
killing creatures. The room will 
eventually spin so that a doorway 
is revealed. Go through this door, 
climb the stairs, stand on the Tri- 
force symbol and try to go back 
out. You'll now meet the boss of 
this temple. 

 



  

Gannon is a slippery customer. 
He'll ride into a picture and two of 
him will ride out. The real Gannon 
rides to the right of the path in the 
picture. Make sure you're in the 
middle of the room and get an 
arrow ready. Spin around, 
watching the pictures. When he 
appears in one of the pictures, fire 
at him. When you hit, he'll back 
off, allowing you to do it again. 
After three hits he'll ditch the 
horse and come at you. You can 
block the bolts with your shield. If 
you hit a bolt with your sword it 
will fly back at him Gust make sure 
you're ready if he fires it back at 
you again). When he gets hit, 
slash him with your sword. Just 
before he dies he'll fly towards 
you and try to stab you. Dodge 
this. When he's dead, grab the 
heart container and get into the 
blue light to escape.   

PHANTOM GANNON 

    

Crawl through the hole and climb 
down the ladder. Kill the Skulltula 
and walk forward through the wall 
in front of you. This is the main 
room. Run straight forward through 
another seemingly solid wall. 
There's a pit in the middle of the 
room where all the blood is. Take 

  

Make sure that you're adult Link. 
Go to the Goron City. There's only 
one Goron left in here so use a 
bomb to stop him rolling and talk 
to him. He'll give you the fire-proof 
Goron's Tunic so equip it. Go to 
the King's room and pull the 
statue at the back out of your way. 
Enter the Death Mountain crater. 
Use the hookshot to fly across the 
broken bridge and Sheik will teach 
you the Bolero of Fire. Go straight 
on down to the Fire Temple. 

care to move around this and walk 
through the opposite wall. Stand 
on the Tri-force and play Zelda's 
Lullaby to drain the water. Turn and 
go back through the wall, around 
the pit and through the next wall. 
Fall down the big pit in front of you 
and crawl through the hole at the 
bottom. Kill the Skulltula and climb 
the vine. Go through the door to 
meet the easiest boss yet (so easy 
he doesn't warrant his own section 
in this FAQ). Slash your sword at 
anything that moves. The hands 
are easy to kill and if they catch 
you just hit your buttons rapidly to 
get rid of them. Go for the beast 
that's walking after you, trying to 
take a bite out of your butt. When 

  

You got a 

   

   

20/0 
: Make sure you have the song of storms (show the guy in the 
: windmill in Kakariko your Ocarina) and go to the Temple of Time. Enter 
: the master sword room and talk to the Sheik to learn the Prelude of 
: Light. Go to the pedalstal and press A to give the master sword back. 
: You should now be young Link again. Leave the marketplace and go 
: back to Kakariko Village (turn left as you leave the castle grounds and 
: head towards the mountain ringed by a cloud). Go into the windmill and 
: play the song of storms for the music geezer who will in turn drain the 
: well for you. Climb down the well and go through the passage directly in 
: front of you. 

  

it dies, you'll get a treasure chest 
containing the Lens of Truth. Use it 
here to find some invisible 
treasure. Play the Prelude of Light 
to leave (unless you want to get 
some more Skulltulas). Go out of 
this room, climb through the hole 
and up the vines. Go down the left 
path and use your lens to see an 
alcove on the right. Get the key 
that's in it. Go left, back towards 
where you started, and keep going 
until you come across a left turn. 
Use the lens here to see an alcove 
with another key. Go on down the 
corridor until you find a cage. Walk 
through the wall opposite this and 
walk through the room, avoiding 
the pit. Walk through the opposite 

  

wall and down the corridor. Fall 
down the pit, go under the grate 
and climb the vines to go through 
the door. Use the song of the sun 
to stun the mummy before you 
slash it with your sword. Light a 
Deku stick with the torch and only 
light the torch furthest from the 
door and on the left. Kill the bats 
and get the key from the coffin. Go 
out of this room and fall down the 
pit. Climb up the other side 

This heat-resistant .tunie Is 
adulf size, so ft won't fit a kid... 
Going to a hot plate? No worry! 

T FOR TRUTH (21 

ee 

Strewth, turning into adult Link has a 
nasty effect on the population. 

AAs if things weren't hard enough, you 
have to use a Lens to see what's around. 

and walk through the wall ahead of 
you. Go through the locked door 
on the left and kill the plant and the 
first Skulltula. Go out and turn left, 
avoid the pit and go through the 
locked door opposite. Walk around 
the outside of the pit and kill the 
Skulltula in the corner. Get 
out of the room, turn left 
and walk through the 
wall. Turn left and go 
down the corridor. 
Turn right at the end 
and crawl through 
the hole. Use your 
lens to spot the 
pits and kill the bats 
and laser (use a 
bomb on it). 
Open the chest 
to geta 

shield and go 
through the 
door to the 
cage with 

the 
shield 
eater. 

   

                                        

   

                        

   

      

    

A Use the ladder in the well as you'll take 
damage if you just drop down. 

    A Avoid the tentacles and slash away. 
This boss is dead easy. 

When it stops trying to suck you 
in, hit it with your boomerang. Kill 
the Skulltula and play the Prelude 
of Light to get back to the Temple 
of Time. Go into the master sword 
room and replace the master 
sword to go back to the future. 
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Go up the stairs, turn left and go 
through the door. Jump over the 
stones to get to the left of the 

room. Step on the switch to 
release the Goron and get the key 
from the chest behind him. Go 
back to the door and through, then 
go through the door opposite. Use 
the bridges and platforms to get to 
the left of this room. Go through 
the hall and on through the door to 
free another Goron. Get the key 
from his treasure chest as well. Go 
back to the main chamber and hop 
across to the other side. Plant a 
bomb to blow open the wall to get 
another Goron and key. Go to the 
other end of the room where you 
came in and go through the locked 
door to get to the fire lift. Slide 
down the ramp and climb the 
fence. Go to the top and kill the 
bats, then drop down to the 
platform below you to push the 
block off the edge. Fall onto the 
block and you'll be fired up into the 
next room. Go through the locked 
door into the green room. Climb 
up and kill the torch slugs. Jump 
over to the white diamond-shaped 
object with a moveable block. 
Push the block off the side and 
drop down. Pull it until it stops and 
climb onto it. Jump over to 
Goron's cage and climb up the 
fence. Go forward until you hit a 
wall and stand on the fourth tile 
from the edge of the cliff. Throw a 

  

a 

‘A The wooden block lands on the fame, 
giving you a few seconds to jump down. 

bomb over the edge so it explodes 
by the diamond which makes the 
pillar of fire vanish. Climb the fence 
where the pillar was and go 
through the door. Turn right and 
run straight down, avoiding the 
rocks. Get the key from the caged 
Goron and follow the left-hand wall 
when you leave his cage. Go past 
the door and rescue the Goron 
down here (you'll have to go 
through a door and into an alcove 
— look carefully for it). When you 
leave, hug the right-hand wall and 
go through the locked door. Walk 
across the hall, looking up to see 

the grey eye. Shoot it with an 
arrow to open the door. In this 
fence-packed room go along the 
stone path and jump onto the 
fence. Run forward and jump to 
the next fence and go through the 
locked door on the other side. 
Jump onto the platform and kill the 
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torch slug. Plant a bomb by the 
crack in the floor and climb down 
-the resulting hole. Rescue the 
Goron from the green room and 
get his key. Climb back up and 
cross the ledges to hit the switch 
This will free another Goron (quite 
the little rescuer, aren't we?) Jump 

weeervew 

A The only way past these chained doors 
is to find all the keys, so start reading. 

over to get his key and go back to 
where you came in. Go through 
the door to the fence room. Jump 
across to the locked door (you'll 

need to jump from the corner of 
the fence to the corner of the final 
ledge to make it). Go through the 
locked door and down the corridor 
to get to the fire maze chamber. 

Go down and right and avoid 
the flame-throwers, rocks and fire 
walls. Get to the door in the right- 
hand wall to get the compass. Use 
your bombs to make sure you 
don't try and open any fake doors. 

Go back to the starting point and 
go left through the maze to a 
locked door on a pillar in the 
middle of a room. Go through and 
continue past the trapped Goron 

(you'll come back to him later) to 

the door on the other side. Hit the 
switch on the right-hand side of 
this room and run through the fire 
wall before your time runs out. 
Blow up the next door you come 
across and go through to face a 
mini-boss. Throw a bomb at him 
and when he shrinks hit him with 

your sword. When he starts to run 

When you are on fire. 

away charge up a sword attack 
and let him have it when he starts 
to turn around. Repeat until he 
snuffs it. Climb on 
the platform where the pillar of fire 
was and go up. Go through the 
door to the green room. Climb up 
the fence and drop a bomb on to 
the diamond switch, then climb up 
the fence where the pillar of fire 
was. Go through the door into a 
doughnut-shaped room. Step on 
the switch and run up the stairs 
before the time runs out to get the 
chest at the top. This will give you 
the Megaton Hammer. Go down 
the narrow stairs and hit the block 
with a face on with the hammer. 
Kill the bats in the next room and 
hit the small face tile with the 
hammer. Grab a crate, go down 
the stairs and put it on the switch. 
Go to the net room and hit the 
face square with the hammer. Go 
lown and hit the rusty switch with 

the hammer, then go in the door. 
Play the song of time to move the 
block, then use it to jump to the 
other side. Hit the switch with your 
hammer. Get the key from the free 
Goron’s cage and climb up to the 
door you came through via the 
block. Jump over to a face block 
and smash it, then drop down the 
hole. Go out of this room and 
you're back at the entrance. Go 
down the stairs and smash the 
statue with the hammer to get 
through the door behind it. Kill 
everything in here, and in the next 
one as well. Kill the shield eater if 
it nicks any equipment. Go to the 
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get inside the 
€ the Boss lurks. 

: 
22a @ 

A You found the boss key, now a whole 
world of pain awaits you. 

next room and kill the second mini- 
boss. In the next room smash the 
switch and take the key. Go out 
the door to the entrance and go up 
the stairs and through the door on 
the left. Jump across to the door 
and go through it to meet the boss 
who's ready and waiting for you. 

you can put 

it out by swinging your sword, of 

hy rolling forward... Did you know 

that? 

£083   
    

  

[WATER TeMPLe 
: Swim along the right wall to a ledge, then equip your boots to drop to the 
: bottom. Go to the tunnel with the torches on either side and go in to 
? meet the lovely Ruto again. When she goes, walk into the middle of the 
: room and take off the boots to float up. Play Zelda's Lullaby on the Tri- 
: force to lower the water level. Open the door to get a dungeon map. 
: Drop down and light the torches by firing arrows through the lit one. Kill 
: the clams with your hookshot when their mouths are open, then go back. 
: Follow the left wall and miss out the next tunnel you come to. Push the 
: block you come to next until it drops, then follow it down and go down 
: the passage, then up the other side. Hit the diamond switch and jump on 
: to the geyser to get to the other side. Equip the iron boots and stand on 
; the pipes under the water across from the head. Hit the switch in its 
: mouth and then turn around to hit the switch inside the passage 
: underwater. Go down the passage and allow yourself to float to get the 
: key that was released. Hit the switch to open the gate and equip your 
: boots to walk out. Take off the boots and float out of the whirlpool back 
: to the main room. Use the hookshot again to get out of the hole at the 
? end of the tunnel. Get your butt to the tower and go through the locked 
: door. Use the hookshot to get to the ledge and stand on the Tri-force to 
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: Valvagia disappears down a hole and reappears to perform a few 
: different kinds of attacks. He'll either swipe at you, fly up, bite and 
: breathe fire at you or make rocks fall on you. Wait until he pokes his 
: head up to swipe at you, then push your hammer button to pull it out and 
? smash him over the head with it. Retreat as he spazzes out and then use 
: the sword, hammer or a bomb to get him again. Get your shield out 
? when he does one of the other attacks and you'll be safe. Make sure 
? you put your weapon away while you hold your shield. Repeat until he 
: dies. Get the heart container and run into the blue light to get out. 

      
A Our search for a big fire extinguisher 

: failed, leaving us no option but to... 
A... use a bloomin’ gert big hammer on 
this freak instead. Ouch! 

iC@ CAVERN 
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ia? 
When you're outside the Fire 
Temple, walk back over the bridge 
using the hookshot to get over the 
broken section. Walk over to the 
next bridge and use your hammer 
to smash the boulders and go 
inside to meet the fourth Faerie 
who'll work her magic on your 
magic meter. Use the Prelude of 
Light to warp back to the Temple 
of Time. Go outside and summon 

: Epona with Epona's song. Go to 
: Zora's River and go up the river and play Zelda's Lullaby on the Tri-force. 
: Go up to the King’s room and behind to get to the Fountain. Jump on 
: the ice blocks and go to the Ice Cavern. Make sure you've got two 
: empty bottles before you go on. Follow the path and kill the ice statues 
: to open a door. Go through and at the end of the corridor you'll see a 
: big helicopter blade. Run around and get all the silver rupees to open the 
: door. Go through to fight your way to the next room. Go up the ice 
: bridges. Use the empty bottles on the blue fire to collect it. Use one to 
: melt the ice around the treasure chest to get the dungeon map. Refill it 
: before you exit back to the blade room. Go through the eastern door 
: after you've melted both the red ice exits. Refill your bottles and melt 
? the heart container and the chest which holds a compass. Refill them 
: again and go back out and through the western door. Push the block of 
: ice to get to where you need to go. First push it left to get the silver 
: rupee, then forward to get another. then right and back towards the 
: entrance to get another. Push it off the edge to make a new one appear, 

  

: then push it left, forward, right, back and then left to get to the exit, then 
: leave. Melt some red ice as you go down the corridor and open the ice 
: door. Kill the wolf to get the Iron Boots. Sheik will appear and teach you 
: the Serenade of Water. Use the boots to sink into the water behind the 
? chest and go to the end of the passage. Take the boots off and refill 
: your bottles from the round room where you got the compass. Go 
: through Zora’s Fountain, then use a blue fire on the King to defrost him. 
: Talk to him to get a Zora Tunic which will stop you drowning. Go down 
: and use blue fire on the door to the Zora store, then play the Serenade 
: of Water to warp to Hylia. Jump in the water wearing the tunic, then turn 
: around and equip the lron Boots. Use your hookshot to hit the blue 
: diamond above the door to open it. Go inside and take off your boots. 

ie 
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A Ruto’s here. Be prepared for a shock if 
you want to be young, free and single. 

play Zelda's Lullaby. Equip your 
boots and drop down to the hole 
under the block. Drop down again 
and follow the corridor. Hit the 
switch and kill the freaks that drop 
down with your hookshot. This will 
open a grate in the ceiling. Float up 
to get a key and go back to the 
main room. Go through the upper 
door and find the tunnel with two 
pots in front of it. Go in and follow 

WATER TEMPLE 
the passage and get over the 
spikes by using your hookshot. 
Use it again to get up to the room 
Stand next to the chest and shoot 
the switch with an arrow. Get the 
compass and return to the main 
room. Get in the water and equip 
your boots to sink. Go into the 
room to meet Ruto again, then 

float up. Find the crack in the wall 
and blow it open to get another 
key. Get back to the main room, 
take your boots off and swim over 
to the left. Go through the first 
locked door and stand on the 
geyser, then use an arrow to shoot 

the switch to get to the next room. 
Go through to the next room and 
stand on the Tri-force. Play Zelda's 
Lullaby to raise the water level 
again. Jump in, go left and through 
the locked door. Drop down a 
couple of platforms and jump off to 
the stationary platform when the 
one you're on reaches its lowest 

it's me, your flancée, 
Princess of the Zoras! 

MORPHA 

  

a: 
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Stay away from this sucker when it starts to turn into a tentacle. Z-target : 
the red target when it stops spinning and use your hookshot to pull it 
out, then use your sword to slash it. You know the drill by now. Repeat: 

until it's dead. When it's done, grab the heart container and jump into the : 
blue light to escape the temple. Easy when you know how. Another way: 
is to wait until the tentacle is about to grab you and use Din’s Fire on it, 
slashing the red brain-thing when it comes out. 

  

A Ah, nice indoor pool. Wonder what the 
bubbles are though? 

KAKARiKO AGAiN@9) 
: way out. Go through the door 

A Ab ha, thought it might be something 
weird from out of The Abyss. Eat this. 

Look around the island you're and play the song of the sun to the plaque : 
on the floor with the message about shooting into the sun on. This will 
make night fall immediately. Now wait until daybreak and shoot an arrow 
into the sun as it rises. Get the resulting fire arrow from the island it 
drops on (you'll have to swim for it) and return to Kakariko Village. Sheik 
will now teach you the Nocturne of Shadow (useful bloke to know, that 
Sheik), so use it to save time and warp straight to the Shadow Temple 
entrance. Go in the cave behind you, stand on the platform and use 
Din’s fire to light all the torches at the same time, then go through 

the gate. 

  
A We're sure even the most novice 
archers could hit something this size. 

A Make sure you've got your sword 
: swipe charged up to deal with this. 

point. Use your hookshot on the 
targets to get to the top of the 
waterfall and go through the door. 
Hookshot the switch to raise the 
water, then use it again to get to 
the statue. Shoot the switch again 
to lower the water. Go to the back 
of the platform and shoot the 
target on the right to get to the 
next platform. Climb over the 
statue head and shoot the switch. 
Hookshot to the next statue hit the 
switch again. Stand on to of the 
statue’s head and shoot the switch 
one last time. Use arrows on the 
spiders and shield-eater and 
hookshot the target in the ceiling 
to clear the spikes. Go through the 
door and walk over the lake (it’s a 
trick lake) and up to the pillar. Now 
to fight Dark Link. Make sure 
you're both standing on the island 
in the middle of the lake. Hit him 
with your hammer or, if he blocks 
that, your sword. Go through the 

Withary (/; * 

  

A Line up that torch between you and the 
lights, then fire arrows to hit them. 
door that appears when he's dead 
to get a longshot and look behind 
the chest to find the Temple of 
Time block. Play the song of time 
and drop down the hole. Swim 
downstream and equip the iron 
boots to walk past the whirlpool. 
Get on the platform to the left 
before the next whirlpool and 
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i Go down the hall and hookshot 
across the pit. Walk straight 

: through the wall and turn left. Walk 
: two tiles to the left and go through 
? the wall again. The Lens of Truth 
: will show you where the fake walls 
: are if you get stuck. Go through 

the hall, through the next door and 
walk through the wall. Turn right 
and hug the wall until you find the 

behind this and play the song of 
? the sun to stun the zombie, then 
? kill it with your sword. Kill the two 
: bats to make a chest appear which 
: will give you the dungeon map. Go 
} back out and turn right, then hug 
: the wall until you find another 
: opening with a fake wall behind it. 
: Go down the tunnel into a room. 
? The way out of this one is in the 

  

A You're spending so much time here 
you should buy a house. 

? corner with a pot next to it. Go 
: through the door and kill the dead 
: hand to get the chest with the 
: Hover Boots in. Go back to the 
? room with the statue in the middle. 
: Use the Lens to look at the skulls. 
: Find the one that doesn't 
: disappear and push the statue until 

the tab you're pushing points 
: towards it. Equip the hover boots 
: and walk over the pit to the 
? platform, go through the door and 
: down the ramp. Throw two bombs 
: at the laser trap and stand on the 

  

shoot the gold eye with an arrow, 
then go through the grate. 

Hookshot the chest to get 
across the last two whirlpools and 
open the box to get another key. 
Go down the hall and back to the 

  

A These fancy chests hold each level's 
boss key, so they're tough to get to. 

main room, equip your iron boots 
and go through the tunnel with the 
torches on either side. Float up 
and play Zelda's Lullaby to change 
the water level and drop down, 
then find the main room again. Go 
in the tower and play Zelda's 
Lullaby. Go out and around to the 
back of the tower. Shoot the gold 
eye with an arrow and hookshot 
the target. Follow the passage and 
pull the block on the right to the 
left, then go down to the end of 
this new passage. Hookshot 
through the hole in the ceiling to 
get to the main room. Drop down, 
shoot the eye with an arrow and 
hookshot your way into the 
passage. Push the block forward, 
turn to your right and grab the key. 

Go back the other way and 
hookshot through the hole to the 
main room. Sink down to the 
bottom and go in the passage to 
the right of where you met Ruto. 
Float up and hookshot over the 
spikes, then go through the door. 

1 SHADOW TeEMPLe 

  

A This is the biggest temple you've dealt 
with so far, you'll need a map. 

round platform. Play the songs of 
storms to get a big faerie. Go 
through the wall on your right, kill 
the mummies and get the compass 
from the chest. Exit and go 
through the wall opposite. Avoid 
the blades and get all of the silver 
rupees (you'll need to use the 
hookshot to get one of them) to 
open an alcove. Go through it and 
get the key. Go back to the laser 
trap room and bomb the last wall. 
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Kill a load o spiders and 

equip your boots to get to the 
middle of the water. Float up and 
put the other side to get through 
the door. Drop to the ledge on the 
right and use a bomb on the crack 
in the wall. Don't go through — 
swim across to the left and blow 
up the bricks. Go through this hole 
and push the block forward. Go 
back to the first hole and pull the 
block until it stops. Go back and 
push it on to the switch. Float up 
and through the door with the 
steps, then step on the switch and 
hop on the geysers to get across 
and through the door. Go right and 4 
equip your boots to sink, then walk 
along the passage and float up the 
other side. Go through the door 
and get the key from the chest. 
Go outside and down the stream 
to get back to the spider room. Go 
through the door you first came in 
and return to the main room. Float 
up and through the door with the 
red block in front of it and raise the 
water to the highest level. 
Hookshot the dragon head with a 
target on it and go through the 
door. Head up the ramp and avoid 
the spikes, then go through the 
boss door. Jump on to one of the 
platforms and get ready to fight. 

    

Peas 3 
ark Link will 

have no reflection, it makes him weaker. 
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Go north and through the locked 
door. There are three Skulltulas in 
here waiting to drop in on you, so 
keep an eye on the shadows. Drop 
on to the ledge and dodge the first 
blade to kill another Skulltula. Run 
past the next blade and carry on 
down the tunnel. Take off the 
hover boots and jump over the pit. 
Dodge the blade and jump over 
the next pit. Dodge the second 
blade and jump over the pit. Kill 
the flaming skull before you dodge 
the next blade and jump the pit. Kill 
the Stalfos and play the song of 
storms in the middle of the island. 
Equip the hover boots, face away 
from the blade, turn left and use 
the Lens of Truth to see a 
previously invisible platform. Go to 
it and onto the next, turn right and 
go to the door. Go through it and 
use the Lens again to see some 
scythes. Kill the Shield-eater and 
the three bats concealed by the 
walls. Go through the door and kill 
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SHADOW TEMPLE 
a Skulltula. Open the chest and 
use the Lens to find the invisible 
chest. Go back out and use the 
hover boots to get back to where 
you killed the Stalfos. Hover 
forward when the platform falls to 
land on it. When it reaches its 
highest point hover over to the 
next big island. Get all the silver 
rupees and kill the invisible laser 
trap, then go through the door. 
Follow the passage and use the 
Lens to find the moveable block. 
Pull it on to the face tile and push 
it in front of you to stop the 
spikes getting you. When you 
reach the second face tile, walk 
around to the other side and pull it 
to the third face tile. Get the 
arrows from the chest in the cage. 
Climb on the block and hover to 
the ledge on the left. When the 
spiky platform lowers, walk over it 
to get to the next platform. Empty 
the rupee-filled chest and hit the 
yellow switch to make another 
chest appear on the other side of 
the room. Hover over to it to get 
the key, then exit back to the main 
room. On the left-hand corner of 
the platform you're on is a ramp. 
Use this to get to the next 
platform. Use the Lens to see the 
ledges behind this blade, then 
hover over to the platforms and 
onto the door. Go through and 

    A The eye will open the door, but not for 
long. So keep your hookshot handy. 

BONGO BONGO 
Make sure you stand a long 
distance away from the hands 
when they appear. Z-target one of 
the appendages and fire a normal 
arrow at it to make it turn blue. Then 
do the same to the other one. As 
soon as this turns blue, turn on the 
Lens of Truth and press B to get 
your sword ready. Hold down B to 
charge 'up a special spinning slash. 
When Bongo's eye is close enough 
to hit, unleash the spinning slash to 
do the damage. Start slashing with 
the sword until the freak backs off. 
Keep going until he's snuffed it, grab 
the heart container and step into the 
light to escape the temple. You're 
almost there now. 

> Looks like Bongo Bongo is telling Link 
the story about the one that got away. 
He's lying, don’t trust him. 

use the Lens again to see the 
spikes on the floor. Waste the 
zombies and a rupee-filled chest 
will appear. Get all the silver 
rupees and hookshot all the 
targets. You'll need to use the 
Lens to see an invisible one. 
Hookshot up the the invisible 
platform and go through the door. 
Kill all the bats to reopen the door 
behind you, then climb the stairs 
and pick up the bomb plant to lob 
it in the hole at the top of the 
giant skull. Get the key and go 

; 200» ante SE BES 
A You're going to be in for the chop. big 
time, if you time this bit wrong. 

back to the last room. Use the 
Lens and hookshot the invisible 
target in the ceiling and go 
through the locked door. Equip the 
iron boots and go through the 
tunnel to get to a pit. When the 
fan stops blowing, equip the hover 
boots and go across, then re- 
equip the iron boots. Drop off the 
ledge and get across the bridge. 
Kill the eye above the door with 
an arrow when it's open. Kill the 
zombies to reopen the door and 
play the song of storms in the 
middle of the room to bring in the 
faerie. Open the invisible chest to 
get some arrows. Leave the room 

and use the lens to find the hole 
in the wall. Stand even with the 
hole and look at the fan. When it 
stops moving, equip the hover 

fy) 

GeRUDO FORT 
Get to the field and play Epona’s 
song. Saddle up and ride west to 
get to the Gerudo Valley. You can 
jump over the broken bridge if 

you're going fast enough. Talk to 
the boss of the carpenters and go 
on to the fortress. Get seen by 
one of the guards and when he 
throws you in a cell look up and 
hookshot the overhang. Get to 
ground level and go through the 

  

door on the right. Follow the 
corridor and speak to the man in 
the cell. Kill the guard that attacks 

and get the key. Use it to free the 
occupant of the cell and go on 
past until you get outside again. 
Turn left and go in the door. Turn 
right at the corner and shoot the 
head poking out of the box with an 
arrow. Go to where the head was 
and turn so you can shoot the 
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boots and turn around el on 
the side of the bridge nearest the 
fan and when you start moving, 
run across to the opening in the 
wall. Go through the door and 
blow up the pile of dirt on the 
right to find an invisible chest with 
a key in it. Kill the mummies to 
get another chest and go on 

the block onto the green bricks 
and then onto the face tile under 
the ladder opposite you. Go up 
the ladder, hop onto the ship and 
stand on the Tri-force to play 
Zelda's Lullaby. Kill two Stalfos as 
the ship moves and jump off the 
ship when it starts to sink. Go 
through the door on the left. Kill 
all the creatures through the three 
doors here (you'll need the Lens 
to do some of them) and you 
should get plenty of cash and 
another key. Use Din’'s Fire to 
burn down the walls in the north 
room. You should get the boss 

    

key. Go through the door. Play the 
scarecrow song and longshot 
Pierre to get to the high platform. 
Go through the door and use the 
Lens and hover boots to get 
across the gaps and invisible 
platforms. Go through the boss 
door making sure you have the 
hover boots on. Fall down the 
hole to face the boss. 

            

   

    

   
      

AA true leap of faith — use the Lens of 
Truth and you won't get it wrong. 

    

   

other guards. Go in and up 
the ramp to the exit, then turn right 
and drop down through the door 
that's here. Stand in the door with 
an arrow ready to fire for a few 
seconds and shoot the guard. Go 
right, left, then right again to be at 
a second cell. Talk to him, fight the 
guard and free the prisoner. Go 
back outside and drop down a 
level. Turn left, climb up the vines 
and go through the door ahead of 
you. Repeat the process to free 

you came in by, shoot the three 
guards and drop to ground level. 
Turn left and go in the furthest left 
door. Follow the hall to the final 
cell. A Gerudo will now talk to you. 
You can now explore the fortress. 
Go in the training area now or skip 
it to go to the Desert Colossus. 

through the door. Turn left and pull i 

  

? YOUNG LINK 
? Go upstairs and turn left. Talk to 
? the freak here and say “Nothing” 
3 and “Really” and “No.” 
? through the hole, kill the statue 
: and the bats and use a Deku stick 

        

: A Make sure have the Lens, and keep 
; your magic energy topped up to use it. 
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A Keeping faeries in bottles, that would 
have the animal welfare mob in uproar. 

? Go to the gate to get out of the fortress. Climb the ladder and talk to 
? the girl to open it. Equip your hover boots to walk across the sand river, 
then follow the flags. Go to the side of the stone structure you come 
? across and read the plaque. Fire up the Lens of Truth to see the ghost. 
? Follow him closely, fight off any desert dwellers and he'll lead you to the 
? Colossus. Turn right and find the two pine trees. Blow open the crack in 
} the wall here to find a faerie and Nayru's Love. Play the song of the sun 
} to make it night and kill the Skulltula on the other side. Play the song of 
: storms to fill the pit with water so you can fill your bottles with faeries. 
: Go in the Spirit Temple and walk straight back out. Sheik will now teach 
? you the Requiem of Spirit. Play the Prelude of Light to go to the Temple 
3 of Time. Replace the Master Sword to change to Young Link, then play 

the Requiem of Spirit to warp back. Now go into the Spirit Temple. 

Crawl 

on a torch to get a light. Light all 
: the torches through the right-hand 

door and go back, then through 
? the other door. Kill the Stalfos and 
3 the skull. Throw the boomerang 
: left of the switch across the pit (it 
? should swing around the fence and 
? hit the switch if you aim it right). 

The fence will fall, allowing you to 
cross. Go through the door and 
walk along the bridge until you're 
by the spikes. Fry this geezer with 
Din's Fire and go through the door. 

Get the key from the chests 
to activate the bridge. Go back to 
the first room and climb through 

A Looks like all hell is breaking loose on 
Death Mountain behind the temple. 

the hole between the torches. 
Unlock the door and go through it, 
killing the Skulltulas while you're at 
t. Climb the wall to floor two. In 
the next room you'll have to kill 

$ two lizard guards before you can 
} use the boomerang on the switch 
: above to make chests appear. Aim 

a Bombchu so it will climb the wall 
and hit the rocks up there to open 
a door. Go through and left, push 
the stone statue off the ledge onto 

ADULT LINK 
Go in the temple and up the stairs, 
then push the block on the right to 
get into the next room. Kill the 
laser trap and use an arrow on the 
switch in the ceiling. Go through 
the door on the left and kill all the 
wolves. Play Zelda's Lullaby and 

: empty the chest with the hookshot 
this prisoner. Go back out the door 

? way you came and through the 
? door on the right. Collect the silver 
? rupees and equip the hover boots 
? to retrieve the floating one. A door 
; should now open so go through it. 

to get a compass. Go back the 

Get the key from the box and go 
: back to the room with the switch 
? in it. Go through the locked door 

    

    

    

    

A Looks like Nintendo have been 
watching those King Arthur movies. 

a switch. Climb the steps and light 
a Deku stick with the torch. Drop 
down and light the torches in front 
of the statue to get the map. 
Climb the steps again but this time 
go through the door. Go to the 
next door and kill the laser trap 
with bombs or the Bombchu. 
Collect all the silver rupees to light 
a torch. Use this to light all the 
other torches to get a key. Move 
the blocks until the one with the 
sun on the side is in the sunlight 
coming through the window. Go 
through the newly-opened door 
and up the stairs to the next room. 

Go up to the object on the 
throne and hit it with your sword. 
Time to fight the Iron Knuckle. Z- 
target him and get to outside his 
attack range. Jump attack him and 
he should miss you when he 
counterattacks. Repeat until he 
dies. See, he's too easy to be a 
boss. Go through the door and up 
the ramp to get outside. Open the 
chest to get the silver gauntlets 
and watch the story scene. Play 
the Prelude of Light to warp back 
to the Temple of Time and get the 
Master Sword to turn into adult 
Link again. Now go back to 
tackle the rest of the fabled 
Spirit Temple. 

SPiRiT TEMPLE woss 
and kill the creatures that fall 
on you from above. Climb the wall 
and use the Lens of Truth to see 
an invisible monster, then kill it. 

Push one of the poles sticking out 
of the statue to push it around to 
the third sun symbol on the left. 
This will open a door, allowing you 
back into the statue room. Go up 
the stairs and jump onto the 
statue's hand with the Tri-force 
symbol on it. Play Zelda's Lullaby 
(getting sick of this tune yet?) and 
use the hookshot on the chest 
that appears to get a key. Go 
upstairs and through the locked 
door. Use a Bombchu on the laser 
trap and use arrows on the floating 
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PiRiT TCMPLEC pi Iwo 
from you to make it step on the 
blue switch, opening the door and 
letting you through. Go up the 
stairs, through the door and fight 

      

the next lron Knuckle. If you use 
Goron’s Sword you can kill him in 
no time. When he's dead, go 
through the door and get the 
Mirror Shield from the chest. Go 
back inside and retrace your steps 
to the room with the four statues. 
Stand in the sunlight and use the 
Mirror Shield to reflect the light on 
to the symbol on the wall. This will 
make a door open, so go through 
it. Get the key from the chest and 
go back out and through the door 
on the right. Go through the 
previously locked door, use 
Bombchus to kill the laser traps 
and shoot the Skulltula on the wall. 
Use your hookshot on the very top 
of the climbable wall to get up it 
Kill the two laser traps up here and 
go through the door. Stand on the 
Tri-force symbol and play Zelda's 
Lullaby, then go through the door. 
Blow up the door to the left of the 
chest and shoot the gold eye that 
appears. Hookshot the target on 
the ceiling to get on top of the ice 
block, then jump over to the switch 
and step on it. You can now drop 
down to get the boss key. Turn 

things. Make your way through the 
now open door and stand next to 
the closed door on the right. Fire a 
normal arrow at the statue furthest 

EERIE OT 

thé Master S 

   

  

A Dr Who needs a TARDIS to travel in time. Pah, all you need is a short piece of metal 
with a handle on it. Much easier. 

GANNONS CASTLE 
the main room. Go right to the fire 
barrier door. Equip the hover boots 
and Goron's Tunic. Get all the 
silver coins (including the one next 
to the fire breathing statue) and lift 
the big pillar with the gold 
gauntlets to get another. Get the 
two from the far side of the room 
and use the hookshot on the 
target next to the door. Go through 
and kill the floating ball to get back 
to the main room. We're almost at 
the end of our quest now. Go right 
and move the pillar out of your way 
to get to the light barrier door. Go 
through and use the Lens of Truth 
to kill the four bats and Skulltula. 

Get the key from the chest 
and go on through the previously 
locked door. Play Zelda's Lullaby in 
this room to get another key, then 
go through the door. Collect all the 
silver rupees, including the one in 
the ceiling that you'll need to use 
your hookshot on and go through 
the door. Walk straight through the 
wall directly in front of you and 
destroy the ball to get warped 
back to the main room. Run to the 
spirit barrier door and go through. 
Collect all the silver rupees and 
use bombs or a Bombchu on the 
laser trap. Roll attack through the 
spikes and hookshot the floating 
one. Go through the door and kill 
all the slugs. Spin slash the first 
switch and get the Bombchus from 

   if}: ge saiy eee 
A Maybe that two week holiday at Butlins wasn’t such a bad idea. | know this place was 
cheap but it doesn’t look anything like it did in the brochure. 

  
Loop to the left and under a stone 
arch, then head down the passage 
to a pillar. Pick it up and go into 
the cave behind. Play Zelda's 
Lullaby to double up your defence 
rating with the faerie and go back 
to the castle's main room. Go 
through the door with the green 
sign over it and kill the wolf. Use 
Din's Fire on the torches, then use 
an arrow to light the torch above 
the door. Go through and equip : 
your hover boots. Wait for the fan } 
to start up and walk into it to get a 
silver rupee. Turn right and it will 3 

blow you to the next platform. 3 
Step on the switch, turn around 
and use your hookshot to get on 
to the platform with the rupee you 
couldn't get previously. Use a 

. bomb on the laser trap in the 
q middle and hover over to its 

= platform. Get across to the next 
silver rupee and back to this 
platform. Go through the door, 
shoot the floating thing and get 
warped back to the main room. Go 
right and through the water barrier 
door. Empty a bottle and get a blue 
flame. Kill the ice statues to reveal 
a door, then melt the ice with the 
blue flame. Refill with another blue 
flame and go through the door. H 
Push the block furthest from you : 
to the right and then back towards 
the door to make it slot into the 
wall. Climb on it and use the blue 
flame to melt the ice here. Use the 
hammer on the switch and go 
through the door. Use a light arrow 
on the floating ball to get back to 

Go down the hall and run past the 
laser traps. Go through the door, 
turn right and follow the wall until 
you come across the door with the 
shadow temple emblem over it. Go 
through and hookshot the chest to 
the left on the platform. Equip your 
hover boots and get across to the 
platform with a torch on it, then 
use a fire arrow to light it. Run 
across the blocks to the platform 

    
  

# 193 

A Ganon’s Castle, the end is indeed nigh 
for your adventure. 

and use the Lens of Truth to take 
the invisible walkway. Take the 
right-hand path and jump down to 
the switch platform. Step on the 
switch and use the hookshot on 
the treasure box to get to it and 

retrieve the Gold Gauntlets. Take 
the invisible left-hand path to 
another switch and use your 
hammer on it. Go back and use 
the right-hand path to get to a 
door. Go through it and use a light 
arrow on the floating ball to get 
warped back to the main room. 
Leave the castle the way you 
came and go across the bridge. 

  

  

      

AA This is hardly fair, he's on 
? has huge weapons... 

  

Equip the hover boots and go for a corner. Turn to face 
him and centre the camera. Hit his lightning back to him and 
make sure you're ready if he smashes it back at you. Keep 
up this game of tennis until you hit him. When he's stunned © 
fire a light arrow at him, then hover over to his platform an 
let rip on the bugger with your sword. When he comes to @ 
go back to the corner. Use the pots if you fall to replenish 

: yourself. When you see him charging up a ball of energy 
? over his head fire a light arrow to stun him. You may need 
? to deflect this energy attack with a spin. You may need to 
: take off your boots after this. The tail’s a weak spot for the 
: ending and remember the light arrows, you'll need them. 

  

      

   

  

        

     

            

   

            

      

      

   
   

  

   

    

   
   

  

   

   

  

   

  

   
   
     

  

    

  

    
   

  

   

    

      

    

  

   

    

    

  

    

  

   

   

   
   
   

    
    
   

              

   
   
    

    

     

35) TWINROVAG6 edi eee, 
} Jump on the square platform and 
? face the witches. When one of the 
? them is about to fire, hold down 
: your shield. Try and direct her beam 
: on to one of the others. If they fly 

over, jump to the middle platform 
and use your shield, then jump 

right and through the door, 
then use a spinning slash to hit the 
switch behind the grate. Go 
through the door and kill 
everything in sight. Blow open the 
wall to the right of the statue and 
push the statue so the light goes 
down the passage. Go in and push back. When they combine forces 
the next statue so the light shines} jump back to the middle platform. Z- 
into the last room through the target this freak and use your 
grate. Go back and stand in the : shield. After she’s fired three times 
light, then use the mirror shield to it'll reflect back onto her. When she 
reflect the light on to the symbol ? falls, jump over to her and slash at 
on the wall. After your short trip, ? her, then get back to the main 
stand on the platform, as far away : platform. Keep going until she's 
from the statue as you can (but ? dead. Grab the heart container and 
still in the light). Use your mirror ? get into the light to get out. Then 
shield to reflect the light on to the use the Prelude of Light. 
statue's face, then hookshot the 
grate to get through. Fight lron 
Knuckle, then go through the 
door, down the hall, through 
another door and into the 
middle of the square 
platform. Hope you're ready 
for a fight because you're 
about to get one. 

  

the chest. Use one of them on 
the fence to blow up the 
second switch (it'll climb the 
fence and go through the hole 
to get it). Go through the door and 
carry on to an entry passage 

to a room full of sun 
symbols. Use a fire arrow 
on the hole in the ceiling to 
let in a little light, reflect it 
with your mirror on to the 
symbol to the right of 
the passage. Go 
through and kill the 
ball with a light arrow. 
Go out of the castle for 
supplies from the 
faerie. Get a blue or 
green potion to keep 
spare for the final 
battle. You'll need 
a couple of bottles 
of faeries and 50 
arrows. Go to the 
castle and to the tower 
in the middle of the mai 
room. Go upstairs. Kill 
everything to unblock @ 
door, go through it and) 
upstairs. Get the key 
from the chest. You # 
now get to a room 

that's full of pots. 
Go through the 
door and up more © 
stairs. Go through 
the door. 
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When the picture was taken, this Honduran water to drink. The risk of cholera and typhus 

girl had just survived the largest natural is always there, and could reach epidemic 

disaster to hit Central America this century. proportions. 

A mudslide wiped out her home in the The people of Central America are resilient 

Tegucigalpa hills. In a state of shock, she and resourceful, but they do need our help to 

clings to her pet dog - she also clings to the put the basic infrastructure in place so that 
hope that someone, somewhere will help. they can start to re-build their lives. 

The hunenne is over, the relief effort Don't let her down - please give what 

is just beginning. you can. 

The disaster may have happened in 

November, but the need for outside aid is 

more pressing as time goes by. The hurricane 

11,000 people are feared dead, many more 

are missing and millions are homeless. This 

advertising space itself has been donated by 
caused immense short-term damage, but the the magazine, so please donate what you 

long-term effects could be catastrophic. can. There are so many people in Central 

The fields are decimated and left infertile. America clinging to the hope that you will. 

Bridges and roads have been swept aside and 

access to some regions is extremely difficult. - For Credit Card donations please call 

lronically, though much of th h 

ree odes there ite uncontaminated O870 60 60 900 

CENTRAL AMERICA HURRICANE APPEAL 
Coordinated by the Disasters Emergency Committee representing ActionAid, British Red Cross, 

CAFOD, CARE, Christian Aid, CCF, MERLIN, OXFAM, Save the Children, Tearfund and World Vision. 

Supported by the British Magazine Industry. All photographs donated by Reuters News Pictures Service. Campaign created by River Advertising. 

PET DOG, THE OTHER IS 
THE HOPE THAT YOU'LL HELP. 

| would like to help the people of Central America with a donation of: 

£250__| €100L_| £50L_] ¢30\_| £15__] other £ 

| enclose a cheque/PO payable to The DEC Hurricane Appeal or please debit my: 

Diners Club / Access / Visa / Amex Card / CAF Charity Card 

Card number = 

Expiry datel_1 It [ | Signature 

Name 

Address 

_ Postcode 

Please send to: The DEC Hurricane Appeal, 52 Great Portland St, London W1N SAH.  



All FMV: Enter ‘cinema’ on the 
password screen when you have 
completed the last GDI mission. 

Instant Nuke: », ¥, «, «,9,8,@,¥, 4, @,a,@ 
Instant lon Cannon: ®, ¥, , 44,8, ©,@ 
Instant Air Strike: », ¥ «4, 4,9», 0,9, 4, @ ©, © 
Extra £5,000: », 9, 9,4,L1,4,0,44 
Reveal Shroud: ©, ©, ©, a, ©, ©, R1, ©, ©, © 

   

Type in the following at the Password screen... 
GODZILLA: Japanese speaking troops. 
COVERTOPS: Extra missions. 
(Works on both discs.) 
PATSUX: 1 rock-hard mission. 

Again, these can be entered on either disc. Press ® 
to get to the menu and then enter the following 
using © on the team icons... 
A-bomb Launch: ©, ®, ©, ©, ©, © 
Win Battle: ®, ©, ©, ©, ©, © 
Instant Cash: ©, ©, ©, ®, ©, © 
Remove Shroud: ®@, ©, ©, ®, ©, © 
Time Warp: @, ©, ©, ©, ©, ® 
Parabombs: ©, ®, ©, ©, ®, © 

1 

Enter them using the same method as above 
£1,000: ®, ®, ©, ©, ©, © 
A-bomb: ©, ®, ©, ©, ®, © 
Chronoshift: ©, ©, ©, ®, ©, © (If you use this more 
than three times a small tesla shroud will come and 
zap your base. Caution — it’s very powerful.) 
lron Curtain: ©, ®, ©, ®, ®, © 
Remove Shroud: ©, ©, ®, ©, ©, © 
Parabombs: ®, ®, ®, ©, ©, © (If you use this in the 
missions each bomb is a nuke.) 
Instant Victory: ©, ©, ©, @, ®, © 
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To get the giant ant missions, complete every 
mission on either disc, go to the options screen and 
turn it to hard. Go back to the mission screen and 
click on England — it won't be green but it’s still 
accessible. A screen with a giant ant should appear. 

Pause the game and enter these codes into the 

  

      
    

      
      

the Lunar Harp and walk up four or 
five screens. It'll be on the left 
Bahamut 
Defeat the Red Dragon at the 
Cetra Shrine 
Alexander 
After the snowboarding, walk to 
the top left of the screen. When 
you get to the hot spring, go down 
and touch it. After you've collapsed 
and been taken to the man's 
house, go south to where you can 
leave markers. Go south in a 
straight line until you come to a 
hut. When you exit the hut, with 
the door facing down, continue 
right until you come to a cave. Kill 
the boss and it'll fall from the sky. 
Typoon 
In the Forest of the Ancients kill 
the Ultimate Weapon a few times 
until he crashes. Now you can get 

Once you've saved Pricilla, she'll to the jelly-shaped object near 
give it to you Cosmo Canyon and the Materia 
Ifrit will be at the end in a bag. 
On the boat between Junon and Neo Bahamut 
Costa Del Sol. After you've killed In Gaea's Cliff, just before you fight 
Jenova-Birth it'll be on the floor. the Schizo Twins 
Ramah Phoenix 
This can be found in the Gold Found at Mount Condor, just 
Saucer chocobo racing waiting after you've seen the Condor 

cker in the photography room room, at the top of the room, just egg hatch 
for a change in style. Leon will after you've killed Dyne 
look like a bit of a girl and Clair i Titan 
like a sexy chick i ea ——_ Examine the destroyed reactor in 
Morgan Hewitt, Norfolk Gongaga and when you're asked if 

you want to reach in, say yes 
Odin 
Open the safe in the Shinra 
Mansion and you can pick it up 
after you've killed the boss 
Leviathan 
You have to have Yuffie in your 

bs group. Go into the Pagoda in 
_ ‘ Wutai and walk up the stairs. You 

will have to fight five baddies, 
each getting harder. You'll have 
to fight them as Yuffie and when 
you're finished you'll be given the 
Materia you're after. 
Kjata 
In Bone Village, walk 
into the Sleeping 
Forest without 

FINAL FANTASY 7 PSX 
General Cheat 
When you use the train for the 
second time, go and talk to the 
man at the top when you hear the 
alarm sound. He will give you a 1 
Phoenix Down — hurry up, though, 
or you'll get caught 
General Cheat 
The added Cut Materia is at the 
bottom of Gaea’s cliff. After you've 
done the snowboarding, head north 
on the map. Somewhere near the 
hot spring you'll find a pathway 
going from the bottom left to the 
top right of the screen 
SUMMON MATERIA 
Choco/Mog 
Found on the Chocobo Farm - talk 
to the front chocobo. 
Shiva 

   

      

   

      

       

  

    

      

   

password screen... 
Win Level: NTTSCLNS 
Lose Level: YPTFLWRM 
Invincible Forces: TSGDDYTO (But you'll still be 
vulnerable to magic.) 
More Gold, Timber and Oil: GLTTRNG 
Build more things from the start: DCKMT 
Fast Building: MKTS 
No map cover: NSCRN 
All spells and full mana: VRYLTTL 

At the beginning, go all the way to the cop shop 
without picking up anything. Once you get to the 
park a a new zombie will be in the subway: Brad 

t N ter pilot from the 
first game. Kill him to get the 

al locker key and go to the 
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Found in the back room of the 
crashed Gelnika plane. 

Collect the four huge Materias and 
take them to Cosmo Canyon and 
Budenhagen's observatory. Look at 
the blue one and it'll pop out. 

In the hidden Materia cave in the 

top right corner of the map. You'll 
need a Gold chocobo to reach it. 

Enemy Skill Materia is found in 
three places: 
1.The Specimen Lift just after the 
fight with Jenova Specimen. 
2.The fourth shop at Junon airport, 
downstairs in the Respectable Inn, 
in the bottom left corner. 
3.The Chocobo Sage's house - 
talk to the chocobo. 
Stephen Kay, Beaconsfield 

Firstly turn the aging option on in 
the title screen. When you get into 
the game, pool all your resources 
into your youth team (in the 
financial screen) so it’s up to 70%. 
When your old players retire they 
will be regenerated with a youth 
player with the same wage 
demands and the same stats. In 
the transfer market, keep your 
eyes open for players who are 
approaching the end of their 
careers (generally around the age 
of 35 or over) and have a pretty 
good rating (over three and a half 
stars). Because they are getting on 
a bit their wage demands will be 
quite low so once retired and 
regenerated you won't have to pay 
them very much. 

If you're managing a club with a 
small ground, look out for the 
players who are free on Bosman 
rulings. They will still have a 
transfer value which just indicates 
how much they would be worth 
should they be offered a contract. 
No matter how good the player is, 
buy the ones with a decent value 
and then place them straight on 
the transfer list. This allows you to 
make money from nowhere. 
Eamon McCrory, County 
Tyrone 

  

    

  

   
   
   
   

    

          
            

   
    
   
   

  

Unsmash: | 

seconds and then release. 

Sprint Pull: Down - Away - K 

Baversel Down - Down - SK 

Tombstone: Hit - Towards - 

Towards - SK 

Combo - Towards - Towards - SK 

Shawn Michaels 
Bag Throw: Towards - Towards - 

Punch 

Lazer Fist: Down - Towards - SP 

Combo: Towards - Towards - K 

Reversal: Away - Away - SP 

Vader 

  

          

   

      

Masterdon: Morph - 

Hold Punch for three 

seconds and then 

release. 

Vader Roar: 

Down - Back - 

SK 
Reversal: 

Towards - 

Towards - SP 

Scott James 
Brown, 
Spalding 

            

      

            

   

        

        

       

  

    
       

    

      

    
      
    
     

     

  

Glitch 
Choose Ibis on Beginner class 
Rocket Belt. Fly towards the _ 
balloon that you're Supposed to 
pop. As you get closer you 
should see a river below you. 
At the source of the river you'll 
see a Cave. Fly into the back of 
the cave until you stop in mid 
air and when you come out 
again 
you'll 
find that 
day has 
turned 
to night. 

To get the secret ant levels, click 
on the speaker in the top right 
corner. If nothing happens hold 
Shift on the keyboard and then 
click. You should get a level 
difficulty thing and then you can 
carry on from there. 

  

If you click on the Westwood sign 
you should see the credits and 
some pretty impressive photos. 
James Bye, Northants 

GOD - God 
mode 
FLY.— Fly mode 
GIVE ALL - All 
Guns 
GIVE ION 
RIPPER - lon 
Ripper 

       

        

   

GIVE PHALANX 
PARTICLE 
CANNON - Phalanx 

Particle Cannon 
GIVE TRAP — Trap 
GIVE SHELLS - Shells 
GIVE BULLETS - 
Bullets 

GIVE CELLS -Cells 
GIVE MAY 
SLUGS - May   

   Slugs 
GIVE QUAD 
FIRE — Quad Fire 
NOTARGET - Invisibility 
Daniel Richards, 
Wolverhampton 

   

    

     

  

     
   

GON: Complete 
Tekken Ball mode 
once 

DR B: Complete 
Tekken Force 
mode four times 
TIGER JACKSON: 
Win Arcade mode 16 times 

and then press start on Eddy. 
Tekken Ball mode: Beat the game 
with any nine fighters. 
Tekken Theatre mode: Win the 
game 10 times with the initial 
fighters. 
Stuart Griggs, Colchester 

King (Do the first bit and then do 
the next move during the one 
you're doing. Both 5 hit!) 

  

Starter: », @,+@+@® 
1.@,@,©+@® 
2.@+6,@+®@ 
3.©,© @+@ 

4. © ©, ®, Gor®, ©, © @©@+@ 
Allbuttons! 110% 

Starter: @+@+® 
1.6,@,@©@+© 

Pr 2.©8+@©,@+@All 
buttons! 

3.6,©@ @+6,0@+®8 
4. ®, ©, © ® + ©All buttons! 
110% 

Play these characters a certain 

  

     

number of times to 
get their third 
costume. If you 
want them quickly, 
set bouts for 20 

seconds and play 
on 2-player versus. 
Xiaoyu: 50 times — 
school uniform 

JIN: 50 times - 
school uniform 
ANNA: 25 times — 
Zebra dress 
GUN JACK: 10 times 
— Classic army uniform 

  
Collect all the 
characters, including 
Tiger. Select Practice i 
mode, highlight Ling 
Xiayou and select her 

with ®. Then 
select any = 
fighter for your opponent 
using ®. When the match 
starts you should see Ling with 
her purple costume on but 

when you use any punch or kick 
button her costume will change to 
red and then back to purple. 
(Note: this doesn't always work.) 

—_ 

Thomas Seldon, South Wales 

General Cheats 
TOW TRUCK 
Go to the race set-up screen and 
choose ‘car select’. Pick Bobby 
Labonte or Kenny Wallace and 
then hold and press Up then Down 
to turn your vehicle into the car 
rescue tow truck. 
Fat Cars 

  

Go to the game options screen 
and highlight Stereo. Hold Z and 
press B, X, Y followed by A and B 
simultaneously. You should hear 
“Go Buddy! Go, go!!” Now start 
the race and reset by pressing 
Start + A + B + C. When the game 
reloads, your cars will now be 
twice as wide 
Wireframe Track 
Go to the game options menu and 
highlight ‘control setup’. Hold Z 
and press A, B, X followed by A 
and Y simultaneously. You should 
hear “Go Buddy! Go, go!!" again. 

General Cheats 
Race the same characters 
In the two-player mode, 
both racers can 
‘be’ the same 
character. Once 
player one has 
selected a 
racer, player 
two needs to 
highlight the 
same 
character and 
press X + Y + Z. 

  

   

   
  

    

     
    
   

    

   
      
   

    

  

    

   

  

- 

SEND YA CHEATS AND WIN! 

| 

    

    

   Play as Robotnik 
Players need to finish in first 
place on the Radiant Emerald 
course. Robotnik will now be 
available. 
Be Super Sonic 
Collect all of the Chaos 
Emeralds then press Up when 
selecting Sonic. 

SEGA TOURING CAR 
CHAMPIONSHIP SAT       

    

a 
f= Gaworsrene » 

    

  

    
           

   

  

General Cheats 
CHANGE CAR COLOUR 
On the car select menu press Up or 
Down on the controller to change 
the colour of your car. 
Hidden Tracks 
To make the following cheats work 
you have to change the date of your 
Saturn's internal memory. To do 
this, go into the Saturn system 
menu. When you start a new game 
you'll find a new Global Wet Event. 
Access Winter Holiday track 
Change your date to 1/25/1997 to 
get a special Winter Holiday track. 
Access Hit and Run mode 

Change your date to 2/13/1998 
and the three standard tracks 

will change into the Hit and 
Run Derby. 
Access April Fool track 
Change your date to 

4/1/1998 to get a special 
April Fool track. You have to 
drive in the wrong direction 
and avoid crashes with the 

other cars. 
Peter Kirwan, Somerset 

     
   
    

   
    
   

      

    
    

  

   

  

Cheats, valets, knaves, rogues, scoundrels, your country needs you! We 
want the filthiest cheats and the most despicably cunning tips that you 
can lay your hands on. You get the ultimate honour... a welcome to the 
ranks of the Secrets Service. We'll award the secret agent with the best 
tip, a spanking Nu.gen controller for either the PlayStation, N64, Saturn 
or PC... as long as you remember to send us your address! So what are 
you waiting for? Get cheating... 

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



    

igi 
   

     

      

     

     

    
Press and hold L, R and the four C 
buttons and the car will shrink. 

  

Different Colours 
To change the car's colours, simply 
press the R button during the car 
customisation screen. 

Cheat Menu 
On the Start screen press R and 

the Z trigger together. 

All Worlds 
On the cheat menu enter 

THEUNIVERSE. 

All Characters 
Enter HAPPYHEADS on the 

cheat menu. 

   Enter these codes on the 
two-player screen. B 
brings up the first 
number, Left-C for the 
second number and 
Right-C for the 

4 third. Press the 
“3 button twice for the 
i r number 2 and so on. 
Rae 011-011: Goro's Lair 

Dm... Stage 
022-022: Scorpi 
Stage 
033-033: Blue 
Heads Stage 
044-044: Tomb 

| Stage 
055-055: Rain 
Stage 
066-066: Snake 

y Stage 
101-101: Temple 
202-202: Living 
Forest 

f 303-303: Prison 
Hi Stage 

, 313-313: Snow 
\ Stage 

} 111-111: Free 

  

   

      

     

       

   
    
    

      

    

     
     

  

   
        

   

   
    

  

   
     

    
        
      
      

    
   

  

Weapon 
001-001: Unlimited Run 
002-002: Weapon Kombat 
010-010: Disable Maximum 
Damage 
012-012: Noob Saibot Mode 
020-020: Red Rain 
050-050: Explosive Kombat 
100-100: Throwing Disabled 

TOP GEAR RALLY N64 
All the Tracks 

Go to Arcade in the mode selection 
screen and enter A, Left on the D- 
pad twice, Right on the D-pad, 
Down on the D-pad, Z trigger. 

Kids Mode 
At the level select screen input 
Bottom-C, Top-C, R, L, Z. 
Turbo Mode 
At the level select screen input 
Top-C, Z, Top-C, Z, Top-C, Z until 
you hear a horn honking and Ethan 
saying “Ah, that's better”. 

    

  

   
   

  

         
        
      
        
        

  

» Extra Teams 
. Hold the L button and 

_ , select a pre-season 
-, game with the A 

, button. Now scroll to 
the right, selecting a 
team, and you will 
see three new 
teams: Nintendo, 
N64 and Leftfield. 

      

        

         
      
                   

      

   

  

         

     
      
     

  

   
    

             

    
      

Secret World 
At the main 
menu screen 
press L, Up 
on the D- 
pad, Down 

on the D-pad . 
Now, in a puzzle 
game you will see 

a new location 
called “Another 
World”. 

Play All 
Characters or 
Bosses 
Go to the 
Puzzle 
game 
and 

    

  

   
   
     
   
    

   
   

route screen. Press Left on the D- 
pad twice, Up on the D-pad, Down 
on the D-pad, L, R, L, R very 
quickly. 
Patrick Mescall 
Birmingham 

Passwords 
5656: Have an ickle Bomberman 
2222: World 5, Level 2 

SUPER 
BOMBERMAN 2 SNES 
General Cheats 
Plug a controller into port 
five on the multi-tap 
and press Start to 
be able to jump on 
any battle mode 
level 
Press Select at 
the player 
selection screen to 

change colour. 
Passwords 
1111, 5462, 6763, © 
8784, 6925: Six bombs, 
six longs and the 
detonator. 
5656: Sudden 
Death mode 

6 

A 

BOMBERMAN 3 SNES 
Passwords 
5656: Have a golden Bomberman if 
you win on Battle mode. 
1616: Change the layout or 
starting positions in Battle mode. 

VIRTUACOP2 SAT 

General Cheats 
Skip to last Boss stage 
On the stage select screen shoot 
the stage one’s arrow continuously 
until the time is up 
Weapon select 
On options screen two, put on 
weapon select, pause the game 
and shoot outside the screen. You 
can now select different weapons 
at any one time. 

Options Screen Three 
When you've done the last boss 
stage and completed the game, go 
to options screen two and there'll 
be another set of arrows. Options 
screen three is now available with 
a Mirror mode and stats lists. 
Infinite Continues 
When you've completed the game 
go to the options screen, highlight 
continue and select Freeplay. 
Big Head mode 
Go to options screen three and 

When you play the game 58 times 
that option will change to the 
groovy Big Head mode. 
Harry Hulme, Manchester 

  

    
   

      

  

Hold @ + ® + Select + R2 when 
choosing your fighter and keep 
holding them until the fight starts. 

Hold R1 at the Character Selection 
screen and select your character. 

Select Chewbacca as a character, 
set the Difficulty Level to 
‘Standard’, Player Change to ‘No’ 
and Continue to ‘No’. Complete 
the game in Practice or Arcade 
mode. Level Select may now be 
accessed in Versus mode: Use L2 
and R2 to choose the arena. 

Start with five credits: 
WARRIOR 
No enemy fire: PHOENIX 

Easy first mission: EAGLEEYE 
(Easy version) 

AVENGER (No enemies) 
Fly further: MPG (Less fuel 
consumption) 
Unlimited lives: LAZARUS 
Move faster: WARPDRIVE 
Unlimited ammo: GOPOSTAL 

Go into the options screen and 
press §,9,a,©,4,4,11,R1,©. 
Now exit to the previous menu. 
You should now see a menu full 
of cheats. 
Ciaran Monahan, Co. Clare 

Bikini mode 
Highlight Freestyle swimming. Hold 
Down L2, L1, R2, R1, ©, ©, © 
then ®. 
Name not given 

MORTAL KOMBAT 3 
SNES 

Codes 
Press the following 
buttons on the main 
menu screen. (All 
directions are on the 
D-pad.) 
Kool stuff: Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, 
Right, A, B, A 
Kooler stuff: 
Select, A, B, Right, Left, Down, 
Down, Up, Up 
Scotts stuff: X, B, A, Y, Up, Left, 
Down, Right, Down   
If you want to make up your own 
teams, players and managers then 
go into the database option at the 
main menu screen. Go to Load 
Database and type “players”, go 
to edit database, search records 
and then type in the players of 
your choice. Make up your own 
teams by typing mdata on the load 
database screen. If you type 
mgdata you can edit the 
manager's strategy. 

    

  

                

  

  

  

  

    

  

                            

  

      

    
    
    

      
    

     

  

   

  

    

    

  

      
   

    

If you want to 
~. get into the 

maze 
follow these 
simple 
instructions. 
Run out of 
Lara's 
bedroom 

and open 
the door into 

the attic but don't go in. Head 
into the room with the television 
and sofa and turn left up the steps 
into the library with the fire in. Walk 
up to the fire, look to your left and 
you'll notice some holes in the 
brickwork. Climb up the wall and in 
the room at the top look for two 
blocks and a switch, pull the first 
block out and behid it you'll see 
some flares. Carry on and climb 
the ledge ahead. Push the block 
into the hole, then go back and pull 
the switch. 

This switch activates a door 
on a timer down in the 
hall. Run into the hole 
where you pushed 
the block and you'll 
come through to 
the attic, run down 
the stairs and into 
the hall. Jump over 
the bannisters and 
roll and sprint through 
the door. Inside the 
door you'll see an 
aquarium and 
further on you'll 
see a block. 
Pull the block 

up at the 
ceiling where 
you should see 
a hole. Climb up 
through the hole, 
using the block to 
stand on, and you'll 
end up in the 
water around the 
aquarium. Now, 
simply swim 
around until 
you see a 

 



    
   

  

   
   
   
   

   

  

   

        

   

          

   

            

   

   

              

   

      

key on the surface. Pick up the key 
and head towards the maze. Put 
the key into the keyhole and go 
through the gate on your left. Now 
you'll be able to see a Quad Race 
Track. Not bad, eh? 
David Craig (Tomb Raider 
master), County Durham 

Once you've got every character, 
hold Select as you choose your 
character to get a big head. To get 
an even bigger head, hold Select 
after you've beaten someone, until 

the Vs screen appears. 

Hold Up and Select as you choose 
your character. 

("S01 405 |” 07 (eee 
2726 437 | 

519 519 00 ames co 

310 500 97 aaa Gemeeat 
470494 90 ee 
“se 37 To 

Play as Eyedol 
Choose Cinder and on the Vs 
screen hold Right and press L, R, 
X,B,Y,A 
Stage Select 
Air Stage: Down, M, K 
Orchids Stage: Up, M, K 
Fulgores Stage: Down, F, K 
Cinders Stage: Up, F, K 
Street Stage: Down, F, K 
Spinals Stage: Up, W, K 
Eyedols Bridge: Down, F, P 
Ice Statue (Glacius): Up, F, P 
Riptors Stage: Down, M, P 
Dungeon Stage: Up, M, P 
Thunders Stage: Down, W, P 
Ice Building (Glacius): Up W, P 
(Note: All these must be done 
on the two-player mode and 

wa both players must press the 
buttons at the same time.) 
To morph into your opponent 
with Spinal during a combo, 
press Down, Down and Punch 

~ 

  

A; 

  

or Kick. 
Speed Cheat 
To make players speed around like 
a Ferrari, on the Vs screen, 
press/hold Forward and press L, 
R, B, A. 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
SNES 

   

        

   

  

   

  

MOVES/ FATALITIES 
Kano 
Roll Spin: Hold R and 

do an anti-clockwise circle, starting 
and ending with forward. Then 
release R. 
Knife Throw: Hold R and press 
Back and then Forwards. 
Fatality: Half circle forward and 
then press B. 
Liu Kang 
Fireball: Forward, Forward, Y 
Flying Kick: Forward, Forward, X 
Fatality: Anti-clockwise circle 
starting/ending with Forward. 
Johnny Cage 
Fireball: Back, Forward, B 
Shadow Kick: Back, Forward, A 
Split Punch: B + R. 
Fatality: Forward x3, Y (close to 
opponent). 
Rayden 
Lightning Bolt: Down, Forward, B. 
Flying Attack: Back, Back, Forward 
Teleport: Down, Up (quickly). 
Fatality: Forward x3, Back x3, Y 
Sub Zero 
Freeze: Down, Forward, B 
Slide: Back +B+A+R 
Fatality: Forward, Down, 
Forward, Y 

          

   

  

   

  

   

        

   

  

Dance preview: 
Complete the 
game on Easy. 
Play as Capoeira: 
Complete the game 
on Normal. 
Play as Robo Z: 
Complete the game 
on Hard. 
Play as Burger Dog: 
Complete on 
Normal and Hard, 
select Hamm and 
complete on 
Normal. 
Play as 
Columbo: Do 
the same as 
above but 
instead of 
Hamm, 
complete 
Normal with 
Shorty. 
Winning 
pose close- 
up: Hold © 
after winning a stage 

  

    

  

Enter CATSATIONS as a ™, 
password. Some of the rockets will 
be collected for the player and 
some the player has to collect 
himself. 
T. Bali, Telford 

1. NTRO 2. 1STS 
3. 2NDS 3. TRSH 
5. SW1M 6. WOLF 
7. B4RT 8. K4RN 
9. BOMB 10. WZRD 
11. BLKS 12. TLPT 
13. GYSR 14. B3SV 
15. R3TO 16. DRNK 
17. YOVR 18. OV4L 
9. TIN3 20. D4RK 
21. H4RD 22. HRDR 
23. LOST 24. OBOY 
25. HOM3 26.. SHCK 
27. TNNL 28. H3LL 
29. 4RGH 30. B4DD 
31. D4DY 
Infinite Energy: CH3T 
Game Boy Gary Fairclough, 
Sheffield 

General Cheat 
After getting five stars on the 
Wompa Fortess, when you 
start again go to the tree 

right behind you and 
jump up it. An owl 
will pop out and ask 
you if you want a lift. 
Jump up under him 
and hold jump and he 
will take you 
anywhere on that 
level. After a while 
though, he'll slow 
down and drop 
you. You can do 

> Small Karts 

When on the Driver 
Select screen press Y, 

X and A all at the 
same time. The karts 

     Type in your name as Mr Happy on 
the game selection screen and 
then type: 

«2, ©0668 

         

        

          
        
        
        
        

          

   
   
   
    

  

    

      
     

  

   

   

          

   

        

this as many will be very small but 
times as you you can go damn fast. Type in your name as 'live free' and 
want. Samuel Crawley, then type «, », ©, ©, ©, @,9. 
Colin Bain, North Redditch Daniel Bennett, Coventry 
Scotland 

On the Venice level, instead of 
going r ound pressing 
buttons and levers to open just 
one gate, go up to the gate and, 
instead of setting the time limit off, 
swim under the gate you came in 
from. To your surprise, the time 
limit won't go off so you can spend 
as much time as you like getting to 

JOIN UP TODAY! 
the gate if you want to join the ranks of Britain’s 
Robert Paul Edwards, gaming elite, then you’ll need to do some 
Denbighshire undercover work to dig out the freshest 

cheats available. There’s a prize each issue 
if you send in an unbeatable set of tips! 

Secrets Service 

GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 

30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath 

Avon 

BA1 2BW 
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CONSOLETATION 

  

Me MeteITIIITTT Ah, these are the type of questions 
I've i | like - nice and simple. There are 
elas oct Jee Gear three extra cars in Top Gear 

know if thene wank to Overdrive. These are all available 
for me to male extras once you manage to complete all 
game had secret Wailea six seasons (so you're going to have 
thought. there MATE to work for them). The first one is 
extra ones haan ont be a strange sausage-like vehicle, 
game. How can c in the the second a Nintendo adorned i 
of them? Tague sports car and then the Taco js 

i car. All very strange | think. 

ERT) ea I've got all the cheat codes you 
a5 é ;, could ever need for one of the 

, greatest Star Trek games yet. All 

        

  

    
    

  

     

          

    
I have been 

     

  

struggling with the __ you have to do to get them to work 
tremendous Star Shy is press the Tab key mid-game and 
Trek game, Klingon enter whichever code you want... 

  

     

   

Honour Guard on my a 
C. Do you know of 

any cheat 
this tough codes for 

     

  

ALLAMMO 999 units of all ammunition 

   
       
     

    
   

  

     
        

   

BEHINDVIEW1 External view ie 
BEHINDVIEW2 Normal view * 
ELY: Fly mode : 
GOD God mode 5 ® 
HIDEACTORS Hide everything en 
SHOWACTORS Show everything 
INVISIBLEO Disable invisibility , 
INVISIBLE1 Invisibility 
KILLALL “enter monster name” Kill all of a particular enemy 
KILLPAWNS Kill all monsters 
OPEN “MAP NAME” Level select 
PLAYERSONLY Disable timer 
ADDBOTS “NUMBER” 

Ee 

Add more bots eis 

) Good to hear from some of our older readers every now and again, but 
ter f, 5 what do you mean ‘apparent classic’, this is a work of genius! To help    you here are a couple of hints. Firstly, to control an opponent's city 

press V, then move diagonally into the targeted city and press Enter. The 

/ city’s productivity can now be altered or units disbanded. Sneaky but 
~ useful nonetheless. For some more handy cheats press the key combo 

r 

se ught a I've just boug CRC: 
ie) ; 

and orn mid-game. First, to Update the Throne Room press Q, for a new council cheap » Retaliation ¥ 
throug attitude and time press Control ( gai id) § 
classic fom ire ime a ate see O + Shift + T. finally, to edit the 
It seems P 
but | can 

grips with the 

government side of 
things. Have you 90% 
any tips to help me 
Si n Fo 

get to “ units type Control + Shift + U. 

sag tno Cinsapa 
wow 

POCKET FIGHTERS — 
Pe renbeeeetaNeR ! Okay young lad, here 
Vear GM they are. I'll start with 
I've been playing the * the most simple ones. 
midget fighting wy To try out some new 
game, Focket : )~>y characters go to the 
Fighters for the selection screen then 
PlayStation and | , & ‘highlight Ryu and press left 
want to know if there | to uncover Akuma. To get 

| are any Special & y 71 Dan go to Ken and press 
characters or secrets AY r = ) right. Another great cheat 
hidden in the game. ‘ i ae” stops you Suffering the 
Please tell me. ett. 7 huge loading times once 

- . , you've finished a game. 
Simply hold L1, L2, R1, R2, 
Select and Start at the end 

   

       

   

    

       
     
      
      
      
      

    

   
   

     
    
    
    
    
    
       

                   
    

                                
    



  

    

     

      
    
       

   
CLASSIC CONSOLETATION 

BUST-A-MOVE 2 
+, “ee, Right! you'd betteP'Slow up a 

BM little as you're quickly running ““ out of lines. Theré is one secret rather strange ri , them. T 
You know when you level'which might prove useful to creatures who's —®e is rather sil . Ju fs Aj 

get one of those »—! you though) it’s called Another still playing on my 

  

    
        

  

i i r his games which World.To access this level press, Saturn, | know t 
PE ae cam Loft, Right, Left might seem weird but 

and then © at DA. : weve still got some 

the title screen’ [fit the best platform 

If you get it right ; = 

iS is all well and a little face will 
: 

good but I’m worried appear atthe 
that I'm going to run bottom of 
Out of game to play the screen. 

me if 

  

    
     

    
          

= Js 

1 Pe This is simple stuff. For All Weapons, enter your name 
“= as ICHEAT and start a new game. Then, while playing 

[ ting TWO é 5 uf press A, Right, C-Down, C-Right, C-Up, A, Left. For 
After ponerse an easier game go to the Difficulty Select and press r 

years to get st | S , Left until it changes to ‘Very Easy’. If this isn’t ‘i 

ore any mitte " enough of a challenge follow the same procedure 
finally get leased but press ‘Right’ this time. For 
on it and i eworth more powerful weapons enter the | 6 4 

to say It wet one ICHEAT code then press C- F Saas XN 

the walt. a mewasiag Down, C-Up, Up, Z, Z, Left,C- | 
Right when the game has 
started. For a strange game, 
enter the ICHEAT then press C- 
Down, Up, Right, Right, C-Right, 
A, Left during the game. 

   MEN SE) 
STREET z 
FIGHTER 

  

   
    

      

   
   

    

   
     

  

   
   

    
     

    PlayStation an d a fri 128 told me about the dies ks which you can play a 
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/ another 
cheater to 

~— deal with. We 
do know one 

particular trick 
but it's not very 
nice. If you fancy 
kicking your 
defeated 
opponent press 

Start after you've 
won a round and 
you can taunt or 
kick him. As | said, not very 
nice. If you want to try some of 
the secret fighters highlight 
either Magneto, Juggernaut, 
Dhalsim or Vega then press Up 
for Akuma. To play as 
Apocalypse complete the game 

+ . - < fs : a on hard then enter your 

| ao I'm havin : eA oy initials as APO. Now aw 
\ ar ting the extra ae — é vail got to the Vs screen _ 

ghters up. y _ : and highlight Akuma 
ny, - ‘ : : i holding select as you 

press.a button. Pretty t ™ 
easy stuff really. 

    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

       



TIPS 

  

i i S Z ER eee. EES LS = S Ere 

STCP-BY-STCP TCCHNIQUCS FOR: THE ADVANCED PLAYER... 

TOMB RAIDER 3 
4] Last month we taught you how to get through the 

’ @ toughest levels, so we thought we'd look at tricks 
e for dealing with the new enemies in the game. 

  

  

After you've played a few times you'll soon work 
out who's the easiest player to kill. Now it’s time 
to go hunting. A quick glance of their screen will 
tell you where they are. Once you get them in 
your sights, have a few shots at them and they'll 
start running. Follow them, stopping every so 
often to blast a limb or too. Just before it looks 
like they're going to die take aim and go straight 
for their skull. Instant death. Repeat this a couple 
of times and you'll have a player who's so scared 
they'll be useless for the rest of the battle. Start 
this up on one of the others. 

A GoldenEye 007. This might be an old ‘un, but so many people 
. ; have got it we thought we'd take another look at it. 

Tough at first 

stick with it to 

reap the benefits. ay tae aN 

DigFiCULTY, RATING Requires incredible 
( 2 [® —knowledge of the 
ys XRia"eK @ levels. Top trick. 

The preferred game 

i oe AS ES - - i 3 ( of real GoldenEye 

se Bs m bec f . I 1a 101 t 1. Vey, a 007 experts. 
oA ORE RT Tas t ——— 

There are a variety of tricks to employ during a two-player game of TOCA 2 but 
these are the most underhand we could think of. They also have the bonus of 

imam being some of the best. You could lose friends. 

their comers a little later than 
normal this can be more useful. 
Blast down the inside of the track 

nowhere else to go but into the 
gravel trap. 
The Late Hit 

Car racing is the way the cars 
knock into one another as they 
jostle for position. Aside from 

The Smack 
As you're battling to overtake a 
player don't worry too much, just 
knock them out of the way. The 
best way to do this is aim for the 
light clusters at the rear. Make 
sure you approach the car from 
an angle and you should knock 
them skidding off the track and 
hopefully into a wall. 
The Shunt 
One of the great parts of Touring 

looking good this can be a vital 
instrument in your pursuit for 
glory. First, play the track a few 
times so you know exactly where 
all the sandtraps are, then as 
you're racing in two-player get 
right alongside the other driver 
(making sure you're on the inside 
of the corner) and stay right on 
the edge. If you steer slightly into 
the other car this should prevent 
them from steering, leaving them 
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Alf it’s good 
enough for 
Schumacher in 
Formula One, it's 
good for us. 

The key to successful two-player 
comering is learning how to 
sneak through a gap in the field. 
The first thing you need to do is 

work out what type of player 
you're driving against. If 
they're cautiously taking 
comers you can late 
brake and skid round 
the bend before 
them. If you're facing 
a driver who takes 

then instead of turning to go 
around it, smack into ‘em. This 
will send them flying out of 
control and the crash will slow 
you right down, making the 
comer that little bit easier to 
get around. 

Tricky but worth the 
effort. Annoying for your  



New CODES FOR The NO. L PSA C 

Get your hands on a Blaze Xplorer for your PlayStation 
if you want to use these cheat codes - new ones will 
be appearing each issue for the latest games... 

      

   

MAGIC CRAFTERS WORLD 
Home All Treasures 
865B34385A7E 
Home All Dragons 
865B33F0595B 

Jacques All Dragons 
865B3330595C 
Icy Flight All Treasures 
865B317C5A7E 
GNASTY’S WORLD 
Gnorc Gnexus All Treasures 

  

    

TOMB RAIDER 3 Alpine Ridge All Treasures 865B31805922 
yg. Infinite Energy Home All Treasures 865B343C5A46 Gnorc Gnexus All Dragons RAMPAGEAWVORLD TOUR 

t = 565A1E24 5962 865B340859B6 Alpine Ridge All Dragons 865B3338595C § Infinite Health George 
F»E8030224 2200 Home All Dragons 865B33F45956 Gnorc Cove All Treasures = 3661C2DA59B6 

30260000 0000 865B33C05956 High Caves All. Treasures 865B31845AEA f yy Infinite Health Lizzie 
865C5F70 5964 Stone Hill All Treasures 865B34405A46 Gnorc Cove All Dragons Vd 3661 C8A659B6 

8655F540 5964 865B340C5922 High Caves All Dragons 865B333C595C ww Infinite Health Ralph 
Infinite Oxygen Stone Hill All Dragons 865B33F8595B 3661C67259B6 
365A2410 5964 865B33C45956 Wizard Peak All Treasures Invincibility George 
365A233C 5964 Dark Hollow All Treasures 865B34745A46 8661C7C25B91 
All Secrets & Keys (Press L2, R2 865B341059B6 Wizard Peak Alf‘Dragons Invincibility Lizzie 
OD) Dark Hallow All Dragons 865B33FC595B 8661C58E5B91 
7738C864 C134 865B33C8595B Blowhard All Treasures Invincibility Ralph 
873A54AB 3435 Town Square All Treasures 865B34485AEA 8661CB5A5B91 
775BA587 9E34 865B34 145922 Blowhard All Dragons Super Strength George 
87F610B2 3535 Town Square All Dragons 865B33005959 8661C7C85AD9 
775BA587 9E34 865B33CC5956 Crystal Flight All Treasures Super Strength Lizzie 
8723650E 2548 Toasty All Treasures 865B344C5A7E 8661C5945AD9 

    

    

775BA587 9E34 865B341859B6 BEAST MAKERS WORLD 

  

Super Strength Ralph 
8739C765 C034 Toasty All Dragons Home All Treasures Twilight Harbour All Treasures 8661CB605AD9 
Level Skip (Press L2, R2 &@) 865B33D05959 865B34505A7E 865B31885AEA 
7738C864 C134 Home All Dragons Twilight Harbour All Dragons MOTO RACER 2 
873A54AB 3435 € 18°" @. 45 % 5 865B33808595C 865B3340595C 5) Only use ONE of the ‘Start 
777B85A7 7E34 Terrace Village All Treasures Gnasty Gnorc All Treasures Lap’ codes 
87F610B2 3535 [ 865B34545AEA 865B318C5A46 = Start Lap 2 (press Down) 
777B85A7 7E34 Terrace Village All Dragons Gnasty's Loot All Treasures Nb 7664100E500F 
8724640F 2448 865B330C595C 865B3190582A “new 366179825959 
777B85A7 7E34 
8739C765 C034 

  

Misty Bog All Treasures 
865B31585A46 WILD 9 

  

    

Start Lap 3 (press Down) 
7E64100ESO0F 

All Items (Press L2, R2 & ©) Misty Bog All Dragons y: Full Energy (press R2) 36617982595C 
7738C864 C134 865B33105956 1h 765B04D64E4F Start Lap 4 (press Down) 
873A54AB 3435 Tree Tops All Treasures S 865E99FA5C37 7E64100ESO00F 
774BD577 AE34 865B315C5A46 Vb Unlimited Lives 36617982595B 
87F610B2 3535 Tree Tops All Dragons ~w 765B0C045959 
774BD577 AE34 
87266211 2248 
774BD577 AE34 

Sunny Flight All Treasures 
865B341C5A7E 
PEACE KEEPERS WORLD 

865B3314595B 
Metalhead All Treasures 
865B31605A46   

865B0C04595C 
Unlimited Missiles After Pick-Up 
765BO9EC5959 

    

   

      

   

  

   

873AC666 BF34 Home All Treasures Metalhead All Dragons 865BO9EC595C 
Climb Up Any Wall 865B34205922 865B33185959 Super Jump (press L2) 
86551976 F8E7 Home All Dragons Wild Flight All Treasures 765B04D64F4F 

865B33D8595B 865B31645A7E 365E9935594F 
SPYRO THE DRAGON Dry Canyon All Treasures DREAM WEAVERS WORLD 

}: Red Spyro (press L2+®) 865B34245AEA Home All Treasures TOMBI TT Ko 
tr = yy 765B47863F4F Dry Canyon All Dragons 865B31685A7E § Infinite Lives i aay BN 

865B4750575A 865B33DC5956 Home All Dragons ts mw 3965D1BC8595B 
9? = Unlimited Time Cliff Town All Treasures 865B3320595B yy Infinite Energy Start Lap 5 (press Down) 

‘* 865B 18685630 865B34285AEA Dark Passage All Treasures wy 365D1BB8596A 7E64100E500F 
865B 18345630 Cliff Town All Dragons 865B316C5A46 366179825956 
Unlimited Energy 865B33E0595B Dark Passage All Dragons WWF: WARZONE Start Lap 6 (press Down) 
365B4CA4595B Ice Cavern All Treasures 865B33245955 } Always Stunned Player Two 7E64 1 00ESOOF 
Unlimited Lives 865B342C5AEA Lofty Castle All Treasures ee 8661EB44504F 366179825955 
365B185859BB Ice Cavern All Dragons 865B31705AEA S 8661EF84595A 
Have 14000 Jewels 865B33E45955 Lofty Castle All Dragons ve Open Cheats in Basement 
865B1888870A Doctor Shemp All Treasures 865B3328595B we 865BF928604F 
Have Freed All Dragons 865B34305A7E Haunted Towers All Treasures 865BF926695A 
865B177459AA Doctor Shemp All Dragons 865B31745A46 865BF92C594F 
All Dragon Eggs 865B33E85959 Haunted Towers All Dragons 865BF92A795A 
865B173C595@# Night Flight All Treasures 865B332C595B 

865B34345A7E Jacques All Treasures 

  

865B31785A46 

/WANT TO GET YOUR HANDS ON SOME OF THe 
COOLEST PLAYSTATION ACCCSSORiCS? <> 

        
IT COULDN'T BE EASIER. 

| All you have to do is answer this 
| question and send in your entries to: | 
| 
| XPLORER COMPO, 
GamesMaster Magazine, 

QUESTION: 
Which company makes the Xplorer? 
a) Tesco b) Next c) Blaze 

First out of the hat gets an Xplorer cheat 
cartridge that will let you bust any 
PlayStation game wide open, a 4Meg 
memory card, a Cyber Shock joypad ou a 
Scorpion light gun. 

Future Publishing, 
| 30 Monmouth Street, 

| | Bath BA1 2BW. 
a on 

a



SEND IT IN! 
< AS) s % if you want to be a 

member of GM's Secrets 
Service, if you need help 
from GamesMaster, if 
you want to contribute to 
any of the new tips pages 

a on then send this form to... 

“Whar YOU GOT TIPS? mm SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS! m 

help with your import ranks of GM's and crawl to this, the tips, you'll need to games? Got anything 
games then tick here, Secrets Service? mightiest of gaming illustrate them with that should he in 

fill in the form and There's a joypad for beings... he can diagrams, maps and Glitch City? Send it to 
send it to us... the hest entry... solve any problem! level sketches. us with your photo! 

DEAR (25 
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS AND STICK IT IN YOUR MAG: ............... 

AGE........... MACHINE OWNED: .................... ne 

CUT OUT OR PHOTOCOPY. DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE ANY MAPS OR DIAGRAMS FOR MASTERCLASS.   68 (i GNANES FEBRUARY 1999



zelda 64 

aint cop lapd 2100 

meted qear solid 

Iss fon 98 

wenicen 3 

paraiite eve 
Gall 

colony wars 
Cal 

f1 97 
Call 

toca 1 
Call 

toca 2 

Call 

spyro the dragon 
Call 

abes exoddus 
Call 

goldeneye 
Gall 

1080° snowboarding 
Call 

tomb raider:Z 
Call 

mission impossible 
Call 

tomb raider 3 
Call 

banjo Kazooie 
Call 

body harvest 
Call 

wipeout 64 
Call 

medievil 
Call 

vrally 
Ca 

   

  

     

  

Bs. zap pager 

gameboy, 
printer, camera 

  

20 cds of your choice 

portable stereo 4 » 
ie i 

“ J 

mobile phone (no bills) Mgese 

  

driving seat 

£200 sportswear vouchers



SFX 
EUROPE’S BEST-SELLING S/ MAGAZINE 

) EARTH: FINAL CONFLICT, 
PL = BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER, 

as CRUEL EARTH, THE 
Se, HISTORY OF THE 
a : SF SITCOM, THE 

yA SINGING STARS 
jy OF BABYLON 5 

      

       
       

; \ ( \ ( 

| \ | 
You play videogames, right? Maybe you've got a PlayStation or a Nintendo 

64. Maybe you play games on your PC. The point is that videogaming moves 

pretty fast. If you don’t have a magazine that covers it all, you might miss 

something. So read Arcade. You'll be in good company. 

  

Arcade takes a look at Sega’s new 128-bit videogame system. 

Does it mean curtains for your current system? 

Plus, in the third issue of Arcade: 

M@ R4: Ridge Racer Type 4 and 
every new game for every system 
reviewed and rated. “8 & BE 

@ Nintendo's Shigeru Miyamoto, eS “ato 
the creator of Zelda 64. Okay, so THE LUNCHBOX" 

he made 
“the greatest videogame of all 
time”, but he’s got to be a loony, 
right? We find out. 

@ Prepare to wince, flinch and 
possibly cry. It’s videogaming’s 50 
most painful moments. 

  
@ Reviewed: R4: Ridge Racer Type 4, Kensai 
Sacred Fist, Max Power Racing, Akuji the 
Heartless, Sensible Soccer ‘99, Tiger Woods 
99, Monkey Hero, Pool Hustler, Dodgem Ulure 
Arena and Shanghai: True Valor. PUBLISHING



      REVIEWS: 
BRITAIN'S MOST CXHAUSTIVC RCViCWING ARCA! (PLICIT OFS — 

MAKerO W EHAHAGAN Lr ell a 
© DEVIL TGS 

EME eee oe 
7 HERETO PD) 

PALI TABEIS 1198) sensneneememmencessa eT 

      

   
      
   

      

   

              

   

    

    

   
         

BARCASH 

  

NADER nein” 
THIEF [PC : 
TEs 95 
MONKEY HERO (PSX) 96 

STUD) 2b) vieasw den tavatevns cer eeeet 
THEWAROFINE WORMS IPG) ce | 
KEGAMES PROMDARDER POX epee 99 
AKUJTHEMEARTLESS PSK) | 
KEGAMESIPRUBDNRUERY PC) perenne 

WILDAWER PC) Se = 3 ee eee | 
HORUOMARPCHIERSIPC) meee |) 

DCE eee 
SURERIAG A ti arene 
EAMES SW AN GHICALUERY 24 C8) peeeeeeeeeeees 

ODDWORLD oe — 

ASIERDIDSH PSX 
~ §RIVALSCHOOLS Pst 

Sa LE SUG AU NOELYS SUT (PS) wenn 
NBAVHVE SO}PSK)) 

     Too TT 
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“TTT FOR THE BEST CONTROLLER TESTS. SEE PAGE 10



FORMAT REVIEWED: PC PRICE: £29.99 OUT: NOW REVIEW 
The legend 
that is Star 
Wars has 
spawned yet 
more gaming 
action in the 
shape of Luke Skywalker's Rogue 
Squadron. But has it got the Force 
on its side? 

A AT-PTs can take 
multiple laser shots 
before being 
destroyed. 

D> The radar in the 
top-right indicates 
you've almost 
reached your target. 

SELECT YOUR. LRAET. 
Ok 1548 canes 

A The A-Wing is the fastest starfighter in 
the Rebel Alliance. 

A That old favourite the X-Wing is the 
most versatile Rebel ship. : 

A What we want to know is, what are , 
those two mounds on the right..? 

A The larger and slower Y-Wing is better 
suited to bombing missions. 

7 FEBRUARY 1999 

Sei Wms 

It’s one of the most 
successful series of 
movies ever - and, 
dare we suggest, 
one of the most 

well-loved. Even your 
granny knows who Darth 
Vader is. It’s not 
surprising then that, even 
a whopping 20 years 
after the first film was 

released, the eye- 
watering array of 

S Star Wars 
spin-off 

stuff is 
still going strong, 

not least in the 
videogame department. 

This 3D shoot-em-up (and, for 
that matter, down) is set in the 
time between Star Wars: A New 
Hope and The Empire Strikes 
Back. Luke Skywalker (yep, you 
actually get to be the tiny jedi in 
this Star Wars game) has just 
destroyed the Death Star with the 
aid of Wedge Antilles. The evil 
Empire, understandably, is a bit 
miffed and has pledged to gain 
revenge by annihilating those 

A There's only one thing for it — kill it 
before it kills you! 

A The A-Wing is a very nifty fighter but is 
susceptible to damage. .. 

irritating (if struggling) Rebels. 
Luke and Wedge, the Vic 'n’ 

Bob of the future, decide to gather 
12 of the best starfighter pilots in 
the Alliance to form the Rogue 
Squadron (a kind of futuristic flying 
version of the SAS). They'll be 
given the most important 
missions, with General Rieekan 
always at hand to tell you what 
your current objectives are. It's 
your chance to tackle the Empire 
in dog-fights and air-to-ground 
combat in a crucial effort to 
ensure that good prevails! You're 
our only hope, as they say. a 

UN IRC 
The first screen in the game, the 
Player Roster, allows you to 

= 
a 

create a pilot and, equally 
importantly, adjust the game 
controls. You really need a 
decent joystick for this although 
it is possible to just use the 
keyboard (the default settings are 
a nightmare though so you'll need 
to alter them). And don't even 
think about trying to control your 
ship with the mouse... 

TARTING OUT 
Once you've sorted that lot out, 
you'll be given a briefing of what 
you have to do to complete your 
first mission and then it's time to 
head into battle. The first level, 
Ambush at Mos Eisley, is a gentle 
introduction to the game and 
literally doesn't take more than a 

A The main advantage of the Airspeeder is 
its tow cable for toppling AT-ATs. 

AX-Wings are capable of impressive 
aerobatics — useful for dodging radars.  



  

L: 01895 456700 
1    

        

  

   
    

   

    

“a. ROGUE SQUADRON 
~—E OUBOMB THE BASE... 

, Unlimited laser cannons are your craft's main weapons but you also have one secondary weapon. These can include 
| proton torpedoes, cluster missiles and bombs. On some missions you may well forget that you even have a secondary 
| weapon, while on others in will prove to be critical to your success — try disabling one of those huge AT-ATs without using 
| the Airspeeder’s tow cable. Go on, | dare you... 

Fs 

A There's nothing quite like a good bit A That AT-AT will prove to be more 

    

   

   
   

     

     

   

      
     

| of death ‘n’ destruction... . troublesome without a tow cable. 

  

& a 

_ 

| 

A The icon in the top-left indicates that this craft is very close to resembling a tin of 
dog food. A i - (iyi pe weet apply te og food. And don’t forget — protect the blue and attack the red. If you get a chance. 

join the Rogue Squadron! 
we 

A Yep, there’s no doubt about it, the pilot of that TIE Fighter will be wishing he'd 
stayed in bed this morning. 

couple of minutes to 
By\ complete. It gives you a The radar, which will look 

chance to get the hang more than a little familiar to 
of things though, which anyone who has ever played 

is fair enough, isn't it? any brand of flight sim, 

points you in the 
right direction for 

There are three main on-screen completing your 
icons. The damage indicator lets current task, 
you know just how close your ship __ with the evil 

is to being destroyed enemy Cc‘ 
(you have three ships per game). and weapons 
The icon in the bottom left shows being indicated 
what your secondary weapon is by red 
and how many are available dots. - 
eoccccccccccccc es ee ON! UD 

© )iT'S A BULLSEYE! 
Many of your targets are either stationary or clustered in small areas, and because none of 
your craft are capable of particularly sharp turning, there’s a lot of flying round in circles 
just trying to get enemy defences in your sights. 

  

   



  

   

        

   

DATA > REQUIREMENTS: P16: An NUMBER OF LEVELS: 16 TYPES OF IMPERIAL DEFENCES: 15 
RECOMMENDED: JOYSTICK TYPES OF REBEL CRAFT: 5 IS THE FORCE WITH YOU? OH YES... 

  

The acceleration is weird. There's no impression of having 

had any increase in speed, your ship simply moves further 

‘into’ the screen, so you never get to experience the 

sensation of the scenery whizzing past you. This is not 

helped by the landscapes often looking very alike and 
even — gasp! — dull. 

A Looks nice enough to have a swim in, 
that water does. 

  

<4AT-ATs are heavily-armoured and also 
have powerful cannons. Better beware! 

Fecieae tie Coes! to 

  

cer ips Ow 144 

    
    

    

     

      

a Cech 

          

_ . 

e e 

So even if you totally forget what There are six 
you're actually meant to be doing, camera views you 
just follow the wedge. Some can cycle 
experienced gamers might not through, although 
appreciate being spoon fed quite the only two 

a so much though. sensible options 
“i! ss TAN are the standard 

A Accelerating doesn’t make you FLYING J view (following V-WING 
feel as if you're going any faster! your craft from a DECONDRNY WHF Oe Ci OTE MERE ES 

- Oddly, the sensation of flying your = medium-range 
> Braking simply makes your e. . ship is closer to that of gently distance) and the first-person 
craft appear to be closer to you. floating across the skies as cockpit view. Flying your craft is a 

opposed to ripping through them uncomplicated affair - if you're not —_ Each of the 16 missions bears 
at an adrenaline-pumping, heart- pressing anything it'll just fly more than a passing resemblance 
thumping level of speed. Even straight ahead. And if you lose all to the last, so don’t expect any 
when you accelerate you don't idea of where you're facing, which significant changes in gameplay as 
really feel as if your ship is moving __ where the ground and sky are, you progress through the levels. 
any faster, it just moves further which way gravity is pulling you, This is what will ultimately frustrate 
forward into the screen (see box letting go of all the buttons will many people. It's all a case of 
4). Instead, the sense of tension is | automatically revert your ship to demolishing enemy defences while 
built up through the generous use being the right way round. Just taking care to protect 
of speech and sound effects. make sure your guns are primed. certain key areas (see 

= F box 3). It's very linear and 

     

   
      

  

    

    

          
       

  

       

    
  

    
   

          

yy? * 

» £ aa ‘\ there's no real strategy 
: : involved, although later 

<a @ stages do require some 
{ L | tactics in order to \ 

a 4 an 
mit a ‘ complete the objectives. 
>. —— — ~ 

—— — ; r ——eo ~ <2 7; Sas 

—— =, ._ Sen ee Pe == Sa ee Le ——€ 

! Etc! Twwooeek! Etc! aaah 

   

    

    
    

“‘AHaving a quick fly along the 
beach is a very civilised a manner in 
which to spend an afternoon 

    

if 

V You wouldn't believe that such a small ship could cause quite so much damage. . . 

A Whichever way you choose to look at it. 
he's a gonna. 

  

A Imperial Probe Droids don't take much to destroy but they do have a sneaky es = 

blaster device that can cause minor damage to your craft. A The first-person view from the cockpit. 

74 fi) 245 repruary 1999



=: 12 HOURS 
12 

  

(:)EVADE AND CONQUER... 
Although there’s no real depth to Rogue Squadron, there is a small degree of strategy involved as you get further into it. 
As well as having a greater number of, and more difficult, targets to destroy, you also have to concentrate on evading 

enemy defences (such as shield generators and radar dishes). 

A lf the radar detects your presence, 
your mission is over. 

A Destroy the radar or wait for your 
wingmen to do it for you! 

Certain members of Team GM 
loved this — simply because it's 
part of the legend. (It's amazing 
what putting on an orange boiler 
suit and a helmet can do for your 
popularity.) Which just goes to 
show that the degree to which 
you'll enjoy this game could well 

depend on how big a fan of Star 
Wars you are. If you really can't 
be bothered to feel The Force, 
then your interest will ultimately 
wander a bit. But this really does 

capture the atmosphere of 

A Skillful flying is the order of the day if you're (ee 
gonna avoid that turbolaser. 

A That Rebel ship is defenceless so 
its up to you to protect it! 

  

THE DEGREE 
TO WHicH 

yowit enJoy 
THIS GAMe 
COULD welt 
DEPEND ON 
HOW BIG A 
STAR WARS 
FAN YOU ARC. 

> 
2 il 

RESENTATION 
= look ries hare but there 
are tons of cut-scenes and speech 
that almost makes up for it. 

GAMCPLAY 
The craft are responsive but suffer 
from a lack of speed and each 
mission is similar to the last. 

ire SPAT 

Limited. D =i take too long to 
master, not many options and not a 
game you'll keep going back to. 

the films QL V keep your wits about you for this flight "en ‘ B i 
trilogy. ) — into the unknown... 2 3 ‘ a. TE oY yb 

oay SF 9 ES me BeST Bit 
: ; j Tonight, you ARE Luke Skywalker. 

Shoot down TIE Fighters like there’s 
no tomorrow. Tasty! 

A Does anyone have the faintestidea 
what those bizarre turrets are for? 

  

THe WORST Bil 
As we've said, completing a 
mission only to discover the next 
one is oh-so-very-similar... 

A Don't follow stray TIEs out of your ‘zone 
of interest’. They're often red herrings. 

<The men on the floor are a real pain, 
particularly when your spinning round an 
AT-AT. Take ‘em out first if possible. 

Cj TIE-DiE! 
As you'd expect from anything Star Wars-related, the continuity and attention to intricate storyline details, tying each of the 
missions together, is impeccable. Rogue Squadron achieves this through the large number of rendered sequences which take 
place not only between levels but also in the middle of missions, informing you of things such as a new wave of TIE Fighters 
that is about to attack Rebel forces. 

A decent enough 3D shooter, 
although it does rely too heavily on 
the Star Wars licence and there’s a 
shortage of variety, really. 

If you like this... 
— then why not give X-Wing vs TIE 

A...|In this case, it's a new wave of TIEs. | 4 He's behind you! Your best bet here is to & Ooops, too late. Looks like those TIEs Fighter a whint? More = Wars 
loop-the-loop and catch him from behind. got the upper hand this time round... . fun and it’s less linear than Rogue. 

A Rendered sequences warn of new 
enemy defences in the middle of missions. The sound effects of these are great. 

= vw) i. ty 

Pees Pesrear 
Woooaaaarrrggshhhh... The 
Empire are invading your wall...  
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© Lucasfilm Ltd & TM. All rights reserved. Used under authorisation.  



      

  

EVIEWED: N64 =: OUT: NOW PRICE: £44.99 
3: LUEASARTS “ALL: 01895 456700 DEVELOPER: LUCASARTS 

So, that's 
the PC 
version... 

         

    

  

    

        

            

        

  

      

  

    

  

    

  

flying skills 
like on the 

btn | NGA? 

vai MeNT 

PRESENTATION 
“x : engine appears to he 
straining sometimes! Graphics 
hugely improved with RAM Pak. 

| GAMCPLAY | LAY 

Craft can be hard to control and 
there's not the sense of speed you 
would expect from this. 

  

     

  

    

     

  

A Ensure that this convoy of important 
supplies is not sabotaged by the Empire! 

‘ * saa In many ways as the front end and choice anything but the faintest bit of 
Bh; this is virtually of viewpoints. strategy as your progression 

* 

      
identical to the Fiddle-sticks! The main through each stage is already 
PC version with contrast is in the controls — mapped out for you 

© the same they're rather fiddly. While the This is still a respectable, if m¥2Z 
missions and same many buttons of the N64’s pad limited, experience for which you res SPA | 

A Those Probe Droids need to be dealt gameplay. The levels are lends itself to the variety of in- don't need encyclopedic Z 
with before progressing any further. the same length and have game options (change of knowledge of Star Wars to LH Like the P = version, there's a lack 

: ; : of variety and when you've , to he viewpoints, secondary weapons be able to enjoy. 1 
completed it, you won't go back. 

THe BEST Bil 

completed and so on), using the thumbstick 
in the same to direct your craft is not as easy WEDGIE! 

; fashion. as it sounds. l . 
Best of all, Sra 

a al | ‘bh | Ooh, it’s linear. There are 
effects are mysterious force-fields to 
intact, including It's fine for when you're travelling prevent your craft from 

the terrifying over a wide area and only need to straying out of an area! 

screech of an make subtle changes to the Mostimiccione colitinte 
approaching TIE direction in which you face. But P 
or the ominous when you're flying within a stages: follow the wedge 
clunking of the confined area , and on the radar, destroy the 
huge AT-ATs. especially when you're involved in enemies, follow the 
Most dog-fights with TIEs, you can end wedge to your destination 
differences are up veering all over the shop. In and so on 
only minor, such _ fact, you could well find yourself 

bearing a greater resemblance to 
: sta 

Fy H a hyperactive dog chasing its tail a © — 2 on 

VER ME, | M GOING iN! as opposed to the highly-trained, ea ( > p 
Jk§ i 

elite starfighter pilot you're meant z 

Many of the missions involve having to fly over a particular to be. Unfortunately, you can’t Chasing Tes when a appear to 
area (eg when defending a stranded shuttle in The Search steer with the D-pad as, whatever he able to outmanoeuvre you with 
forth “ fh): Trying to make quick time ie wicky ao settings you choose, it's always g no difficulty whatsoever. 
ELON TES ES ALG q 2 x used to control the view. = 
you're better off flying to your targets from a distance while « 

braking to keep them in your sights for longer. ine 8 

Toppling AT-Als with tow cables and 
destroying AT-PTs with powerful 
concussion missiles. 

ok
 

     

       

      
    

        

     
   

    

There's a lot less speech than in A Try as you might, it's impossible to 
the PC's Rogue Squadron, which scale that cliff! 
wouldn't matter so much if it 
wasn't used so much to create the V The wedge opens out, telling you 
tension in the PC version. There's that you've reached your target area. 
nothing in the N64 version that 
makes up for this, the effect being 
that the game feels less dramatic. a - ' ‘Tis essentially the same as the PC 
It's also vou si aca: ae if rns a f version although it loses a few 

you get ithis and aon t already own “ points for the fiddly controls and 
. a RAM Pak then buy one! Without ; f 

A The best way to deal with multiple A ... is to take a long run up, apply the it the graphics are a lot grainier the seemingly ever-present fog. 
targets on the ground... brakes, and keep shooting! and foggier. 

Again, the levels are all fairly 
short and there's no option for 
players to become involved in 

    
   

  

    

          

   

  

       

   

  

        

  

    
      

  

        

   
    

If you like this... 
There’s nothing else particularly 
similar apart from Lylat Wars, so 
give that one a go!     

      

A ... while taking care to not actually A It's a good idea to get as close as ; 
fly straight into them! possible to targets...    
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REVIEW PLAYSTATION £40 NOW 

==] Another 
: 2 } challenger 

; le tl for Gran 

Turismo, 
TOCA 2 and 

| friends ! : 
sj arrives on the PlayStation, but is it 

a frantic Mad Max or a slightly 
more sedate Max Bygraves? 

     
         

  

If you’re the £ _42.5km Perere your vehicle will pull up like a 
proud resident é stubborn mule. The handling of the 
of a city or car is a similar story. Your vehicle 
town that’s negotiates bumps and hills 

= home to some convincingly enough, but crash 
QD WAIT FOR ME! sort of one-way ring-road . ; into a rock or barrier at high speed 

x system, you'll probably be . as and the car goes through a 
The computer cars do make mistakes — we saw two of familiar with the breed — ridiculous slow-motion mid-air 

them skid, crash into each other, reverse back and fall off aaa dee teepentieveny cihatuee armving back on earth 
the track to their deaths. But for most of the race, they’re evening of his life driving a car \ 
gits. Racing past the bloke in 3 +0.0km 0:18:92 - around and around, impressing courses based around ancient | | 

dodgy-looking female ‘spectators’ Peruvian temples and TOCA-style 
him sail back to pole : and occasionally creeping over the UK-based countryside circuits, it Still, if you can adjust to the car's 

ihonhae madeus annd iB speed limit. Those of you with ; doesn't seem particularly catered sluggish handling — which requires 
Besiicn ) better things to do probably won't towards its readers. They might an ample amount of brake 
our teeth to dust. 5 know that Max Power is the give the thumbs up to the splendid caressing — then smacking into 

: i magazine that caters for the graphics and the speed - getting . 
V Smack! Looks like you'll be : interests of these up to engine-growling velocities of 1} CEE: 
respraying your car after the race. eh fascinating individuals. 100mph isn't uncommon — but the ; : 

In + & jerkiness (and lack of police cars q COURSES aac 
blast past them) will probably put 

first place and then watching 

   
       

   

    

        

   

Max Power Racing has got the most hardened Max Power 
af magazine's blessing, but with devotees off. 

eee : z — , ' ij —-— 
4 As a racing game for more normal 

* people, Max Power's main failing walls and dropping into the sea 
is that it doesn't seem sure how becomes less of a problem, and 
realistic it wants to be. Falling off a | Max Power begins to offer some 

> cliff means an immediate, true-to- reasonably exciting racing. The 
a co . ; life Game Over, but try to drive computer cars would rather kill 

4 % : @ = through one of the 2D cardboard their own mothers than let you win 
» bushes littering the trackside and (see box 1), and there’s a good 

~. iti SOSH HOHHHSHHHSHHSHHHHHHHHHHSEHHHHOHHHOHOHHEOHSHLEEeE 

        

  

    

     

AND IF YOU LOOK 10 YOUR LEFT... 
Polite pats on the back all round for Max Power's 

graphic artists, who've created some truly sumptuous 
a scenery. You'll never see Rome in the daylight, but 

racing along its darkened streets with only your 
headlights for company is an almost poetic 

experience. Peru is another highlight, with sinister 
statues and gigantic temples emerging 
spectacularly from the mist. 

    [ERS 

a
e
 

  

46.5km 6" +0.4km 0:34:72 7’ {| = 
iy! Fee bh oe? 

    

   A We don't reckon residents of Peru A The textures are actually taken from 
would take too kindly too this buffoon. —_real photos, making for stunning scenery.  



EUTECHNYX 0161 827 8000 MEMORY CARD, DUAL/ANALOGUE MAX POWER RACIN 
INFOGRAMES 1-2 NONE 

; 6G vertaKine 
OTHER CARS 

AND 

NEGOTIATING 

Spot the ) A Two-player shenanigans with the BENDS HAVe 
oa Perel = i ooking cars in the a ALL BCeCN 

my RePproDUCeD 
TO GREATER 
CFFeCT iN 

GRAN TURISMO 

The music's funky and the graphics 
do the job, but compare it to G7 or 
TOCA 2 and you'll cry real tears 

| GAMCPLAY _| 
incentive to ly f° af 2 The cars are tricky to get the hang 
keep plugging Fi - eat of, hut there’s some fast, fun and 
away, with a | oN ee challenging racing on offer. 
plethora of Y | 
extra tracks and } EE - 
cars available as T we s y 

ents if you Ee. 

new. ” Difficult enough, a two-player 
Despite all this, : nad < mode, and more courses than 
aT ‘ eet Prince Charles’ birthday dinner. 

though, Max Power Racing just all é 

doesn't have enough to grip you. é Eg j ‘ i Careering through Monaco’s 
It's packed full of great little details he 4 4 tunnels at speeds that'll tear your 
— the gorgeous night-time | : i : Bair cut at ts roets: 

sections, the damage your car - ‘ ‘ : 

acquires with every shunt, the 
spectacular scenery in Rome and 
Monaco — but speeding through 
tunnels, overtaking other cars and 
negotiating bends have all been 
reproduced to greater effect in 
Gran Turismo et al. Most 
importantly, it’s not realistic 
enough to keep those pesky boy 
racers off the nation's roads, 
goddammit. 

mG vvs ™ 

RC Sy ET A ST SE TEESE 

LOVE HANDLING! 

aaa Wy. Dy Sey aa 

Hine 

Messing up the controls slightly 
and watching your car drop off a 
cliff to oblivion. Aaarrrrgh! 
55° rv.enm wees 

ga eg 

@eeo2eeoe2e02080808080080 
Ge Ooi 

We've no real problem with Max 

POLE POSITION? Power — it looks good and it’s fast 
and challenging — but G7 and the 

You can discover how favourably Max Power compares to like crush it underfoot like an ant. 
GT and TOCA 2, based on six essential racing game 
elements, with this handy tick chart affair. 

MAX _ GRAN 
power turismo ‘'0CA2 

lf you like this... 

You love Gran Turismo, but have a 
gander at TOCA 2, which does Max 
Power Racing's job with more flair. 
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2D, Satan! 
Paysteen COUSIN Of 
Reviewer Paar Cuiliil 
ee ae Are you 

San rea Ay 
samble for 
our yer 

SOUL? 0 ' 
okay then... 

Lever 

Evil. It’s all 
relative, isn’t it. 
Would you call 
something evil 
that tore you 

away from your loved 
ones, that kept you 
shivering, twitching and 
sweating in a darkened 
room for hours on end? 

No, neither would we, we'd 
call it a videogame. Rather more 
specifically we might call it a 
videogame named Devil Dice. 

WAT) if 
Before tomato ketchup oozes 
from those magnolia walls we 
have to admit that while not 
Hannibal Lecter in puzzle game 
form, Devil Dice is indeed fiendish. 

The idea behind it is that you 
manipulate cube-shaped dice 
around an arena into lines of a 
length that match the numbers 
shown uppermost (so a line of 
three has all the dice with three 
dots facing upwards). Just 
clearing a small arena by 
engineering such lines is like 

completing a jigsaw in which all 

the pieces are cubes with six 
different pictures on each face. 

YNE-PLAYER 
Scanning through the modes on 
offer, Trial is by far the simplest as 
you're given a large arena 

  

   6) PUTILES OF 
THE DAMNED! 

Strangely, the most 
addictive mode is Puzzle 
where you have to clear 
smallish arenas of dice in a 
set number of moves. You 
can roll them, you can push 
them, you can roll one die 
_ on top of those that are 
already vanishing — there 
are a mind-boggling 
number of ways that you 
might solve each puzzle but 
only one will work. 

  

constantly filling with dice and the 
idea is that you keep clearing as 
long as possible. Puzzle is harder 
but still only borderline vicious as 
you attempt to clear a number of 
smaller arenas in a set number of 
moves (see box 1). 

players can have their imps trying 
to move the same die. Amusing at 
first this soon becomes annoying 
as your rivals muck up all your 
carefully laid plans. What's sinful is 
that nobody worked out a split- 
screen one-player game would 
have been much more effective. 

This is a very mad game 
indeed and on one-player it's 
interesting and addictive. If an 
equally clever two-player had been 
bolted onto this firm base then 
Devil Dice could have been one 
Hell of a puzzle game. Instead, 
it's just quite good. 

MULTIPLE iNSANIT 
The two playing modes that come 
closest to Hell incarnate are the 
Battle and War modes (explained 
in box 2) but these end up being 
just plain bad. The trouble is that 
they take place in a single arena. 
Not only that but two or more 

  

A The footmarks (bottom right) show @eee 

how many moves you have left. Z          

Five-player head-to-head puzzling, sounds heavenly, doesn’t it? Well it’s not, it’s a 
complete and utter shambles. Yes it can be mildly amusing to squish each other’s imps but 
due to the interference of others there’s no real chance to get your noggin into gear and 
actually do something clever which is, after all, the point of any puzzle game. 

Re) 
ox 

? 

  

A As opposite sides of a die add up to 
seven you can tell which side’s hidden. 

    
  

A The squares at the top show how 
Many dice you've popped recently. 

‘A Planning several moves ahead is 
the key to completing these puzzles. 

    A It may look like fun but 
there | tell you HELL! Unfortunately this 
five-player soon gets very confusing. A If you fail to clear enough dice you'll 

be spirited up to imp heaven and can 
take no further part in the multi-player <4]wo-player mode is just about workable 
game. This will happen an awful lot. Arana ie a aia vit furs although you still step on each other's toes. uppermost and you've solved it! 

ao fi) 
  

FEBRUARY 1999 
      

4 You have just achieved a good thing by 
clearing a huge quantity of dice. Oh yes. 

HTUDGEMCNT a) 
PRESENTATION 

Clarity rather than beauty is DD's 
watchword hut the odd characters 
and lighting are suggestively evil. 

|__GAMCPLAY __ 
Take your block-filled mind to 
another dimension (the third one). 
Taxing even for puzzle buffs. 

| LIFESPAN 
Once you're hooked you could 
spend ages just playing the Puzzle 
mode. A top one-player puzzler. 

THe BEST BiT 
The Puzzle mode is the most mind- 
bending thing we've played since 
Tetris. Insomniacs rejoice! 

oe, 

He WORST B 
Two imps. One die. Imagine log- 
rolling made into a puzzle game. 
Really quite horrid actually.   
An original puzzler that’s addictive 
and intelligent but can’t quite get 
your brain cells firing in unison. Try 
in between houts of Bust-A-Move. 

If you like this... 

Bust-A-Move 2 is still the PSX’s 
puzzle god. Don’t bother with the 
sequel, snap this up for around £20.  
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To Get Through The Whale Tomb Raider Trilogy! 

1] 

L 
TOMB RAIDER 

Play bial:” avOldL 
HAILED! H 

THE COMPLETE GUIDE! Jai THE SEGR 
1 EVERY CHEAT IN THE WORLD EVER 

200 PACES 

FREE 
WITH #36;  

 
 



  

): PLAYSTATION 

  

] Yet another 
tasty 
serving from 
the buffet of 

| tussle. But is mee oe 
itastiff, = sa 
filling baguette or a wet, flapping 

jlettuce? Only time — and this review 
— will tell... 

at af 

  

PRICE: £39.99 OUT: FEBRUARY 

Uda eh arecere 
=77/= oor 

Diamond eye cats. 
Alpha Romeo 
Spiders. Amusing 
Hale & Pace gags. 
Rarities all. Almost 

impossible to come by, 
and as such, the total 
antithesis of PlayStation 
fighting games. Perhaps 
one of the most well 
represented genres on 
the console, the digital 

  

traseee- & daw Pus ?P sTerTt 

a OF a 
DOUCLAS tt 

reer pray 
  

A Camp David is loathsome. It's dope A You can't leap that much, which means 
when Seagalesque Doug leathers him. you get to boot dudes in the nads a lot. 

() THE O 1S REALLY 3! 
While hardened fans may not want to admit it, Tekken 3 isn’t really tri-dimensional. The dudes 

just stay locked face-to-face. Kensei on the other hand allows true nip and tuck. Roll to the 
right and you will be in prime position to eat away an amigo’s spine with your fists. Tasty. 

7“ 

  

A Doug gives him a slap and asks him 
to look elsewhere for his specialist fun. 

A Sneaky Allen sidesteps (the sort) 
giving time for a knuckle to the botty. 

OES 

A Doug nips behind greasy Dave. Dave 
looks excited by the prospect. Errr... 

A Here's horrid Dave again performing A Dirty Dave is caught out again due to Alts carnage out there, with gingham } e ve 
rudimentary up-rockin’ techniques. impaired vision from that daft stetson. hommes slip-slidin’ all over the place. 

scrummage is very often 
a case of too many 
brawlers spoil the er... 
brawl. Kensei, is 
however, no such title. 

EYE-JUICIN anh 
Rather than try and usurp Tekken 
3 from it's position of dominance 
by spooning on eye massaging 
viewables, Konami have instead 

examined the actual gaming 
mechanic. So put simply Kensei 
may look like Pat Butcher 
but it’s as entertaining as Frank. 

So how is this achieved? 
Well, it's all about subtlety really. 
While the characters may look a 
mite crude, they have recourse to 
a bewildering array of offensive 
and defensive gestures. Few of 
which, interestingly, take place in 
that beat em’ up staple, the air. 

AUGE DUDES) 
Yes, in many ways Kensei has a 
more mature vibe running through 
it. Almost realistic, if you will. 
Taunting moves — stances from 
which devastating counter attacks 
can be launched. Nails kick 
combos which on the first two hits 
give your opponent a thorough 
paining and the truly sublime 
grappling and throwing moves 
which, when engineered properly, 
reveal funky twisty-turniness, 
usually climaxing with a truly 
agonising crack. 

That, and the comical sight of 
two huge dudes clutching at each 
other's thighs of course. 

But this is to over-look one of 
Kensei's prime features. The one 
which, genuinely, takes it up into 
the big leagues. Kensei is deeply 
ensconced in the D known as 3. 

  

Bicabh met sresisie 
| oneal —_ pares 

A The two butch amigos square off before 
repairing to a quilt making class. Maybe. 

A Allen didn't bank on Doug's penchant 
for rolling him around on the floor. Evil!  



  

  

  

ALL: 01895 853 0000 
AYERS: 1-2 

  

  

A Ina rather fey puff of blue powder Doug 
takes a slap and ruins a lovely blouson. 

A The unlockable Kaiya sports vast 
trouserage and is deeply nails indeed. 

  

   

  

"S: MEMORY CARD 
5: NONE 

"UNHAND ME YOU OAF! 
All characters are blessed with a move that initially appears 
to be an attempt at tickling, however it soon becomes 
apparent we are talking throwage. Depending on your 
closeness to your opponent the resultant move can differ, 
which makes for fascinating, if painful, experimentation. 

baal Re Acer 

A Small ladies shouldn't try groping 
with big Doug, he’s gonna pain yah! 

  

A Over the head, grab the wig and then 
toss right into the plush deep shag. 

need a couple of beers first. 

TUSSLE 
Also problematic, particularly for 
the seasoned virtual fighter is the 
frustrating lack of jumping moves. 
Up and down are used to skid 
your pummeler through the 3D 
plane, rendering skyward 
movement all but redundant. 
Still, with 20 varied 'n’ daffy 
characters, a training mode right 
on the money and a subversion of 
the toe-to-toe action so rampant in 
trad fighters, Kensei is impressive. 
A royal rarity it may not be, 
but it's certainly a beautifully ria 

constructed commoner. ay 

You can, not only, sidestep, but 
move completely round your 
opponent. As a consequence of 
this unprecedented locomotive 
freedom, you can take it upon 

yourself to strike your foe's back, 
elbows or, indeed, buttocks with 
as much vigour as you would set 
upon their visage. Satisfying. 

This is all good stuff but, like 
most titles, it lets itself down on 
occasion. As previously 
mentioned, it is not a looker. While 
the animation is sturdy and the 
characters suitably weighty, the 
title is just shy of the requisite 
amount of gloss expected from a 
fighter. You might get off with 
Kensei in a bar, but you would 

WAX ON WAX OFF! SS 
In order to stand any chance of breaching the 12 

unlockable characters you will have to head into the 
training dojo. While experimenting with dextrous finger 

twitching your moves are displayed, while the amount of 

physical mutilation you are dishing out is recorded. Very 

much a school of hard knocks as you would expect. 

DOUCEAS gy ri 

A Oh dear. He appears to have killed A Doug gets to know Ann in a way 
her before she even said, ‘I do’. Drat! usually unheard of outside wedlock. 

A The grapple. the tug and the toss. Get A Heinz has ‘bean’ given a ‘baking’ by 
good at all or become actually dead. Dougie. (Oh come on go with it, please). 

FREE flee | Ren sesceTe 
| SE «7 =e 
| adedddesi cies woe 7 ee shirts) 

4 David finally gets the better of Birmingham Nitespot owner Doug. They do make a 
lovely couple, although Dave is about to smother the life from Doug with his buttocks. 

KENSEIS MOST SACRED FISTERS! 
After careful consultation with the knuckles of all the Kensei 
warriors these three seem to be the most money. Play as 
these to give yourself the most chance of surviving a scrap, 
take em’ on and risk a most debilitating experience which 
will make you feel as hard as a small girl. 

STRENGTH 
ay 
AGILITY 
a 6A 
RESILIENCE 
—— 6 

STRENGTH 
Ea 
AGILITY 
oa 
RESILIENCE 

STRENGTH 
mw 4 
AGILITY 
Oe 
RESILIENCE 
a Oo 
    

Kensei is as lumpen as a Dairy 
Milk, but it is not without its 
charms. Spartan backdrops though. 

| GAMEPLAY _| 
Deeply mature, challenging and not 
for the random presser. Those with 
no dexterity — stay away. 

Having to complete the game with 
each of the characters is a trial and 
will keep all but the bestest busy. 

  

Giving the wide brimmed, camp 
trousered David a good slap in his 
over developed masculinity. 

Going up for a sneaky jump attack, 
realising you don’t have one and 
subsequently getting a narnering. 

  

Steeped in crudity from the purely 
visual perspective, hut more than 
makes up for its homeliness once 
the fists begin... well fisting. 

You will need to get down with the 
Tekken family, Dead Or Alive and 
perhaps even Bushido Blade. 
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REVIEW 171/-"S BORMAT REVIEWED: 

First Sin, 
and now 
Heretic 2. 

Lame The world of 
shoot-em- 

Pi ups is fast 
Jf and furiously becoming the 
wm) recognised stomping ground for all 

things dark and heathen-like! 

A Defensive spells tend to circle around A A particularly nasty cold gives Corvus 
you, keeping enemies at a distance. an embarrassing mucus problem. 

PicK AND Mix! 
As a religious type of fella, there’s nothing you like more 

than a bit of praying in between the carnage. Locate a 

Temple, run up to it, and you'll be blessed with the kind of 

gifts only gods can bestow. The Temples come in nine 

varieties of fruit flavours — some of which give health and 

mana boosts, while others lend extra underwater 

breathing abilities, armour 
power-ups, and invisibility. 
Pick-ups further assist you 
with both healing potions and 
magical ammo cropping up. 
Amen to that, we say! 

  

A Auseful 
healing 
Temple in all 
its coloured 
lighting glory. 

<4 Hovering 
pick-ups will 
bestow mana 
— it's like 
ammo for 
your spells. 

A It's third-person, but is still easy to 
aim thanks to the intelligent cursor 
which targets the nearest enemy. 

<4Some spells get more powerful the 
longer you hold the fire button down, 

9 be | such as this, erm... blue ball thing. 

EBRUARY 1999 

The Hexen series 
of games is now 
just about as 
confusing to follow 
as the family trees 

of in-bred Rednecks. 
Hexen started it all three 
years ago, Heretic soon 
followed, then Hexen 2 
was chosen as the title 
for the third game. Still 
with me? Good. 

All this nonsensical 
nomenclature means then, that 
Heretic 2 is really Hexen 4. Which, 
of course, is probably clear as 
mud. Suffice to say that Heretic 2 
is the first real departure from the 
series — choosing to use a Tomb 
Raider-style third-person vantage 
point to illustrate the action. The 
last of its first-person forebears 
used the Quake engine to power 
it, and Heretic 2 has followed 
tradition by using the vastly- 

PRIGE:-* |! 

GRAPHICS 
But rather than borrow too heavily 
from the ‘other game’, Heretic 2 is 
almost certainly the most unique 
title to have exploited Id Software's 
talents. Throughout the distinctly 
Medieval levels, dingy castles 
contrast with supremely colourful 
interiors, foggy swamplands with 
plush halls bedecked with 
mosaics. It’s an eclectic mixture 
that — along with some of the best 
lighting effects ever used for 
weapons - create the perfect 
backdrop to complement your 
pointy-eared hero's acrobatics. 

CONTROLS 
By pitching you as an elf-type 
creature called Corvus, the 
developers have allowed 
themselves to go completely to 

|) NOW 

town with your repertoire of 

moves. No longer limited to simple 
jumps, strafes and crouches, 
Heretic 2 gives you the ability to 
somersault spectacularly, haul 
yourself onto high ledges, roll in 
any direction, and even use a staff 
to perform a pole vault that Daley 
Thompson would be proud of 

Control is, in fact, far more 
Lara Croft than Quake's Marine — 
meaning that the game's puzzles 
are also largely based on your 
knack with the acrobatics. 

SUP Waka seGnglenye eco eeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

RING OF ARE! 
Your magical arsenal is 

split between offensive and 
defensive spells = each of 
which requires its. own 

brand of mana. As you 

become steadily more 
powerful, the range of each 
spell increases, and they 

become more destructive. 
Defensive types generally 
force enemies away from 
you — handy if you’re 

surrounded by zombie rats 
nipping at your heels — 

while offensive spells can 
dole out multi-coloured 
death at an alarming rate. 

A The most basic defensive spell moves out from your body 
and pushes anyone in the-vieinity onto their behinds. Smart. 

A Take your foes 
by surprise and 
shower them 
with meteor 
spells... 

on : 

(Fain 

A These rotating balls protect you during attacks, before 
flying out and smacking your target upssetulltomhosses:  



  

DP ERS 3 
ACTIVISION 

DEVE 
PU ILISHE 
‘UsiiVi 

A The usual ‘circle-strafe’ tactic will 
work well in tight situations like this. 

Well-animated undead creatures 
and wizards-gone-bad plague your 
progress around the map of the 
world, so it's down to your 
veritable encyclopedia of spells to 
shut them up (see box 2). These 
are powered by various magic 
icons you'll find littering the 
locations, as well as occasional 
Temples that, if prayed at 
judiciously, will give you a much 
needed health or mana boost. 

If this all sounds like a Tomb 
Raider-style, fantasy version of 
Quake 2 - then you're not far 
wrong. Levels are beautifully 

|! SO7885 456700 
PLAYERS. || 

A In many places, pinpoint accuracy is 
needed to pull off the tricky jumps. 

designed, and taxing to finish, and 
even come complete with suitably 
‘hard-as-nails’ end-of-level bosses 
(see box 3). 

If there's one criticism, it's in 
the quality of the camera-work. 
The Quake 2 engine doesn't seem 
to be ideally-equipped for third- 
person games, meaning you often 
become disorientated as the 
camera leaps about in order to 
best reveal your position. In this 
way, Heretic 2 fails to scale the 
lofty heights of Tomb Raider. Yet 
as a gorgeous, large, and original 
take on the third-person genre, it's 
still a hugely worthwhile 
addition and one that you 
should check out. 

A Some levels use 
stunning fog effects to up 
the spooky atmosphere. 

V The hideous aliens had 
the cheek to mock Corvus’ 
pointy ears. Rest assured, 
they're dead now. 

V Heretic Zs effects 
make it the sexiest 
looking Quake 2 engine 
based game ever. 

  

OPEGIAL FEATURES: 
OTHER FORMATS: HERETIC 2 

MEETING THE BOSS! 
End of level bosses in Heretic 2 are big, bad, and feature 
the kind of firing patterns you'd expect to find in a side- 
scrolling shooter such as R-Type. Each is also introduced 
with imaginative cut-scenes using the game engine, as well 
as full CD dialogue. Satisfaction’s guaranteed if you can kill 
these screaming nutters. 

  

A You know you're reaching the end of 
the first level thanks to the text hints. 

A The puzzle requires you to solve the 
cryptic clues — trial and error works. 

    

“a 

WUDGeME   
The best-looking Quake 2 engine 
game ever. Superb lighting effects, 
and horribly realistic flames.   

A Use your defensive spells to inflict c Wi er LAA 
extra damage, if you're in trouble. 

A Hello. who's this? A very long-legged 

-echisadasseaieebicse The third-person view works well 
most of the time, hut sometimes 
throws up poor camera angles. 

It's big and tough. With three 
different modes of single-player as 
well as deathmatch, it'll last yonks. 

> Once you've picked up the 
bow, flaming arrows can be 
used to your advantage. 

V By using your trusty staff, 
you can even pole vault your 
way out of trouble. 

The spells aren’t just effective to 
use, they’re gorgeous to watch. 
Destruction never looked so pretty. 

V Take that right up your junta, lizard-lad! 
Corvus lets a spell fly and boy does it dish 
out the eye-candy! Let's have it large... 

Swimming in Heretic 2is a clumsy 
affair, with the camera drifting 
around like a dead kipper. 

Stunning to look at, but it’s 
surprisingly difficult to get to grips 
with. It’s a grower rather than an 
immediate thrill-fest. 

If you like this... 

Then you should try its first-person 
predecessor, Hexen 2, or try the 
simply tremendous Unreal. 

“ERGE POSTER Fo 
Turn the page to see Big Ears 
let one go... an arrow, that is.



       
           
   

  

Unlike most ofM, Corvus 
His afit fella whoalfls nothing 

      
   
  

e 

> ore than a spot 
Naciobatics. O is, he 

-s qvever seems to gettited.
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This game is 
as exciting 
asawet ier Ae 

Persrsami weekend in | 
ae.) Burnley, and 
gee teen Slower than 

      

    

       

  

   

F-Zero X has 

eer UNATTRACTIVE! | 
world that you 
don’t need Right, so we've established that 
flashy graphics Penny Racers is very much in the 

to make a top ‘somewhat unattractive’ class of 
racing game, racing game, but that wouldn't 

but cast matter in the slightest as long as it 
your eyes plays well. Unfortunately Penny } : ) | > 
over the Racers is so tedious to begin with, MS 8 L FIVICIN E 
screens that it's doubtful that many people : y ‘ 
on this will stick with it long enough to : ~ TAT. oV 
Page. find out what hidden depths lurk The better the car, the more solid s 

Look at below its shabby surface. its handling. A ws 
those cars The first time you put your foot ] ler esr apd x 

— they're just down in Penny Racers, you could UPGRADE : h its head hefore letti Ree t! 
made out of be forgiven for thinking you'd SU 6a its meat Deters eLaN) It Gur: 

old Cornflake managed to stall at the lights. It’s Weapons are available to add a bit 
and Rice Crispies only after you've watched the of spice. You start the game | RAMODT | \H 

boxes and bits of plastic bottles. computer cars trundle off into the unarmed, but eventually you'll - 
They look like they'd fall apart if distance that you realise you are manage to get a car bristling with It gets better the further you get 
they hit a bump. Look at the in fact moving. The way to armaments to take into the multi- into the game, but why bother 
tracks — a blind chimpanzee could improve the speed of your vehicle player mode. Sadly this isn't much when there are hetter alternatives. 
draw something more attractive if is to steal bits of your opponents’ fun unless everyone has a flash ° 
it squatted over a tin of Dulux with cars and use them to give yourself — car, which means slogging all the re i 
a paint brush clenched between an upgrade after every race. The way through the one-player game. T ~ eN y 
its buttocks and performed higher your finishing position, the And we wouldn't recommend 
the Lambada! more bits you can choose from, trying that. Well there's always the multi- 
eeceeeeeeee TORRE UUUEUE PEPE EES EEE ee ee ee ee ee Player game. Unfortunately you've 

    

   

  

    

  

   

   
     

  

       
        
      

  

    
    
    
    

   
    

  

Ne , : got to do the one-player game first. 

BEEP IBEEH) at, <— nolan 
& 8) 

When you turn a corner in Penny Racers, tapping — SY 

right shoulder button sounds the horn and starts the car 

sliding. If you keep turning hard, the car will roll over and 
flip round about 90° to face into the bend. 

The course designer. Well, ‘best’ in 
as much as it’s more fun than the 
rest of the game. 

  

    

<Will he roll 
that Beetle 
straight into 
that mine? Or 
won't he? 

  

   

    

   

    

   

Y That's the 

  

     

    
   

    

   

    
   

   

  

     
    
    
    
    
    

    

  

   

    

   

  

   

way. Looks AYES 
painful, but it’s 
a textbook bit The feeble pace of it all. Why... 
of cornering in won't... it... accelerate? Damn this 
this game. AY) Racer 13 car! Damn its eyes! 

Stock 1 - 

| Streets 

Brake . 
2 | Susp. 1 

ovLNotInUse 

Ty {Not Inuse 
{Not InUse 

  

A Points are awarded for 
finishing in the top three. Spend ; ; them at the settings shop. Joy. PlayStation owners get Ridge Racer 

4 Out of shot to the left is a bottomless 4. N64 owners get this. Now 
pit waiting to claim the cars of foolish P The backgrounds were where's the fairness in that then? 
drivers who push it just a little too far. drawn as a part of a care in the oO There are plenty of far better racers. 

community project. 

    
   

      

   

  

    
    

    

    
    
    

  

   
   

      

The game includes a track 
designer, so you can make 
up your own courses. You 
can put in as many hills, 
bumps, hairpin bends and 
‘gnarly’ chicanes as you want. f 
Then you can save your 
creations on a controller pak. 
Rock and roll. 

   
   

    

     

   

   

    

   
     

  

If you like this... 

You're probably the programmer's best 
mate. Try Mario Kart to see how 
professionals tackle this kind of game. 

   
   

  

Move ®Set @ cance ox | oc 

      

  

A Put a few of them together to make a A... then hop in your fave chunky motor 
track. Give it start and finish points... and have a nice sedate drive around it. 

A Choose the type of track segment you 
want — bumpy, flat, twisty, or whatever. 

        

FEBRUARY 1999 {)))



Oooh | love 
the way this 
feels against 

my skin! 

It’s only after 
playing Wargasm 
that you realise 
most other 
simulations are a 
bit of a rip-off. 

Sure, they may be densely 
realistic, coming complete with a 
200 page manual and a keyboard 
overlay — but they only usually 
offer one type of warfare. But 
whether you're a fan of plane, 
tank, helicopter or even infantry- 
level combat, DID have 
you covered. 

' 

a 1 a 

We're talking about a 
wargame that not only 
offers multiple 
vehicle types — but 
one that doesn’t 
require you to 
have passed 
exams in avionics 

to pick up and play. 

  

Wargasm is essentially a full ‘war 
simulator’ — meaning you can 
choose to control literally any of 
your army's units with a simple 
mouse click. Don't fancy running 
your two-legged cannon fodder 
into a line of barbed wire? Fine. 
Take control of a Chopper instead, 
and lay down covering fire for your 
more vulnerable mates. The 
amazing thing is, that learning to 
control wildly different unit types is 
simplicity itself 

The action is concentrated over 
a series of politically 

sensitive areas based 
around continents. 
Multiple missions 
hide within these 
trouble spots, 
and their 

objectives 
can range 
from simple 

protection, to ambushes and all- 
out madness. 

A pretty basic Command & 
Conquer-style screen can be 
pulled up at any time allowing you 
to direct the war's action via tiny 
icons. You can point and click 
them in the direction desired, or 
give orders from here — but the 
real fun is choosing a single unit 
to specifically control . 

GRAPHICS ALE LET 
A classical score (Wagner, 
Beethoven, etc) accompanies the 
action, and adds immeasurably to 
the atmosphere while you trundle 
along in your tank mowing down 

infantry and dispensing shells to 
all and sundry. 

Probably the best weather 
effects ever to grace a game, also 
crop up — raindrops splash and 
smear across your windscreen 
and visor, while anyone unlucky 
enough to stand in your way 
immediately offer their entrails to 
your squeaky wipers. It's a little 
light on the realism. Hardcore sim 
fans will be dismayed by its lack of 
options, and the C&C interface is 
a little too basic. Ultimately 
though, it's the most enjoyable, 
and by far the best-looking 

wargame we've seen in an fy 
a long time. gD 

<@And at no point did we resort to the 
phrase ‘tanks for the memories’. Doh. 

Slicker than an oil spill — Wargasm 
is a thing of rare beauty, and with a 
classical score to match. 

| GAMCPLAY _| 
Forget thick manuals, this is arcade 
action at its best. Pity about the 
fiddly strategy screen though. 

LIFESPAN 
Plenty of missions should see you 
battling for a while, plus the multi- 
player option is incredibly intense. 

THe BEST BiT 
It’s possible to take out an enemy 
helicopter using rockets while on 
foot. Watch that birdie fall... 

He WORST B 
No mouse-look means your infantry 
aren’t exactly a doddle to deal 
with. Quake 2, it’s not. 

WITH YOU! 
Always keep an eye on the state of the sky. Night missions mean visibility will be kept 

to a low, while heavy rain can see even the best tank commander confused by a muddied 
battlefield. Fog in particular can cause terrible problems when planning strategies. 

A superb blend of Triple A graphics 
and arcade thrills — war has never 
heen such fun. A wargame for those 
who have avoided them in the past. 

A Its a bit heavy on the ammo, but 
shooting can light up the sky for a sec. 

<4 Unfortunately, having headlights is a 
bit of a no-no, meaning you're 
constantly relying on your map. 

If you like this, try Missing In Action 
from GT. It’s helicopter-hased 
Vietnamery that’s similarly simple. 

> Friend or foe? Unless you want to risk 
friendly fire, better make sure first.  



DATAy 
... And Viva 
is clean 

Payson y through! it 
only has 
FiFA, WLS 
and /SS 
hetween it 
and a 
certain 
goal... 

Oialma Sarton 4 0 Gegpe 

A And D Baggio steps up to take the 
corner for Italy. It's 0-0, and still 
everything to play for. 

POWERMONGER! 
Unlike most football games 
where you automatically 
pass to the feet of the 
receiving player, Viva 
implements a power bar for 
passes, goal kicks and 
shots. These bars appear 
and you charge them by 
keeping your finger on one 

of the buttons @ for a 
normal pass, ® for a shot 

or @ for a high kich). 
Releasing the button sends 
the ball off at the desired 
strength. It’s an odd way of 
doing things and doesn’t 
give you much control. 

4 Os 4 Costecuta 

ANo one close so you'll have to hoof 
this one over the top to your strikers. 

Mie 

a Onatttee ¥ Popowie 

A lt helps if you aim in the general 
direction of one of your own players. 

Ukraine 

Wales 
Yugoslavia 

VIEWED: PLAYSTATION 
-: VIRGIN INTERACTIVE 

JUL NOW 
SL: 0177 490 1323 

Viva Las Vegas 
sang hedge- 
bearded 
rockers ZZ Top. 

Viva Forever sang the 
Spice Girls, without Ginge. 
But it’s football Virgin are 
urging you to viva here. 

And urge you they must 
because, in spite of a novel twist, 
Viva Football is a football game 
riddled with faults and flaws that, 
to be honest, you ought to think 
far more than twice about buying. 

The novel twist with Viva Football 
is, as novel twists go, a pretty 
novel one. You can play as any 
international team since 1958 and 
so, in effect, replay any of the 
matches that took place in the last 
ten World Cups. Or you could see 
what would happen if, say, 1998's 
England squad were to take on 
their 1962 one via some bizarre 
form of time travel (Viva Football 
is, in everything but name, a World 

PLAYERS: ~ OTHER FORM 

Cup Through The Ages game). It's 
a fantastic idea, and every one of 
the 1035 teams are deadly 
accurate, down to the 323 
stadiums and the colour of the 
16,544 — count ‘em — players’ hair. 

The snag with Viva football is, as 
far as snags go, a pretty snaggy 

one. It's to do firstly with the 
camera angles. They're all set 
from the position of a man on the 
touchline running up and down, 
you see. There's a range to chose 
from, but none of them give you 
adequate opportunity to see the 
whereabouts of the rest of your 
players. There's no scanner, so 
most passes are blind, leaving you 
hoping that there'll be someone 
up the pitch to pick up the loose 
ball, which is all a bit sloppy. 

GUTTER 
Then there's the power meter 
control method which never quite 

<4You can choose to play 
as any international team 
in the world. We've gone 
and plumped for Wales. 

<4 Ah. It's clearly all over now. 
Looks like history has been 

HALL: CRIMSON | 
‘1S: PG 

seems right and too often leaves 
you madly chasing around trying to 
gain possession. Couple this with 
blurry graphics, annoying players 
shouting things like “Over here” 
and “Play it” and your interest 
must start to wander. 

Viva Football is a game that 
tries to be different. The historical 
aspect is a cracking idea, but the 
actual footy is a bit cack. 
A bit of a no-no, we reckon. 

A And its a gooaa.. ah, deflected by the 
keeper. Nice one, creaky, old Gordo Banks. 

<4Bad sportsmanship is dealt with swiftly 
and harshly by the ‘man in black who 
needs glasses’. Viva that, son. 

OURIHEST 
sh footy fan to right the 

Easily the best 
thing about Viva 
Football is the 
historical aspect 
that allows you to 
play as any team 
from 1958 and 
hence replay 
famous matches. 
But which to 
chose? THAT 
England 1998 
match against 
Argentina? No, too 
painful. Best to 
re-live past 
glories. 1966. 
England vs West 
Germany. 

re-written to our disadvantage. 

VIVA FOOTBALL 

<<Give me a session on /55 ‘98 or FIFA 
99 over this washed out effort any day. 
Viva gets an early bath. 

Nice front end, but the options are 
annoying to navigate. The motion 
Captured players are good though. 

| GAMCPLAY __| 
As far as the actual football goes, 
Viva just isn’t quite right, be it the 
controls or the camera angles. 

High novelty value, but you could 
recreate the effect by changing 
names on the superior FIFA ’99. 

The training section, where you 
ignore the idiosyncrasies of the 
game to play against no one. 

6 

Games set hefore the 1960s are 
black and white. TV used to be like 
this in these days, but not real life. 

The novelty value of being able to 
play international teams through 
the decades is halanced out by 
annoying side-effects. 

If you like this... 

You'll want to play the best foothall 
games around: FIFA 99, ISS 98 and 
Michael Owen's WLS ’98.  



PC NOW £40 

Sneaking in 
through the 
hack door of 
PC Land is a 
game thats # | 3 
desperate to ee 
set its hand on your crown jewels 
hut have Half@ife & Co nicked the 

3 

és 

A tee» 
eir Sunday best for a trip to the cathedral... 

“Gerroudovit. Go 
on. Your type’s not 
welcome round 
here.” Your type? 
What a cheek! 
Now if this was 

& Quake you'd be 
unloading heavy 

\ etals into the 
guard's face, 

/ but Thief is 
j different. 
in & Thief's about 

yr. stealth and guile, 
P not guns and muscle. 
This exchange takes place 

"right at the start of the first 
level, and rather than kill 
everything and everyone in 

sight, your mission — if you 
choose to accept it — is to 
case a mansion, gain entry 

without being 
seen and nick 
everything 
inside that's 
not firmly 
bolted down. 

Sounds like a 
good idea doesn't it, 

F and there's a lot about Thief that's 
superb. Like the feeling you get 

ESCAPE 10 ViCTORY! 

when you're hiding in the shadows 
while a guard walks past singing 
to himself, oblivious to the fact 
that as soon as his back's turned 
you're going to deliver a blackjack 
to the base of his skull. Or the 
one you get when you accidentally 
blunder into the path of three 

guards with no option but to turn 
and run or get slaughtered. It's 
pant-filling stuff! 

You play Garrett and you're no 
wimp, but you realise the best way 
to be a thief is to get in and out of 
a place without being seen. To 
help you conceal yourself you get 

TA 

G 

Typical innit? You nick a priceless jewelled sceptre from 
some fat old toff only to find out Cutty, your fence, has 

- been taken prisoner by the Hammers (led by cheeky John 
Hartson). A thief without a fence is like game of footy 
without a ball so it’s up to you to break through the mines 
and into the prison... without being seen if at all possible. 

‘A Obstacle No.1: The mines are packed 
with the undead. Our advice? Try to get 
your water arrows blessed before firing. 

‘A You've made it But which switch 
should you pull? Mess around too long 
and you'll get rumbled so be quick. 

A You could just pile in and try to find 
Cutty yourself. but why not try a bit of 
sneaky eavesdropping? You never know! 

A “No | haven't got any more of that 
moonshine you've been guzzling. 
Where's my money?” Zombies, pah. 

an indicator at the bottom of the 
screen that lights up when you're 
visible and goes out when you're 
concealed. (See boxout three). If 
you need more help you have to 
use your ears, and if you're lucky 
enough to have the right sort of 
hardware you can use the 
excellent positional 3D sound to 
work out exactly where all the 
coughs, echoing footsteps and 
conversations are coming from. 

But sometimes the only way to 
progress is through a spot of 
violent behaviour. The most 
effective weapon is the blackjack, 
which lets you remove guards 
silently, but you also get a sword 
and a bow, with standard and 
explosive fire arrows to play 
around with, and water arrows to 
help you clean up after yourself. 
Don't expect too much though — 
the bow and arrow is superb with 
the sniper mode (see boxout 2), 
but the fencing is extremely 
awkward and you should only 
consider it as a last resort. 

As you work through the 

A “And what would | want with a cart of 
coal? I’m just passing through mate...” 
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BOW STREET! ce, 
The bow is the most flexible weapon you've got. As well as firing standard and explosive fire 
arrows you can also bless your water arrows to take on the living dead and cover loud 
surfaces with a dollop of lush lichen (how come James Bond never thought of that?). 

  

    
     

   

A Wash your mouth out. This ain't no 
toilet, it's a font of holy water. Alright! 

V An open manhole cover. A good Thief is 
always ready to cover himself in guck for 
the sake of a few measly trinkets. 

    

methnnd Ro ~~ 
+242 292 — . 

A Keep your finger pressed down on the attack button and A If there’s more than one victim, switch over to the explosive 
you'll zoom into sniper mode — perfect for lining up your shot _fire arrows to do damage to the whole bunch. Be warned 
accurately or taking someone out from a distance. though, these do make one hell of a racket. 

) OPERATION|STEALTHID 
This isn’t Quake you a 
know. You can’t just go eg 
running around blasting at : 

everything that moves. To 

    

T232393 See      

     

  

            

    

      

   If you've seen Heretic or Half-Life, 
don’t expect the same eye candy 
from the Dark Engine. 

| GAMEPLAY _| 

     
   

    
     

  

    

    

   
     

  

   
   

  

   

     

        

   
   

bea successful thief you Keep to the shadows and avoid being 
_ need to learn the art of 3 seen. Think of Thief as Quake without 

; ~ moving without being oe eed the balls but more suspense. 
game a gripping story unfolds (see _ flat and although super-smooth seen or heard. Shhh... is 

  

     boxout 1) that's linked together visuals aren't the name of the 
with some full-on cut-scenes and game, the standard’s been set ; 

Seven-style visuals. All-in-all it's . 2 ra ry ae ‘A See the guard os p? If you cai 
the game that wants to be seen DIFFICULTY | posal glad Hits ‘ 
as the thinking man’s Quake game El 1 evichis: 

and it very nearly succeeds, but with Half-Life and Heretic 2 and : youl stay le and keep the : 
element of surprise. Clever. 

   = 

    
SANG 

Thief is one of the hardest games 
you'll play this year, so don’t expect 
to finish it over the weekend. 

   
      
   

  

   

  

there's too much wrong with it: for there’s no excuse for second best. a 
a start the action doesn't flow and Finally, don't expect anyone to <4Aim for carpeted floor whenever 
it's too easy to get yourself killed fuss over Thief encouraging ] ; : eR RS: 
leaving you twiddling your fingers people to rob because, if this is ‘ EARS : : The bowel-shrinking feeling you 
while the game reloads. anything to go by, being a ‘ 

One noticeable flaw is that successful thief is about as hard get when you hear a neise, freeze 
the Al seems worryingly random. as trying to win Master Chef with and melt into the shadows. 

After chasing you, some guards a packet cheese sauce. Thief on we 

just decide to return to their posts could educate young om 
without alerting their comrades offenders — it's fiendish on 
(not like in Commandos then). the easiest level and unless 
Other, more gung-ho types chase you've got the patience 
you wherever of Alan Ball your days 
you go of crime YN 

iy and : are numbered! Ji) 
: Uuurgh! I’m 

fied going back to 
you car stereos ig ; 
even ’ ate THe WORST BiT 
when : : 

you're " Sudden death is round every corner 
supposed to be } fF, and the action is more stop and 
invisible. The 3 “ ; start than the Super Bowl. 
graphics are <4 i 
dated and 

eeooo50e 
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‘A The best way to dispose of troublesome guards is to secrete yourself in the 
shadows and deliver a quick cosh to the back of their skulls with your blackjack. 

JUST HOW HARD iS THIEF? 
__... We think it's dead hard, but how does it rate against other 

oo notoriously difficult past-times? 

    

  

     
     

     
Some people reckon it’s the thinking 
man’s Quake, but we say it’s a great 
idea that manages to cripple itself 
with poor Al and dated graphics. 
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PASSING COMPLETING “WINNING THE * WATCHING ° FINDING THE 
THROUGH THE THIEF LOTTERY FOREST WIN —HOLY GRAIL 

EYE OF A AWAY 
NEEDLE 

If you like the 3D action side go for 
Half-Life, or for hard mission-hased 
strategy try Commandos. 

CREE PEStEn 
You want it. Weve got it. 
Take a butchers at page 92... 
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THIEVING LiTTLE... 
lt seems like everyone wants 

to be stealthy these days and 

Thief is just another attempt 

to catch up with tne likes of 

Commandos and Metal Gear. 

Oj, Get your own gameplay! 
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UNS J BPS 
fternoons are getting a radical revamp on Fox! If 

= magazine show 

  

FOX KIDS PROMOTION 
From February 22nd, things won t be the same on .++ $0 

make sure youre at home from 3.30pm until 7pm for the all-new 
! So join Roy and Lisa for the 

action-packed, x-treme x-travaganza presented by Roy & Lisa! 

  

you're bored with afternoon TV, then tune into our 

great new show on cable, satellite and digital. As 

well as brilliant cartoons like Spiderman, Donkey Kong 

and the brand new Dennis and Gnasher, we'll be bringing 

you loads of games, comedy sketches and competitions! 

We'll be needing your help though. You'll be given the 

chance to appear on our Wall of X-Pression if you send 

drawings in to us and you'll also be able to chat to X- 

Press direct, with the Fox Kids Foon In. You could even 

become part of our X-Team, visiting the studios for a day! 

Look at all the great stuff coming your way on X-Press... 9 

— oe — i we - 8 cae heat nana 

  

Hot from the pages of 
the Beano come Dennis 
and his manic mutt who 
team up against their 
sworn enemies... the 

Softies, headed by top 
soft-boy, Walter! 

With pals Curly and Pie Face, 
there's no limit to the trouble they 
can get into, whether it be saving 
his spikey locks from Slasher 
Brown and his Demon Barbers, 
rescuing Gnasher from the horrors 
of the dog training school or 
releasing jelly into Beanotown's 

  

water works for a laff. In his 
trademark black and red striped 
jersey, he proves the power of 
laughter with the help of a 
whoopee cushion, some 
Strawberry yogurt and an 
accordion! Zoiks! 

In fact, the more trouble 
Dennis and Gnasher get into, the 
more you'll guffaw. When Dennis’ 
stinking socks become a threat to 

world peace, you'll 
collapse in a heap. And just wait 
till he does work experience 
on the SS Rustbucket.. 

Catch me on 
Fox Kids X-Press every 

day, where you "Il get to 

see my favourite cartoon 

— Spiderman! 

even get the cha 
he on TV too Roy. 
and | would love to 

meet you! 
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A Peter Parker is the web-slinging 
Spiderman, out to bust crime... 

3.30 Kick off 
With Roy and Lisa 

3.35 Spiderman 
After being accidentally bitten by a 

radioactive spider, Peter Parker 
developed arachnid-like abilities. 
Swinging from buildings and 
hanging from walls, Spiderman 
uses his superhuman powers and 
spidey senses to fight crime. 

4.00 Goosebumps 
A collection of spine-tingling 
horror stories guaranteed to 

knot your stomach 

A Those Hero Turtles are back, guzzling 
pizza and fighting crime. . 

4.25 Hero Turtles- 
The Next Mutation 

Those Mutant Ninja Hero Turtles 
are back with a vengeance. 
Webbed toes at the ready to 
guzzle pizza and fight crime in their 
own hard-shelled, motor-mouthed 
fashion. They'll be fighting against 
Shen, head of the dragons, the evil 
scientist Dr Quease: Simon 

Bonesteel and a 2,000-year-old 
vampire, Vam Mi... 

Thankfully it looks like they're 
going to be joined by a fifth, but 
completely different, crimefighter... 
wanna know more? 

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT 

A Dennis and Gnasher raise their brand of 
comic book mayhem... 

4.50 Casper 
Casper the friendly ghost hot tails 
it from the Big Ride to join the 
spooky line up of X-Press 

5.00 Dennis and Gnasher 
Brand New and stuffed with action- 
packed trouble... 

5.30 Ace Ventura 
Ace is on the case! Join the 
hilarious animated adventures of 
the zany pet detective, based on 
the smash hit movie starring funny 
man Jim Carey. If you like animals, 
you'll love this... 

AAce Ventura, pet detective is packed 
with wild animal antics... 

6.00 Donkey Kong Country 
Donkey Kong is back with his side 
kick Diddy Kong to battle with the 
evil King K Rool... With Donkey’s 
lay-dee ape Candy, surfer ape 
Funky and Cranky, the keeper of 
the Crystal Coconut, every show is 
fun loaded full of adventure, using 
eye-spankingly hi-res graphics 
combined with plenty of music and 
stacks of laughter! 

6.30 Eek!Stravaganza 
The purple moggy is back to raise 
more cartoon mayhem and 
animated anarchy... 

FEBRUARY 1999 {))) ‘== 

A Donkey Kong and his side kick Diddy, a 
must for platforming fans! 

6.55 Oggy and the 
Cockroaches 
More fiendish feline fun to round 
off, with five minutes of Oggy and 
the Cockroaches! 
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35 Hunting Gri 
and more! * 
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-DATA> PIBUSHE SEE i our now i 

Wie tackles, =a 
9 fhe shoots, 

Playstation | he scores! 

_ Reviewer Meet the 
mm footy Same ae 

4 Nthat pives ge 
a the p rase 11 42 ZOOM IN/OUT 

"To me! a 
whole new 
meaning. 7 

H H To some they’re — or shoot and you can call 4 ih on Or 

SPLiT YOUR SiD those blessed for the ball y rself, : the rift eos asthe \sheroGran 

path ldtse \ 5 : G Z oalie will never get : football genius. p DL : g g 
To others they're . . : this net-scorcher! . 

perhaps visitors from an alternate Namco's carefully Se os iE. 
dimension, where England have worked gameplan : 
won every World Cup since 1966. _ is that football . 
But to you and me they're just players aren't very 
those gits in the middle of the smart. When it comes to 9 
park who won't pass to anyone. making a saving tackle, r) rye ve A 
Maybe it’s time to point them in producing a killer pass or P is on the ball you can e 
the direction of LiberoGrande, a putting away a sitter your ~ 4 really turn on the style 
game specifically designed for polygon mates are hopeless. and impress the laydees 

——— professional ball-hoggers. What's left then is not 11 doing step-overs, 
Y Dba ET) against 11 but one against  shimmys and dummying 
Ci Fi 21 as you frantically rush F all over the shop. Having 
— . ~~ back to try and stop the t another human player as Yl cy | MED) L/ \ { | 
In LiberoGrande you control the other side from scoring only your team mate in the split- 
kind of player whose left knee-cap _ to dash forward again in screen two-player is a laugh, Confused? You will be. Mad views, 
costs more than the whole of the vain hope your efforts & even if it makes the game a odd moves and stupid players make 
Division One. Rather than can inspire your team to : bit too easy. The ‘Player this awkward and unrewarding. 
retreating to some foreign villa mount some form of attack. y), Challenge’ mode featuring 
bleating about ‘personal terms’ There are tactical options to tweak Wi the football equivalent of a So 
you take up a right-midfield but these are nowhere near rifle range is mildly | LIFESPAN | 
position from which you can hog sophisticated enough to fill the diverting. Sadly, nothing 
the ball in both attack and void between your team mates’ ears. can detract from the fact Better if you get a mate involved 
defence. The idea is that this ; Wh that controlling 11 players it'll still only last long enough for 
single, human-controlled player is DON | ( 1! directly from the more you to say “fancy a game of F/FA?” 
captain, playmaker and striker ; : : sensible heights of SS Pro 
rolled into one. By pressing There's still a deal of fun to be '98 or FIFA Soccer 
buttons off-the-ball you can urge squeezed from LiberoGrande’s ‘99 makes for a far better 
your team-mates to pass, tackle magic sponge. When your player kick about. 
@@eeeeeeeeoeaeseoeaeneeaeneaenenoenaeaeneeaeaeeeeaeeeeeeeeede 

   
Not exactly the cutting-edge looks 
we've come to expect from Namco. 
Think early 90s arcade coin-op. 

  

  

Creating a fantastic super goal 
all on your tod — you deserve to 
celebrate after that mate! 

    

        

   
    

   

  

  

Left e:« Right 
Down 
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SEC Ime AE 
Watching the opposition going for 
your goal and feeling totally 
helpless. Your players are pump! 

A Yes we know who he looks like and yes 
he is good except just before the final. 

   

  

    
    
    
    
      

  

   

  

   V Setting up class passing moves is very,  LM=x-laa mall colr-Le lef or-(e) highlights to your hair and get in the Oe Fern. oF 
very tricky. Hoof it upfield instead then. papers while testing yourself in Player Challenge mode. Can 

you dribble around cones? Can you hit the target with split 
second precision? Can you string together a coherent 
sentence on camera? We never said it'd be easy... 

V Passing back across the goalmouth eae oe j i; 2 SELEL TE EELERGL | St0ts ending outside the goo! will count 

Means relying on one of your CPU blokes 1 ae f 

to score. Hmm, probably not advisable. ¢ a % pe 

    
    

    

   
   

A brilliant mistake. Football is a 
team game. Without enough control 
over the other players this is too 
frustrating. Tradition: 1 Namco: 0. 
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Compete for the highest score by shooting 
at the targets in the goal. 

   
   

  

   

        

   
     

   

    

    

A It may look easy but judging the 
height of a kick is surprisingly tough. 

    

A Test your penalty skills before starting 
a big match. Now there's an idea, eh? 

  

    
   
   

Get FIFA ’99 or ISS Pro ’98 as they 
put our beautiful game in a much 
more enjoyable and controllable light.     

A Your name's up there in pixels. Still, A Woo-hoo! You're rated on how close 
this is one of the easier skill tests. you get to the target, this was bang-on!
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fancies 
PlayStation await those ; j oy , 

Reviewer | LJLUK F. e ‘e! 
91 penchant for 

fi] primates. 
onkey may 

he a hero, 
but is he 
still magic? : 

Monkeys are souls and eight missing chapters 
most commonly of a magic book. And it's down to ” Bugaer it! 
associated with the hairy one to sort it out —- with a id ‘ 4d 

ée win scoffing shed mixture of spells, ingenuity, and 
loads of clubbing beasts to death with a 

bananas, going, broom stick. What we have here 

‘oooh, oooh’ and is an RPG in its most rudimentary 

being hairy. form. Viewed in a top down, | 
As a consequence, when Alundra-stylee, Monkey wanders | 41 
one strolls up sporting a about, chats to people, finds stuff, | 

natty set of silky jim-jams, solves simplish puzzles and has 
wielding a long wooden prod fun. For a first time RPG player, spears, health, extra lives and 

End dppvi an adeaute 5 Monkey Hero could be boon ably Chinese frecrctere the eee taionas 
to take notice. Such is the story MECHANICS! 3 obliterating annoying walls. Those oben i characters are a 

ss with Monkey Hero. Although, to looking for something to twist smidige chunky though. 
be frank, it's just the beginning So, to the mechanics of the thing. their mental meat a little though, = 

of the story. You're obviously Monkey, and will be badly disappointed. ¢ SL tf \ 
right from the off you acquire what = Gargantuan wooden pegs barring 

THE STORY! will become your greatest ally — your way? Locate the mallet and Long, engaging but leans rather too 
= your pole. This grandiose stick is with a quick bonk, they're history. much towards the easy. The hard- 

Based on a Chinese most often used to hammer foes, Door locked? That'll be a key you core will find it tedious incarnate. 
legend, the story of but on occasion other uses need then. 

Monkey takes in three — become apparent. For example, Monkey Hero is young, ; : ; Y v 
parallel worlds with after acquiring a certain blob of cartoonish, knockabout stuff. Easy | LIFESPAN | 
nightmare spirits magic, the staff can be twirled to enough on the eye, without ever 5 

; having it away with create a helicopter-type device. surprising you. It's enchanting, yet It's hig enough to ensnare the first 
- a pick and mix Similarly, other tat for the grabbing __ rather like an all-banana diet, time RPGer for many hours, the old 

of childrens’ include dynamite, exploding some may find it a bit bland. would make light work of it though. 
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Your faithful wooden length. Your 
bamboo pole is your last, and best, 
line of defence against goblinism. 

SCHOOL DAYS... 
It’s already 

easy. But 
Monkey Hero walks 

you through any new 
procedures just to 
make sure you've a 

got the hang of it. jem, 3 

Y Bookworm? No. But cool 
stuff hides by the novels. 

  

         

ie Remember the aa ™ on ~ 
é teachings, at ar XS. 
; you'll need SS ®,, >" A The blabbing tells you A Consequentially it's simple to juggle 

them later. J VA what to do and how. fizzing explosive and put it to good use. 1 "v 
ins , 

° >) i WHY DONT YOU? The overly simple trials. Bash down 
the pegs, then — what do you know 
— bash some more pegs... 

  

Collecting, flying, pushing, peering and using are the 
bi essence of the funky gibbon’s adventuring activities. 

Those drawn towards racing and thumping, need not apply. 

A neatly turned out package which 
has the intellectual quota of 
Gladiator Hunter, but on occasion is 
as aesthetically appealing as Jet. 

A lf in doubt, try pushing. 
then pulling, then just chuck 

Sy bombs at the problem. 

    

A Apply magic stuff and 
become a hairy chopper. 
Oh dear... , ~aere 

A Words dribble on the screen giving you a If you like this... 

grasp of plotage. Riveting? Hardly. You might like to point their wand 
> Dashing about, rope flapping furiously, at Alundra, Wild Arms or the, as yet, 

Monkey cuts quite a figure. If you like hair. unsurpassed Final Fantasy 7. 

  

      
    

  

   
    

   

  

     

  

    
> Open everything, 
keys and spells await.



  

PC 
GT INTERACTIVE 

Blood 2s 
the 
equivalent 
of the 
school bully 
and its 

ching 
ttle in 

the way of 

PlayStation 

brain power! 

ONE SHORT 
PLANK... 

Blood 2's school report 
makes for particularly ugly 
reading. Far from delivering 
the sort of group awareness 
that makes Half Life look so 
good, Blood 2 puts you up 
against a bunch of slavering 
mutants with less brain 
power than your average 
lab rat. 

This room was filled with three 
soldiers with their backs to you. Shoot 
the first in the back and the others just 
stand still, inviting you to pick them off 
at your leisure. 

F. 
Doesn't seem 

all that interested. 

s“ 

ae. 

E 
Shows a total 

lack of awareness. Could 
do better! 

~ Fa ate Some of the weapons in 

mode, like the sniper rifle. 

range, if you've g' 

tri fi ger 

pick off those 

Put a foot wrong 

and you’re 

hard to dodg 

00m 

NOW 
0171 258 3791 

Cast your mind 
back to your 
school days, if you 
dare, and try to 
picture the class 

bully. The one who 
thought school was for 
sissies and who wasn’t 
afraid to belt you one if 
you disagreed with him. 
Can you picture him? He’s 
Blood 2 he is... 

MScUSTING | 
Coming on like an out-of-control 
psycho-freak, Blood 2 is the latest 
in a long, long line of first-person 
3D blastfests — only this one 
prefers not to leave anything to 

the imagination. Don't just take 
out the enemy, take out the 
innocents as well and ignore their 
pathetic cries for help. When the 
game rewards you with extra 
health for wholesale innocent 
slaughter, you know you're in for a 
rough ride. 

But you're not supposed to take it 
all seriously. Yes, the makers 
seem to take a ghoulish pride in 
scattering bits of body across the 
screen, but it doesn't look real and 
there's enough Duke Nukem-style 
humour packed into the action to 
take the sting out and make it all 
seem like a bit of a laugh. 

A If you're feeling grotty, cheer yourself up by setting fire to people with your flare gun. 
It's not particularly pleasant, but you didn’t buy Blood 2to play with cuddly toys, did you? 

SNIPE N EASY! 

MONOLITH 
NONE 

If you haven't played any of the 
other titles on the market then 
you'll probably be deeply 
impressed with Blood 2. 

Monolith's LithTech engine 
looks the part and there are some 
nice touches scattered through 
the game, like the dual-purpose 
weaponry (see box 2), varied and 
well thought out levels (like the 
huge airship towards the end of 
chapter one) and bonus items like 
binoculars (woo-hoo, we can see 
you) as well as assorted remote- 
control bombs. 

ij j 

But the main problem is the lack 
of a decent education. We're not 
talking about the corny dialogue 
(although that begins to grate after 
a while) and we don't give a stuff 
about the gore. What we're not 
happy with is the fact that Blood 
2's a half-wit. Creatures keep their 
backs turned, despite the fact that 
a full-on gun battle is waging over 
their shoulders (see box 1). And 
even when they do cotton on to 
the fact that you're trying to kill 
them, they seem to find it hard to 
negotiate the simplest obstacle. 

The first big boss you meet 
looks scary enough, until you 
realise it's just going to stand 
there while you pile all your spare 
ammunition into it. Maybe 
Monolith can improve the Al with 
patches, but we doubt it and at 
the present time it seriously 
messes with a game that could be 
a lot of fun. Just as dense as 
that old school bully and 
about as much fun. 
@e2@e@20e20200800080808808080 

Loads of liquid crimson and 
bucketloads of gore. But its engine 
suffers from clipping. 

< Ml . | \j 

It’s no-nonsense blasting in the 
worst possible taste — and it’s still 
great fun to play. 

yay 

Finished the game with Caleb? Why 
not try one of the other characters 
or the multi-player mode. 

U Anco 

You're encouraged to commit acts 
of serious assault on the general 
public and it’s all played for laughs. 

The complete lack of Al on offer. 
We might he spoiled these days 
but this should don dunces cap. 

A year ago Blood 2 would've wowed 
but a new standard’s been set and 
this doesn’t quite make the grade, 
but we won't say that to its face. 

Then you'll love Half Life or Heretic 
2. Sin and Shogo are worth checking 
out too, if you’re in the mood! 
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With just a 
handful of 
men... Rage 
turn Jeff 

+ 

A The green grass of home is the ideal 
playground for the invading Martians. 

V The landscape may look detailed, but 
the units themselves are badly drawn, 
and animated. Thankfully, the superb 
renders and music make up for them. 

GT INTERACTIVE 

Forget the book - 
the classic H.G. 
Wells novel of 
Martian invasion. 
Instead, cast your 

minds back to the 
pretentious rock opera- 
style of the double CD - 
the disc that anyone aged 
25 or over will grudgingly 
admit to owning. 

Jeff Wayne was the classical 
culprit, and it's his musical retelling of 
the sci-fi tale that The War Of The 

MAPPING HIAOUT! 

NOW 
0171 565 7303 

Worlds game is based on. 
Realtime strategy is the genre in 
question, and TWOTWis a 
game essentially split into two 
very different modes of play. 

’ v 

The first, a thoughtful period 
of resource management, 
research and unit movement, 
the second a more typical point- 
and-click affair that sees you 
frantically ordering your troops to 
attack all and sundry. 

Just as you think you're 
getting somewhere with your 
bases pumping out armoured 
trucks by the load, you'll be 
interrupted by a newsflash. These 
give you useful information — 
telling you that either another 
Martian cylinder has landed, or 
that one of the counties you hold 
is being invaded. And from then 

1-16 

on, you're forced into the 
battlemap to defend yourself. 

COMPLEX. 
You can choose to play as either 
the invading Martians, or as the 
puny humans - and for once in a 
strategy game, both sides aren't 
equal. Playing as the Humans is 
extremely tough, and it’s difficult 
not to get disheartened seeing all 
of your shiny new trucks and 
structures fall victim to the 
Tripods’ fatal Death Rays. Choose 
to play as the tri-limbular ones 
though, and there's no end of fun, 
stalking through the English 
countryside causing havoc. 

GRAPHICS 
Visually it's disappointing; The 
lights at night are atmospheric and 
the Red Weed is eerie, but the 
units are badly drawn and 
animated, while the scenery is 
basic. Look past the graphics and 
you'll find a game that’s got more 
deliciously subtle layers than a 
Vienetta. You'll be finding the finer 
points after weeks of play. It's not 
one for a beginner — if you like 
your realtime strategy simple 
and action-packed, you'd 
better wait for Tiberian Sun. 

Somewhat uniquely, the game is split into two different sections: the main map and the 
battle map. The latter is the Red Alert-style one, where the two sides scrap it out until 
only one’s left standing, while the main map allows you to position your units, research 
new weapons and move armies into different counties. 

We come in 
peace — 
honest!!! 

Jeff Wayne’s updated score and 
some gorgeous FMV and speech 
make WOTW a haunting experience. 

|__GAMCPLAY | 
Not as easily accessible as it could 
he, with a fiddly interface and tiny 
icons which can appear confusing. 

Ww 

The option to play as Martians and 
Humans mean there are two games 
in one. Should keep you going. 

  

- Dy Pyi r 

Battleships are the Human’s 
hardest bit of kit. Build ’em, then 
bombard your three-legged foes. 

CUaN 

Loading times hetween the 
overview and battle area screens 
are unnecessarily long. Snore. 
SS 6 

An initially complex strategy game 
that becomes huge fun after a little 
perseverance. Stick with it and it'll 
reward you in spades. 

Try Total Annihilation from GT. It’s 
faster-paced, with the emphasis on 
managing your resources weaponry.  
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Always 
losin 

and take to 
the slopes. 

  

EYES PEELED! 
Keep your eyes peeled 
when playing Pro Boarders 
— there are a host of short- 
cuts and alternate routes 
on the downhill courses. If 
you want to stay ahead, 
look out for odd-looking 
logs and breaks in trees. 

A 24) Points! But what exactly is an 
Offside Tail Grab 360° To Late Mute? 

33 teas es 
id MUAEeal Lass 
aT 

A You can tell how good we are at this 
from our humiliating two-digit score.   

> The remote camera 
view might be pretty, 
but it makes steering a 
hell of a lot trickier. 

V The two-player 
mode suffers from a 
terrible vertical split 
and not much to do. 

  

   

   If you’re a fan of staying 
awake watching TV 'til the 
wee hours, you'll 
recognise these 
characters as some of the 
hottest snowboarders 
from the ESPN X Games. 

EA has waved a wad of 
money and ‘pulled a FIFA’, 
securing the license to both the 
games themselves and eight 
champion ‘boarders. Trouble is, 
when it came to getting the actual 
game done, EA must've snapped 
the wallet shut, because X-Games 
Pro Boarder is a tad disappointing. 

GRAPHICS AUR PAG ts 

Take the courses, for example. 
Pro Boarder contains nine of 
them, each corresponding to one 
event, such as halfpipe, slalom or 
The Biggest Jump Of Your Life. 
They look authentic, with hills, 
trees and sponsorship boards 
lining each track, but they move 
jerkily and offer very little variation. 
Cool Boarders 3, by comparison, 

  

is packed full of different 
challenges and is as smooth as a 
proverbial baby’s bot. 

¥ 

‘ i 

There's no shortage of stunts to 
pull off - EA has managed to pack 
in a breathtaking 2000 of ‘em, and 
Pro Boarder's system for pulling 
off tricks is tongue-bitingly difficult, 
as box 1 explains. Steering itself, 
using the shoulder buttons for 
sharp turns is tricky, and you'll 
watch unhappily as opponents 
regularly sail off into the distance. 

Added to this are the 
characters themselves. They jump, 

  

TRICKY DICKY! 

twist and turn in a realistically 
gravity-defying manner, but don’t 
look or act anything like their real- 
life counterparts. The different 
boards can make a difference to 
play, but the characters only differ 
in costume and ‘special move’, 
making the money spent on their 
sponsorship seem a little 
pointless. There's still plenty in Pro 
Boarders to keep you occupied — 
including a host of short-cuts and 
alternate routes as box 2 shows. 
The stadium and halfpipe sections 
— where you're free to perfect 
your skills and thwack your own 
high-score — are enjoyable for a 
few hours, and the two-player 
mode is limited fun. But the 
ropiness of the graphics, the 
difficulty of the moves and the 
lack of anything to do after you've 
reached your limits in each 
challenge, make for a tedious 
experience. Stamping the letters 
E, S, P, N and X on your game 
isn't enough to make it a 
worthwhile purchase. (fr 

   

  

   

  

   
   

Performing the tricks is as difficult as trying to pronounce 
them. Following the compulsory stab of ®, the aim is to 
cram in a Tekken-style sequence of button-presses to make 
your boarder jive. Tricky, but worth points if you get it right. 

> This'll be the last time 
you'll see your near-perfect 
computer opponents. 

       
VED 4 Wu 7 

Snow, trees and the Foo Fighters , 
but jerky animation and dodgy 
camera angles let it down. 

| GAMeP LAY | 

Upsettingly difficult stunts and 
touchy controls, proceedings are 
just too annoying to be lasting fun. 

pelt v 

Only eight tracks, but the 
opportunity to beat your best score 
and the multi-player mode as well. 

Careering down the big ramp in the 
stadium, ready for the stunt 
performance of your life. 

Each character's little act when you 
select them. Air-guitaring with a 
snowhoard is not big or clever. 

It should be fast, funky and fun, but 
even with all the licenses under its 
helt, Pro Boarders isn’t authentic or 
easy enough to make it great 

You'll love Coo! Boarders 3. More 
tracks, smoother graphics and an 
hetter ‘feel’ — a far better het.  



Some days 
make you 
wish you 
never even 
bothered 
setting out 
of bed. Just 
ask the 

Iseless 
kuji... 

PlayStation 

A ‘Keh-shooooooo!’ Poor old Akuji. Keep 
him killing or else he gets all morose. 

HEARTLESS & 
TARTLESS... 

He’s got no heart and his 

bird is back home in 

Mamora. If Akuji’s to see 
her again he'll have to 

battle all manner of rather 
disturbing denizens of Hell. 

A Lovely statue that. Be nice in the 
garden. Slightly spooky eyes mind... 

A Ah, right. So it moves. Ak. \ 
demons are the stuff of Les’ dreams. 

VIEWED: WWEKU: 

  

Happy-go-lucky 
voodoo priest, 
Akuji, was 
minding his 

own business, marrying 

his beloved Kesho. At the 
point when the priest 
does his ‘if anyone 
objects to this union’ bit, 

up steps Akuji’s brother, 
Orad, who proceeds to 
murder the groom and 
tear out his heart... and 
then sends him to Hell. 
Not entirely pleasant at 
the best of times. 

In order to exact revenge on 

his evil sibling, Akuji must locate 
the spirits of his ancestors and 
use their power to break the 
barriers between 
Hell and his 

homeworld, 
Mamora. 

Fancy a 
haircut, 

mate? 

PLAYSTATION    : NOW 

The action takes place in a 3D 
world, similar in many ways to 
Tomb Raider. You can run about, 
jump, cast spells and slash 
Wolverine-style with your 
retractable claws. But far from 
being another Tomb Raider clone, 
Akuji is, at heart (sorry), an 
action/adventure affair. Primarily 
viewed from a third-person 
perspective, a quick stab of a 
shoulder button switches to first- 
person, essential for accurate 
deployment of magic spells. Unlike 
Tomb Raider, the control system 
feels natural almost immediately, 
thanks mainly to the ease at which 
the camera can be manipulated. 

GRAPHICS 
Akuji manages to create a 
convincingly spooky voodoo 

atmosphere, without really , 
eeeeeeeeeoeeeed 

L: 0181 636 3000    £39.99 
PLAYERS: 1 

pushing the PlayStation to its 
limits. Cut-scenes occur between 
levels, usually involving new 
orders from your guide to the 
underworld and general man about 
the morgue, Baron Samedi. 
Retrieving enough of your 
ancestors’ souls from a particular 
level pleases the Baron no end, 
and he'll reward you by opening 
up the doors to further vestibules 
of torment for you to explore. 

a SOUND 
This is where Akuji The Heartless 
really excels. The atmospheric 
score sets the scene perfectly, 
with Haitian-style tribal drumming 
and chanting so effective that 
you'll get spooked even when 
you're not looking at the telly. Left 
to his own devices for a moment, 
Akuji will raise his arms and 
scream “Keh-shooooooo!”. She 
must be a really special lady. The 
poor fella's absolutely stricken. 

Akuji The Heartless is one of 
those games that could easily be 
overlooked; it has neither the 
depth of Tomb Raider nor the 
originality of Metal Gear Solid. 
What it does have, however, is 
atmosphere, style and most 
importantly, playability. And at the 
end of the day, as Noel 
Edmonds would say, that’s 
what counts. Time for NTV..! 

HORERY ROKER? 
As well as his well-honed hacking and slashing skills, 

Akuji is a dab-hand at casting magical spells. He knows 
11 in all, and here’s two of his finest. Tada! 

  

Looks good, sounds fantastic. A 
more fitting soundtrack there has 
never heen. Voodoo hoodoo! 

A lovely control system, coupled 
with some frantic action and 
interesting puzzles. A joy to play. 

owe 

Not the higgest game of all time. 
Plenty of replay value though, due 
to all the secrets and honus items. 

  

5 Dae : 
i r : r 

Running rings around a legless 
zombie, giggling like a schoolgirl 
who's just found love. Mmm-mmm. 

ae gee s% 

Having no heart! Being in Hell isn’t 
exactly a barrel of laughs either. 
It’s all a hit serious really. 

4You think you're tough? Ha! I'll freeze 
you with my capture spell, then I'll turn 
you into dog food! Sniketty-snik! Where else can you have this much 

fun whilst heing undead? Great fun 
to play, though not exactly original 
by any means. 

> These 
guided spirit- 
skulls are 
splendid. You 
dont even 

; ; have to aim 

oe a just let “em go 

A Snik-snik! Akuji’s brief stint as a and laugh at 
trainee hairdresser ended in tears. your soon-to- 

fran atlas try any of the Tomb Raider series, or 
if the platform jumpy bits did it for 
you, try the likes of Gex. 

  
> While not seriously taxing, the puzzles 
are occasionally a bit clever.  
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Even bearing in mind 
that this is aimed at 
young kids, it’s still a 
very large pile of 
steaming cack. 

   
     

~ It looks promising but the gameplay 
_ lacks any real depth. Performing 

_ those all-important stunts is 
~ nothing short of a nightmare. 

   

  

   

     
   

   

   
    

    

   
   

FORMAT REVIEWED: PC PRICE: 

GET MED! : 
fhe way to judge sade a 

Z 2 sSic is by the 
: salaper 

} same idea. On 

‘ia then Gauntlet is an ¢ 

FORMAT REVIEWED: PC PRICE: £39.99 © OUT: NOW 

WORLD WAR 2 
FIGHT YS 
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nding off 
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   famil 
somebody's 
got a nerve!    
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leless rip-off.    
    

   

    

   

  

Finds the balance between having | 
more than enough to satisfy sim 
fans while also having accessibility 
for complete novices. Chipper. 

It doesn’t exactly contain much in 
the way of original ideas... This 
shoddy imitation is not something 

: that should he encouraged.     

  

  
    

    

   

STREAK PSX 71% 
Ser —_BOLONY WARS VENGEANCE” "PSX 85% 

x KQ: MASK OF ETERNITY PC 87% 

  

  

  

PSYBADEK PSX 59% 

PSX 42%



  

     

Each game has a ‘classic’ mode 
(replicating the original) and ‘modem’ 
mode (with updated graphics), although 
the gameplay is virtually the same on both 
versions. The ‘classic’ versions have only 
been included for hardcore retro-heads as 
they feature incredibly crude graphics. All 
five games are variations on the theme of 
either dodging or catching stuff that is 
being bunged in your direction. Donkey 
Kong is the best of the bunch simply 
because there’s more to it. Some people 
seem to love this kind of thing but there's 
no depth to the games — unless you're a 
hardened Game & Watcher you'd be 
better off spending that hard-eamed 
wonga on one good game as opposed to 
a compilation of five rather tedious ones. 

la
} 
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e 
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> Its business as 
usual, except that 
now it's in amazing 
technicolour... 

If you've got a Game Boy Colour and 
don’t alreatly own a copy of Tetris 
then this is an absolutely essential 
purchase. It’s the law. 

A neat alternative to shooters and 
fighters but this mish-mash doesn’t 
offer much in the way of long term 
satisfaction. Needs more to it. 

RORUFOUSSTHEIGEGIN NING RARE aeS O73 

UNHOLY WAR PSX 77% 

BRIAN LARA CRICKET 93. = PSX = 85% 
+ RSS ae 

POCA SINT RIGICARS 
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An (STARSHOT SPACE CIRCUS -NG4: 67% 
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Putt amr or 
EEzerrns > J 

SUP ER 

Nintendo's Game Boy doesn’t 
really lend Itself to gt ito 
amazing racing games but this 
Is a decent ih effort. 

There are only three other cars in 
each race (you need to come third to 
qualify) and each of the 24 circuits are 
fairly basic, with only the variety of power- 
ups to liven things up (the Micro 
Machines-style bombs are especially fun). 

The cars are supposedly of the radio- 
controlled variety so it's just a matter of 
keeping your finger on the accelerator 
button and trying to take the 

460 on son, 
2 — him 

Fo down the 
inside lane, 

& that’ it! 

a 

PRO-AMN 

  

345 

comers as tightly as possible while 
avoiding the numerous oil spills. There's 
no real feeling of a although, as you 
progress falatt the tracks, you can 
collect icons that give you more powerful 
motors and better tyres. 

Irritatingly, every time that you go 
round a comer it produces a sound like a 
Laspgeatp Dalek (it's supposed to sound 

‘e you're skidding) but you can always 
just tum the volume down... 

It’s rather limited but still quite a 
good laugh and definitely worth a 
look if you're after a bit of frantic 
portable racing action. 
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Hye ORLD |} 
ADVER 
He whisties, he farts and he 
saves the Mudokons. Guide him 

the maze of traps and 
platforms In the Paramonium 
Temple, find the levers to light 
the fllnts and save the slaves. 

Nifty finger-work combined with 
lateral thinking is the order of the day 
here. Each part of the game consists of a 
different puzzle — how to get to a lever, 
how to make it past an enemy, how to 
reach a platform and so on — combined 
with traditional platform pursuits such as 
avoiding falling rocks and leaping 
over gaps. Trying to work out each bit can 
be frustrating but if you have patience and 
are after a platformer that requires a bit of 
thinking then Oddworld won't disappoint. 

i) Gain FI 98 
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A Leaping, jumping, sneaking, talking, running, 
farting, shrugging — Abe can do it all! 

<4 Let's face 
~ it folks he 

always was 
something of 
an ugly 
critter but 
we still love 
him. Bless! 

    

      
    

         

        

   

        

     It can feel like an endurance test at 
times, but it is a rewarding puzzle 
game crossed with a platformer — if 
you've got the patience of a saint. 
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= 3 feat 

It’s hard to fathom what the t The OTT gameplay and array of 
_ developers were thinking of really. cattle al, 4 characters and options make this a 
_ If you wanna get your rocks off, OOS yo great laugh Cand value). One you'll 
~ you'll have to look elsewhere... { oe oe z keep coming back to. 

FORMAT REVIEWED: PLAYSTATION © PRICE: £39.99 © OUT: NOW ji FORMAT REVIEWED: PLAYSTATION © PRICE: £39.99 © OUT: NOW 

SENSIBLE NGA ve! oD» 
SOCCER tt oN 

sRawn 0-0 ostend (S) 66) 

MCCARTY, 
“ 

Considering how good PlayStation A decent sim with plenty of 
footie games get, this is an different options to choose from, 
abomination — crude in every way. a ay Ae ee eT though you'll need to be a fan of the 
Definitely one to avoid. m= bt Ri cw Ash, th, ee Te Y sport to fully appreciate it. 

   



COMING SOON FROM THE 
MAKERS OF 

The Legend of 

Ocarina of Time 

  
GOT THE GAME? GET THE GUIDE. 

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION 
ON SALE 10 FEBRUARY 1999
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The ever popular FIFA series continues its [oA of the football genre 
with this latest installment (also available on the PC). For a change, the 
latest FIFA is actually a step on from the previous games, banishing the 
memories of all those tacky and pointless follow-ups once and for all (well, 
let's hope so). Top football action. We reckon that the FIFA '99 vs ISS Pro 
debate will rage for many months to come. 
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Quite simply the most breath-taking game of the year on the N64. The first 
RPG for Nintendo fans and one that will keep you playing for weeks. 
Gorgeous graphics, an immersive plot and the kind of gameplay that will 
send most developers scuttling back to their drawing boards to change what 
they're beavering away at. The kind of videogaming magic that only happens 
once or twice a year. Zelda is THE must have game for N64 owners. 

Crash Bandicost 3 

  

fom Raidar 3 

EAE lel 
ig] Christmas wouldn't be Christmas 

without a bit of Lara, would it? 

J-ially 
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FORMAT: 

ANVENUINE! 
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fain Top rally action that has only been 

' = bettered r Colin McRae. 

Brian Lara Cricket 
eal 

© | Hardly the most seasonal of sports| 
“@e| games but this is still great. 

nig 's aa hero is back 
with more arcade puzzle action. 

   

    

   
   

4 PSX Po\Po Roll 

Ga PALE MOTB TETS) 
s PSX Coo) Boarders 3 

we. BE aria, 

GB Dragon Ouest 
Poe ibenpunanne 

PSX K-1 GrandiPrix 58 
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A real pada bonanza bumper 
Son Top racing fun. 

oye 0 the Dragon 
>, |PRICE: ' po oa | 

= burns out and fades away 
from the top spot. 
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MElal realy ar Solid 
hina age 

G PSX — Ridge Racer 4 
PeMect Dann 

Silent Hill 

WWE ATtTOOE: 
10 PSX Tomb Raider 4 

ae HOWSTO 
For the first time, an N64 game 
dominates charts around the world 
simultaneously! If you don’t want 
to play this, you’re probably dead. 

ME} ti 

gger, better and more impressive! 
than any other racer. 

PSX 

    
Send us your three gaming desires 
on a postcard and we'll update 
GM's Most Wanted each issue... 
Most Wanted, GamesMaster 
Magazine, Future Publishing, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 

OBscuRe 
FACTS 

Kept off the top of the charts by 
the mighty Zelda, but Konami's 
suspense thriller is proving no 
slouch when it comes to picking 
up the sales over Christmas. 

Iwisten Metal\s 
DAVY APY INEYENPE! 
WoW / NWO fevenge 

POKEMON Be 

  

In the weeks 
leading up to 
Christmas, Sony 
have managed to 

   
    

  

NBA Live 99 
PAS PANUICDD Las; 

NFL OBE 99 
POKEMON EL 

move over 130,000 PlayStations per 

    

  

week off the shelves and under 
Christmas trees all over the UK. 
Who said that sales of PlayStation 
were slowing down?     



his issue we ve decided to change Out Now. Rather than repeating what we ve said in previous issues, 
we want you to have your say. What are you playing at the moment? Why's it so bleeding good. Here 

we hear from five readers and what's currently spinning in their drives/slipping in their slots... 

WoW /NWO hel lenge 
FORMAT 

1 recently bought 
WCW/NWO on the N64. I 
purchased it because |! 

- really enjoyed the first 
game and the hype 
surrounding this was 
far too much for me to 
take in, so I went out 

\ Chen and spent some cash. I 

A “ot, amt, get oe me! Get off me 
this instant, Sebastian!” 

> “Grrr... bwimey! | fwighten 
myself sometimes, you know...” 

| must say, from what I 
| have played, this really 

| is one classic game and 
| 1 have really enjoyed it 
so far. 

A great option in the game is 
the way you can wrestle for 

| belts, because you can take a 
| different wrestler through all the 

time to try and win one of five 
belts. If you get bored of one 
wrestler being champ after a 
while, then take another one 
through. Top stuff. 

The best bit | have ‘endured’ 
so far, has got to be the 40 man 
Battle Royal. This involves four 
wrestlers in the ring, and each 
time one submits, gets thrown 
out of the ring etc, another 
wrestler comes straight into the 
ring to carry on the fight. This is a 
really good option and lasts, on 
average, 40 minutes. This has to 
be the best option in the game. 

Another fun little add-on to 
the game is the managers who 

atl 2% 

accompany their wrestler to the 
ring. You can go over and 
pummel the living daylights out of 
them! Well, | though it was fun... 
Some of the moves you can pull 
off are pretty funny too — Hulk 
Hogan's ‘begging for mercy’ one 
is really funny when you get it 
working properly. 

This game is bags of fun, 
and | can’t even stand all that 
crap acting the wrestlers do on 
TV. This has to be alongside 
Zelda and Turok 2 as an N64 
must-play. Get it in. 

  

Far too easy to 
complete, and despite 

all the character moves, you just 
don’t get that wrestling 
buzz like Warzone.  



OUT NOW IF YOU STILL HAVEN'T PLAYED THEM YET, SELL YOUR 

arama ace 249) [ovat 4 \ | ‘ Station | FROM: SONY | — 
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Breathtaking and nerve- New surprises and 
shredding, genuinely brilliant graphics and 

Sy tense gameplay that leaves you gameplay await you with every 
S| aching for more. turn. Climb on board and 

enjoy the ride of your 

  

The greatest movie 
license of all time, and 

one of the best games you'll 
play for ages. 

   



  

Cat least a 

mpire’s life stock}! 
_ First, a bit about the game 

details. There are eight 
characters to choose from — 
Bullzeye, Soapo, Delta, 
Minatek, Zipperhead, 
Psychoclown, Sabotage and 
Purge. They all have a firing 
weapon, not just a gun. They 

have about 20 moves each and 

FORMAT 

an arena throw. You can even 
throw them into lava (no, that 
doesn't read Lara. Shame, that...). 
There’s an Arcade mode, Survival 
mode, Team Battle mode, a 
Practice bit for beginners and a 
US mode. They all have a ‘freak 
classification’ except Sabotage 
whose is unknown. There are two 
final bosses too, Clonus and 
Mutilator. Clonus is a clone of you 
and Mutilator is about ten times 
the size of you. 

I've completed the 
game now, but 
through an easy, 
secret way (the 
game also gives 
you plenty of hints, but it's best to 
turn them off as it can get quite 
annoying). My favourite bit is 
when Bullzeye shoots the screen 
and you can see the bullet holes 

Other ‘older’ people will 
probably enjoy it but it will 
eventually get slightly boring and 
won't light your fire any more. But 

z 

A Do you agree with Kane? Or do you 
think the Freaks stinks? Let us know...   

Basically you've got to 
buy it. It's that simple. 

You own a PlayStation — you buy 
Final Fantasy 7. 

   
   

  

    

  

KIDNEYS TO PLAY ZELDA (N64), HALF-LIFE (PC) AND TOMB RAIDER 3 (PSX) OUT NOW 

y 

A The N64's currently a bit of a 
weakling in the beat-em-up battle. 

if you're looking for a good, 
honest beat-em-up, here you 
go! Except for Mortal Kombat 
4, | reckon this is the best 3D 
fighting game on the N64. 

& 

It’s fun and comes 
across as more of a 

beginner's heat-em-up than a 
master thumper. 

    



           

  

THE PAD-POUNDING PRIMATCS HeRE... 
So, youre after a swanky new controller but can't decide which one to go 
for. There's only one thing for it — take heed of everybody's favourite 
hyperactive ape... the Grip Chimp! 

DRCAMCAST OF; 
DREAMCAST 
CONTROLLER | 
You've read about the games 
but what's the controller 
like? The main innovation is 
the incorporation of the 

       
   

   

    

    

    
   

      

     AND THE RCST... — 

  

     

  

     

    

    
    
   
   
    

    

     

    
   

      

   
   
   

  

   VMS - a great idea, Gg foci. o though if you're using a 
N64 STEERING W; ‘ 

        

pag without one, it's a 
it light and hollow. It 

has a couple of buttons 
less than youd expect 
and your fingers are 
constantly resting on 
the two trigger 
buttons, which can 
be a bit of a hassle 
on a game like 
Virtua Fighter 3, 
where they're used 
to change the 
viewpoint. 
The analogue stick 
is a little bit too far 
up in the corner 
and, bizarrely, to 
accommodate the 
VMS slots, the 
cable comes out of 
the front of the pad 
and then threads back 
underneath. It's tougher 
than it looks though — 
we've already dropped ours on the 
floor a couple of times and haven't 
noticed any ill effects. Yet. 

    
   

\ One of the better N64 > « 
@ wheels doing the rounds, ames 

s this one. It's got a 
: classy, understated 

look to it and a very 
3 pleasing turning action 
SX indeed. There's a 

rumble effect, 
programmable pedals, 
adjustable steering 
sensitivity, just the right 
level of resistance and 

(always important this) all the 
buttons are easily accessible. 
Hurrah! A winning wheel! 

GAMESTER 
0171 3233340 
£59.99 

  

    
   

  

   

  

   
   
   

   

    

   

    

  

   
   
   

  

   
   

  

   

   
   

      

   

    

   
   

   

  

       

  

    

   
   

  

   

    

   
     

PSS COMPCTITION 
PSX CONTROLLER ee 

] Ugly pad! Those LEDs (they tell 
you which fire button you've    

      

   

  

       

       

     

  

     

    

   

    

selected for auto-fire) make it 
IMPORT (PROJECT K) resemble a bug-eyed monster. 

0181 508 1328 Useful if you've got the memory- 
£29.99 span of a goldfish, otherwise ‘tis 

    
   

nothing special at all. 

POWER PLAY 
01457 876705 
£12.99 

ve Pa “453 >) = ea! | 

nd Si wWill 

  

The pad is fine on all the games we’ve tried out on the Dreamcast so far - 
with the exception of Virtua Fighter 3. Frankly, it’s a bit awkward and if 
you're after lightning-fast combos, you'll be needing a lovely arcade stick... 

  

   

    

   

  

     

   

   

    
   
   
    

   
   
   

  

           BARRACUDA 2 
PSX CONTROLLER 
The sort of pad that has brains over looks, 
it features full programmability, auto-fire 
and has the rather useful ability to 
play digital-only games in analogue. 
The shoulder buttons stick out at 
a funny angle though and the 
analogue controllers don't have 
half as smooth an action as 
the Sony pad. Shame. 

INTERACT 
0161 7025000 
£19.99 . s 

RIVAL SCHOOIS | - ~~ : | APOCALYPSe 

(Mayas 

             

   

  

       
    
    

   
    

    

   

   
Along with the usual dual shock 
and auto-fire functions, the tops 
of the sticks are removable, with 
four alternative controllers 
supplied — a disc, joystick, paddle and 

stirrup. Clever, if a tad pointless. It has a reassuringly 
solid feel but the D-pad and fire buttons are far too close 

together, as are the sticks. Almost a good pad. 

   
   
   
   

    
   

  

    

  

      

   
     

    
   

  

There’re nothing particularly flashy about the Barracuda 2 (apart from the _ 
name, tps but it’s reliable and workman-like, important when you're in 
the middle of a serious bit of pad-pounding in a game like Rival Schools. Its 
got a nice bit of weight to it and the rumble action is particularly powerful. 

    
   

  

Actually, no. It certainly looks the part for playing a futuristic shooter such as 
| Apocalypse but when you're using both sticks at the same time you need a 
| larger gap between the two of them! As for the alternative sticks, they're 
| really plasticky and won't improve your gaming abilities whatsoever.    
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ON SALE "||: 
ERIN WiCSRESSS 

  
FREE! 4 DOUBLE- SIDED LINITTED 
EDITION ART 
rPriblrs 

RESERVE TOTAL FILM! 

Simply use scissors to cut out this bit of paper, fill it in (witha 
pen) and then give it to your local newsagent. Newsagents can 
be found in streets. 

     Dear Newsagent: Jota! Film is available from your local wholesaler.    



Time to plug those 
rechargeable batteries in, 
hecause have we got some 

new toys for you... 

      

   

   

        

   

   

      

   
   

        

     

    

                                

    
   

            

DANCING BAB) 
If you're a fan of Ally McBeal, this will probably mean Ji TT re} SG s ? BAL L 
something to you. If not, you'll be as bemused (and, 

  

quite frankly, disturbed) by this oddity of a toy as we ‘Motorised bouncing crazy ball! It 
were (although, for some reason, Les appears to shakes, it bounces, it wiggles!’ 
have taken a particular liking to it). As it says on the Put it on a flat surface, switch it 
box, ‘The original Dancing Baby’ (you mean to say on and it does, indeed, shake, 
there are third-party Dancing Babies out there?!) bounce and wiggle. And that’s 
grooves to ‘Hooked on a Feeling.’ Hit the play it. You're not meant to throw 

button and a chant of “Ooga-chaka!” starts up, or drop it as this will damage the 
while the baby itself (is it a boy? Is it a girl? motor, so after you've watched it 
Nobody knows!) wiggles around a bit (you shake its thang for about two minutes 
couldn't really call it dancing to be honest). there's not much else to do 
Very very strange. It's a good stress reliever __ with it apart from put it away. It'll 
though (just ask Les)... { probably scare the pants off your 

\ Price £19.99 from Ideal \ dou i your dog has pants on in 
Available from toy shops or \ Prise £4.89" that is). 
call: 0116 2641400 ; 

\ Available from Snooks of Bath: 
\ 01225 464914 and all good 
\ toy shops — 

—+y a 4 uA BAe 
FISHING GAME 
The thing about fishing is that you have to 
spend all day sitting in the cold and the damp 
at the edge of a river, with only a jar of 
maggots and a Thermos flask for company. 
Somehow, the ‘excitement’ of making a catch 
just doesn't seem worth it. Nope, if catching 
fish is your thing, you're far better off going 
for this colourful (if rather tacky) fishing game. 
You can play while sitting on the sofa (as 
opposed to one of those weeny fishing 
stools) and if you don't catch anything, at 
least you haven't wasted a whole day freezing 
your ‘nads off! Be warned though - it's 
impossibly difficult and you may end up 
chucking it across the room with frustration... 

Price £6.99 from Peterkin 
Available from toy shops or 
call: 0116 2543645 

  

   

POWERED UP! 
More kindergarten-antics from the GM crew 

this month as work stops when the latest 

batch of toys arrives. Ollie has his hands full, 
Cathy's getting all broody and Les has got 

his hands on a metal monster of destruction! 

112 i): ~= FEBRUARY 1999 
 



   

   
   
    

  

   

  

   

                

    

                      

   

   

a @ un FOLD-TeCH 
= 4 "@ 4 u r i 

TALKING PHONE 
Apparently ‘The World's Smallest Portable 
Phone.’ Hmmm, we're not entirely sure about 
that, but it does have the advantage of being 
dirt cheap; there's no connection fee; no line 
rental and you don't even have to pay for Price £7.99 from Champion HGL 
making calls! Of course, you can't actually A 4 meling call CF ace Available from Snooks of Bath: 01225 464914 and all 
agree, that’s just a minor quibble. It does, good toy shops 
however, feature 19 buttons each of which, 
when pressed, plays a different tune or 
message such as; “Information, may | help 
you?” and, “Operator!” in a whiny, 
indecipherable American accent. Nice. 

Price £1.99 from GSD 
Available from toy shops 
or call: 01442 
236060 

Price: £19.99 from V-Tech 
Available from Argos or call: 01235 546810 

LASER COMMAND 
If your thirst for realistic shoot-em-up action still isn't quenched by pure 
videogaming, then Laser Command is probably one of the more advisable 
ways of satisfying your needs. You and a pal both strap on one of these ‘ere 
chest targets and, suitably armed with the rather sleek ‘n’ stylish infra-red 
pistols (which can fire a beam over 120 feet), you can charge round 
shooting one another to your heart's content. You may feel a little foolish 

wearing what appears to be a cross between a bib and an oversize 
bicycle lamp, but it certainly makes for a better 

laugh than hide and seek. 

Price £26.99 from 
Matheson Distribution 

Available from toy shops or 
call: 01625 575600 

  

   

  

   

We're not quite sure about what happened to Robot King | (maybe he’s 
gone to robot heaven). Anyway, switch on King 2 (it's called Zadak, 
apparently) and it'll make a hell of a racket, flash its lights at you, spin 
round and, every so often, take a few hesitant steps forward, like a baby 
learning to walk. Mysteriously, it has ‘888’ etched on the front but we're 
pretty sure that it doesn’t receive Teletext. 

a a) EY a! 12s A DMAE 
L OSMi te CHAR GER 

It looks like something out of a really dodgy ‘60s sci- ; 
fi series where everyone thought that by 2000 we'd 
all be wearing clothes made out of tin foil, having to 
battle the daily threat of an evil alien menace, while 
living in space stations as big as planets. Not 
surprisingly then, when you pull the trigger it makes 
one of about six different incredibly cheesy zapping 
noises. It's very loud and piercing and is guaranteed to 

  

BATTLESHIP 
COMMAND ~ 

Now this is a bit more to our liking (old-fashioned 
traditionalists that we are). Basically, it's Battleships 

(obviously) with the added advantage of having some 
rather loud sound effects — so loud, in fact, that we 

even had complaints from the office next to us 
when we spent the afternoon playing — ahem — 
testing it. 
missile flying through the air (you have to use 
your imagination for that one) and, when a ship 
sinks, there's a highly amusing “glug, glug, 

glug.” If any of us play much more of this game, 
we'll have such superb tactical skills that we'll be 

asked to command the next naval task force. Probably. 

BATTERY POWERED     
    
      
   

  
 

  
 

            

  
 

  

   

    

  
 

                    

  
 

   

                                

    

annoy everybody in your house (and 
probably the entire street). 

Price £5.50 from Angel Toys 
Available from toy shops or 

call: 0181 8030033 

    
   

      

    

  

   

  

he best ones are the sound of a 

a "? ADOT 
COOL CLIMBER 

Another nippy little car from Nikko, this one 
looks as if it's off for a day trip up the Rocky 
Mountains or some other equally-rugged 
off-road ‘terrain’ (as those outdoor types 
probably call it). It's got decent size 
tyres so, despite its lightweight 
status, you could probably get it over 
some pretty decent bumps and it 
also has a large bullbar on the 
front — essential if you're as cack 
at controlling these sort of things 
as we are. 

Price £24.95 from Nikko 
Available from toy 
shops or call: 
01707 377771 
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YOUR GUIDe TO THe BEST IN ON-LINC CNTCRTAINMENT. LETS SURF... 

What's it about? 
Everything you could 
possibly want to know (as 
well as some stuff that you 
probably don’t!) about the 
mighty Konami and its 
games. Originally a 
manufacturer of amusement 

machines, Konami has now also 
become one of the most 
important developers in the 
world, with games such as the 
Metal Gear Solid, Castlevania 
and Silent Hill under its belt. 

What's on there? 
It's the usual mix of news, 
screenshots, background info on 
the company, cheats and tips. 
The tips pages are particularly 
tidy — they even include hints for 
their old NES games. You can 
join the mailing list to receive 
updates on new games and 
there's even a comprehensive 
contact list of addresses and 
phone numbers. Nice 

What's it like? 
It's easy to navigate your way 
round and although it’s a bit bare 
on the graphics front, this does 
mean that it doesn’t take long to 

Spe DOWN 
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KONAMI News % 
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download pages. A lot of the 
information is very concise to 
say the least, with pages on 
forthcoming games often 
consisting only of a release date 
and details of what format it’s on. 
Sparse? Yup, a little. 
Best hit? 
The hints and tips — there's 
something on almost all recent 
(and not so recent) Konami titles 
and for a few games (such as 
Metal Gear Solid) there's an 
invaluable FAQ section. 
Worst bit? 
It's a touch bland-looking and 
could do with more visuals and 
graphics to spice it up 

Typical Quote: 
“Whatever you do, don't go into 
this town! Unfortunately for 
Harry Mason, that advice is too 
late. After a near fatal car crash 

amePemTop 10 
OADS | 
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on the edge of town, his 
daughter Chery! has disappeared 
into the night. Waking from a 
disturbing crash-induced 
nightmare, Harry finds the town 
almost deserted and a young 
motorcycle cop, Cybil, watching 
over him, Cybil is here to find 
out what happened to the town's 
folk. But is she a friend or 
something much worse? So 
begins the mystery of Silent Hill. 
Immersing players in a haunting 
world of demons and dark, 
demonic imagery, Silent Hill will 
set pulses racing around the 
world. Prepare to be shocked. 

http://www.gamepen.com/top10/ 
A subsection of the main 
GamePen web site, this is 
deserving of a mention in itself. 
We're not too sure how frequently 
it's updated but the last time we 
checked you could download 
demos of, among others, Delta 
Force, Heretic 2, Powerslide and 
Carmageddon 2. Not bad. 

Of course, the top 10 
‘ranking’ is actually pretty 
meaningless, even to the extent 
that there's a disclaimer admitting 
that a game's position on the list is 
entirely at random! Still, download 
one game and (if you've got the 
patience or a very powerful 
computer — or both) you'll no doubt 
want to download them all, so it 
matters not. It's a shame that the 
list isn't longer and we're a bit 
stumped at what the criteria is for 
including a game but as always, 
phone bills aside, it's free damn it! 

HOT L 
Imagine Games Network 
http://www.gameplayers.com/#TOP 

The sort of site you could spend 
ages trawling through, not only 
because there's simply so much 
information here but because it's 
well presented and clearly written 
(something that lets down so 
many Web sites). It's pleasantly 
easy on the eye, the reviews are 

{ [GAMES)]NWETWORK: r) 
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“36K modem SP 

thorough and there are plenty of 
screenshots too. The focus is on 
PC, PSX, N64 and Dreamcast 
titles, with huge sections on each. 
The site also seems to be 
refreshingly free of wild 
speculation, stating when a 
rumour is just that. 

GamePen 
http://www.gamepen.com/ 
The teeny weeny-sized text gives 
it away — GamePen is an 
absolutely blinkin’ heaving web 

site. Although it offers its fair 
share of multi-format gaming 
news, there's a greater emphasis 
on in-depth features, columns, 
articles and even journals. There 
are loads of ‘departments’ and 
sub-pages, including a MAJOR 
cheats section that covers PC, 
PSX, N64 and Saturn titles. You 
could immerse yourself in this 
site for hours. There are plenty 

of screenshots to split it all up 
but the text is so small it'll 
probably give you a headache if 
you spend too long reading it! But 
for hardcore gamers, this is well 
worth a regular look. 

} 

Your mother probably warned 
you against it but there’s 
nothing better than a good old 
hit of gossip-mongering. And 
where better to indulge than in 
the crazy free-for-all that is the 
Internet. Here’s what's doing 
the rounds at the moment... 

“PC: Volition boss Mike Kulas 
has made a strong hint that 
FreeSpace 2 will not be the end 
of the series. It seems that 
FreeSpace 3 is on the cards. 
‘About the time we're finishing 
FS2, we'll be thinking about what 
FS3 should be,’ said Kulas. ‘It   
will probably be on a longer news/news.html 

  

  

Absolute PlayStation 
International 
http://www.absolute- 
playstation.com/ 
A no-frills US-based site, this one. 
It's updated every weekday and 
boasts over 1.5 million accesses 
per month (it's up to you how 

large a pinch of salt you take that 
with). There's not much in the way 
of pretty pictures but despite the 
emphasis on content over looks 
it's very clearly designed and it's 
dead quick to find what you're 
looking for. There are so many 
previews and reviews it's enough 
to put most other similar sites to 
shame but the best bits by far are 
the mammoth lists of cheats and 
walkthroughs. The people that put 
this together are obviously 
passionate about PlayStationing 
and although it's aimed primarily at 
the American market you'll still 
find it one of the most invaluable 
PSX resources on the Net. 

Arcade Maniac 
http://www.nw.com.au/~rodrigu 
e/arcade/arcade.htm 
This site only really consists of 
two sections; one for emulators of 
arcade classics, the other 
consisting of links to other similar 
pages. But there's no faulting 
either. From the dozens of links 
you should be able to find 
emulators and info on just about 
any arcade classic you can think 

Kresitellpite: 

of. That's if it's not in Arcade 
Maniac already — it has emulators 
for a staggering number of titles, 
even offering alternate versions 
for some. Next to each title is a 
small screenshot just to give you 
an idea of what you're letting 
yourself in for! 

development cycle than FS2 and 
I'm sure we'll try to add some 
very innovative things. What those 
are, | have no idea. The space sim 
genre is relatively unexplored.’” 
http://www.fgnonline.com/ 

“An announcement that is sure to 
catch Sony's attention, it seems 
that a company has been able to 
make PSX games work on Apple 
G3s via software. Connectix Corp 
today announced the release of 
Connectix Virtual Game Station, a 
software program that enable 
many popular Playstation games 
to run on G3 Macintosh 
computers.” 
http://www.psxnation.com/  
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reviewed plus a free calendar 

        

     Do we know what you issue... A 90) We've finished How to heat Gruntilda, 
#76) want to read or what! dit massive review of 74 so this is THE 73 goodness. and get those Jiggies 

reviewed along with in full bloodthirsty detail and big preview to read. A massive There's a massive preview of and Jingos on . First 
and and loads news on guide, , the new Gan shots of and we give 

more. As for freebies... gets tipped to submission and there's news on Dreamcast releases and free and for you all the information on the 
poster and supplement!  afab freebie! HEDZ cards... Dreamcast and more HEDZ cards! in our special guide. 
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AMUSEMENT PARK 

CART BOOT SALE! 
Right then me auld cheddars, with Christmas well and truly out the way, Aunite Beryl l be none the wiser if you 
sell on her lovingly wrapped pressie for some wedge in yer pocket, and score a game you really want. Bless her! 

GAMES FOR SALE 
Games for sale, Final Fantasy 7 
(£30), Abe's Oddysee (£20), 
Theme Hospital (£25), Mortal 

Kombat Trilogy (£7), Resident Evil 
(£10), Command & Conquer (£7). 
All PSX. No offers. 

Steve Hodgson 01705 611512 

| would like to sell: Rise of the 
Robots (£10), Nigel Mansell's 

World Championship (£9), Mortal 
Kombat (£11.50). All SNES. 

Aden Robertson 01793 431802 

Magic Carpet Plus (£5), 
Independence Day (£12), Geoff 
Hamiltons 3D Garden Design. 
All PC CD. . 
Lesley McCarraher 01980 842607 

PC games for sale: Doom 2 (£10), 
Carmageddon (£5). 
Ryan Platt 01978 266388 

Tomb Raider 2—£25. Moto Racer 
(£10), Worms (£10), Alien Trilogy 

(£8), MK3 (£6), NASCAR 8 

(£7), Lemmings 3D (£7), 
Thunderhawk 2 (£5), 

Lone Soldier (£5), Rayman (£4). 
John Wilkinson, 28 Westfield Drive, 
Brookfield, Ribbleton, Preston, 
Lancashire, PR2 6TH 

Tomb Raitler 2 for sale. NTSC 
from America only £10. New. 
C Gray 0788 799 2602 

Total NBA ’97 (£23), Tunnel B1 
(£9), WWE In Your House (£16), 

Actua Soccer (£14), Tomb Raider 

(£16), Adidas Soccer (£14), 

Resident Evil (£17), Tekken (£14). 

All PSX. 
Ryan Docherty 01236 423569 

PlayStation Tomb Raider 2 £20. 
Free guide, call after 4pm 
weekdays, all-day weekends. 

Jamie Collyer 01932 352256 

Hi PlayStation fanatics. | would like 
to find a second hand game of 

Mortal Kombat 3 and X-Men 

Children Of The Atom on PSX. 

Thomas Yates 01767 651747 

Looking for two SNES games. 
Dragon and Cybernator. Call 
if you're interested. Has to be 

living around or near Ealing. 
Amit Khetia 0181 840 6853 

Old SS! games. Second Front & 
Western Front for PC, published 
around 1990. 

George Camphell 01847 802377 

GAMES T0 SWAP 
| would like to swap Oddworld - 
Abe's Oddysee and Rapid Racer 
for PlayStation. £10 each or swap 

for Grand Theft Auto. 
Adrian Peters 0171 736 5657 

| would like te swap Mortal Kombat 
2 for Mortal Kombat 3 on SNES. 
Aden Robertson 01793 431802 

Swap Banjo-Kazooie for |ISS'98, 
F-Zero X, All Star Baseball. 

Chris May 01273 231789 

Worms for PlayStation. Swap for 
Crash Bandicoot. 
Rupert Walker 01733 563757 

Check out my computer club. PC, 
PSX, N64, Saturn. I've got it all. 
Everything is totally free. To join, 
E-Mail me today. 

Ben Gait hen_gait@yahoo.com 

Fanzine offer. 
PDM, a PC disk fanzine is offering 
free demo disks. Send SAE to: 
Michael Raven, 17 Melton Fields, 
Brickyard Lane, North Ferriby, 
East Riding HU14 3HE 

If you have your own fanzine or 
wehsite send it in to GamesMaster! 

PENPALS 
Male or female penpal wanted. Aged 
13-15. | enjoy music, PlayStation, 
The Simpsons and The X-Files. 
Send photo if possible. 
Dean Murphy, 78 Bridgewater Rd, 
Walkden, Worlsey, 
Manchester M28 

Male or female penpal wanted. 
Any age (I'm 13). Please send a 
photograph if possible. Must like 
PlayStation and South Park and 
hate Saturns. 
PS, | love Lara Croft. 
Phil Ticker, 23 Bedhampton Hill, 
Bedhampton, Havant, 
Hampshire P09 3JN 

Male or female penpal wanted. 
Must be from 8-12. | am 10. 

People who love Sega and are 
Dreamcast mad preferred. 
Sam Frances, 40 Grenfall Road, 
Hereford, Englan HR1 2QR 

Penpal wanted. Age 12-14, 
someone with an N64, PSX 
or other console. Male penpal 
wanted, | don’t really want a 
female thanks. No offence. 
Lee Flethcer, Bk or 12A 
Normanton Springs Avenue, 
Woodhouse, Sheffield $13 7BB 

14 year old needs penpal. Aged 
13-15. Age isn’t important. 

Sex doesn't matter either. 
Please write, | want to hear 

from you!. 
Haitham Fattah, 39 Kane Place, 
Stonehouse, Scotland ML9 3NR 

1am a 17 year old Pakistani who 
loves playing and watching 

cricket, wrestling and PlayStation. 
Female penpals wanted aged 16+ 
E-Mail Rossa4life@hotmail.com 

    

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
Sega Saturn for sale. Really cheap. 
Three controllers and five games 
including Die Hard Trilogy and 
Virtua Cop 2. £65 — or will swap 
for N64. 

Matthew Dunne 0118 9668291. 

Roll up, roll up! Sega Saturn, 
two controllers, 15 games 
including Hardcore, Andretti 
Racing, Sega Rally, EWJ2, Steep 
Slope Sliders, Theme Park, 
Pandemonium, Bug, Thunderhawk 

2, Wipeout, Darklight Conflict, 
Virtua Fighter 2, Mystaria, 

Destruction Derby, Gex and 
Crimewave. £150. 

Craig Carter 0181 644 0197 

Sega Saturn, two joypads and 
nine games, plus a gun and two 
demo discs all yours for £110. 
Andrew Caira 0141 889 4198 

Sega Saturn. Two pads, real 
arcade gun, steering wheel, 
eight games including Sega Rally, 
Virtua Cop 2, Fighting Vipers, 

Alien Trilogy, plus one demo disc. 
Fred Gray 01422 844411 

SNES console for sale. |'ve got one 
controller and two games: Killer 
Instinct and Dragon, the Bruce 

Lee Story to sell (not boxed) 
to the first bidder. £50 ONO. 
Phillip Marsh 0161 477 7956 

Sell Sames, huy ones you ve always wanted, make some dosh out of that 
old console or find a GM penpal. its free with our new reader ads... 

  

! Got a frying pan to sell? Need a second-hand motor? Want to swap your council house? Well, you're in the wrong mag. Try Exchange & Mart, instead. Nope, this is the place to sell and 

1 Swap games, offload your old console, find a classic game, advertise your fanzine and make contact with other GM readers. And best of all, like sunshine and trees, it's completely free! 

  

Please write your ad in the boxes to the right using your clearest block capital handwriting. 

1 Keep one word to a box to save our eyesight. Remember to include either your address, 

| telephone number (with dialling code) or e-mail address so people can get in touch. 

Please put my ad in the following section (please tick) 

Simply write your ad on the form below (or use a photocopy if you don’t want to cut up your copy of GM) and we promise we'll print the ad in the earliest available issue. 

  —— 

  

  

  

    

  

  

              [Consoles For Sale [1 Fanzines 

\[]Games For Sale [Penpals Send your completed form to: 

I 
\[-]Games To Swap (1 Games Wanted 
1 
I 
I | THE RULES 
1 Listen here and listen good. We'll only print private ads. Trade ads will be escorted to the 

| door by a burly security man. Ads for pirate software aren't allowed and will result in you 

‘ doing chokey. If you're under 18 please get your parents’ permission before placing or 

i replying to ads and make sure you're allowed to include your home phone number. And 

! remember, we can’t be held responsible if some dodgy bloke cashes your cheque and 
| doesn’t send you the goods. 

  

Cart Boot Sale, GamesMaster, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW. 
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LARA GETS HER KIT ON! 
It’s been a long time coming but the 
multi-talented lass has finally got 
round to launching her very own range 
of clothing and accessories! To order 
phone 01525 381808... 

LOOK / 
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AMUSEMENT PARK 

This monster PC (a P233 no less) that’s been fitted 
with the amazing Voodoo 2 3DFX card that will make 
all those 3D games look just incredible. You'll also get 
your hands on a copy of the latest 3D Star Wars game, 
Rogue Squadron (reviewed on page 72).     i= FEBRUARY 1999



BIG COMPETITION #78 

  
= (> WHAT YOU'VE GOT To Do 

gen 

Here’s the question you have to answer: 

    

  

     

      
    
     

  

    

      

        

  

     
     

  

      

me 
77} + = Arg —_ 

Now either send in your answers to this = 
address or call 09062 501570 and leave your oo 
name and address. Calls will last no longer ~ 

  

than a minute and a half and will cost 50p 
per minute.” 

Big Competition #78, 
Amusement Park, GamesMaster, 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, 

Bath, BAl 2BW 

   
Closing date for entries is 1st March 1999. 
[he competition is not open to employees of 

Future Publishing, their families or friends. 

The judges decision is final. 
Winners will be announced in GamesMaster’s 

  

April issue out on FRIDAY 26TH MARCH. 
ee “FLEE EK fy * Plase get whoever pays your phone bill’s 

Cie Wa ee BE a * 4 Ie pe) Nes Salad ie a ala” \s permission first. 

rs 
» PC may vary from the model shown FEBRUARY 1999 pi



Tel: O1183 230 68007 
OPEN: beth ome decreed ance mony ee 

  

  

  
  

CTT) Canarernmm) Conmarerino—) Cae maveraTin 
BANJO KAZOOIE ALUNDRA CRASH BANDICOOT 3 CAPCOM GENERATIONS 

BODY HARVEST ‘ AZURE DREAMS G DARIUS 1, 2,3,4&5 
BOMBERMAN HERO .. . ‘ BRAVE FENCER MUSASHI MEDIEVIL BEATMANIA 2ND MIX 
BUST A MOVE 3 es BREATH OF FIRE 3 PSYBADEK FINAL FANTASY 8 
CONKER 64 BRIGADINE ee eee RIDGE RACER 4 DUKE NUKEM: TIME TO KILL FINAL FANTASY 7 a. RIVAL SCHOOLS ates TOMB RAIDER 3 FINAL FANTASY TACTICS STREETFIGHTER ZERO 3 F-ZERO X GRANSTREAM SAGA 
F1 WORLD GP KARTIA 

KINGS FIELD 2 
‘S. LUNAR: COMPLETE CAPCOM GENERATIONS 
ROGUE SQUADRON PARASITE EVE BUSHIDO BLADE 2 1,2,3,4&5 
SAN FRANCISCO RUSH 2 SAGA FRONTIER es COOL BOARDERS 3 COTTON BOOMERANG 
SE CERY GUERDRIVE TACTICS OGRE ae GUILTY GEAR MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH 

TAIL CONCERTO LUNAR - COMPLETE (US VERSION) 
Veer REVENGE TALES OF DESTINY METAL GEAR SOLID MARVEL VS STREETFIGHTER RALLY CROSS 2 
WIPEOUT 64 WILD ARMS RIVAL SCHOOLS RADIANT SILVERGUN 
ZELDA 64 XENOGEARS STRIKERS 1945 II 

aon eins VAMPIRE SAVIOUR 
X-MEN VS STREETFIGHTER 

BANJO KAZOOIE SEGA RALLY 2 LARGE RANGE OF GAME 
POPROX SONIC ADVENTURE GUIDEBOOKS AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL FOR LIST 
F1 WORLD GP VIRTUA FIGHTER TEAM BATTLE . . .CALL 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 

COLOUR GAMEBOY UNIT 
FUROK 2 ee FINAL FANTASY ADVENTURE 

SUPER MARIO R.P.G - FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 
WCW VS NWO REVENGE i US VERSION BACK IN STOCK! FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 2 
WIPEOUT 64 Boe FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 3 ZELDA 64 poe SECRET OF EVERMORE US VERSION POKEMON (RED & BLUE) 

=T 

~ V) — ZL “- VY a hk 

reamcast L tds 
Tel: 0113 274 2003 Tel/Fax: 0113 274 2006 
www.dreamcastltd.co.uk 

  
    

    

The Sega Dreamcast. The most 

powerful console on Earth. 128bit 
technology, 16 megabytes of ram, 
hi-res display & 3 million polygons 

per second! This is the future of 
video games! 

     
    
        

  

  
rally game ever! 

VIRTUA FIGHTER 3tb 
13 fighters from around 
the world battle in 
“amazing hi-res at 60fps! 
All the moves and 
playability from the 
arcade smash hit! 

  

      

each with their own 
game style & levels! 

BLUE STINGER 
A full realtime arcade 
adventure in the 
style of Resident Evil. 
Full freedom in a 

city overrun by 
hideous creatures. 

We are a sister company of New Generation Consoles and have been established 8 years. Visit us at 3 The Parade, — ~~ EE 
Stonegate Road, Meanwood, Leeds, L$6 4HZ. Complete range of games for all systems available on import & domestic. 

SEGA RALLY 2 SONIC ADVENTURE OTHER TITLES 

All the tracks, cars & The blue hog makes Bio Hazard 
control from the arcade his long awaited Geist Force 
come home in style. return, but this time Godzilla Generations 
Superb hi-res graphics he’s brought his pals. Incoming 
make this the ultimate 6 playable characters July 

Monaco Grand Prix 

Pen Pen Triathlon 

Seventh Cross 

OTHER SYSTEMS 
Ehrgeiz - P.S - Jap 
Marvel Vs S. Fighter - Sat - Jap 
Lunar - complete - P.S - Jap 
Ridge Racer Type 4 - P.S - Jap 
Streetfighter Zero 3 - P.S - Jap 
Turok 2 - N64 - UK/US 
Zelda 64 - N64 - UK/US 
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PL AY ST. ATION 
380 PSX nes 

RG RACER 
ROAD RASH 3D 
S.CARS. 
SHADOW MASTER 
SKULL MONKEYS 
SPYRO THE DRAGON 
STAR GLADIATOR 
STAR WARS MASTERS OF TERAS KAS! 
SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2 
SYNDICATE WARS 
TEKKEN 3 
TEMPEST X3 
TEST DRIVE 4 
THEME HOSPITAL 
TOBAL 
TOMBI 
TOTAL DRIVIN 
TOTAL NBA 97 
TUNNEL Bt 
WAR CRAFT 2 
WAR GAMES 
WARHAMMER 
WARHAMMER 2 
WILD NINES 
WORLD CUP 98 
WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER 

RIVAL SCHOOLS 
SOKUIAG! - $Q/ SOFT 
SUPER ADV ROCKMAN 
TENSHI DOUME 
TRAP GUNNER 

2E
EE

e 
° S 

N64 CONSOLE + GOLDENEYE 
N64 CONSOLE + SUPER MARIO 
1080" SNOWBOARDING 
BANO KAZOOIE 
BYO FREAKS 
BLAST CORPS 64 
BODY HARVEST 
BUST AMOVE 2 
CHAMELEON TWIST 
CHOPPER ATTACK 
DIDDY KONG RACING 
DOOM 64 
DUKE NUKEM 
EXTREME G 
Ft WORLD GRAND PRIK 
FIGHTERS DESTINY 
FORSAKEN 
GLOVER 
GOLDENEYE 
HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 
Iss 98 
KOBE BRYANT IN NBA COURTSIDE 
LEGEND OF ZELDA 
LYLAT WARS & RUMBLE PAK 
MARIO KART 
MISCHIEF MAKERS 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
MULTI RACING CHAMPIONSHIP 
MYSTICAL NIA 
NBA PRO 98 
PILOT WINGS 64 
QUAKE 

FIFA ROAD TO WORLD CUP 98 
FINAL FANTASY Vil 
FORMULA 1 97 
G DARIUS 
GEX 3D: ENTER THE GECKO 

CAPCOM GEN 1 1941 
CAPCOM GEN 2 G46 
ECHO NIGHT 
ELEMENT G/BOLT 
FINAL FURY RBS 
FIREMAN PANIC 
FUTURE COP LAPD 
HELLO CHARLY 
185 98 
KANANOOKA PARK 
LAGNACURE 
METAL GEAR S/SP 

_ METAL GEAR SOLID SEP
S2P
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ENGINEMAN 
RACING DEED 

gest tor Arcade Type Acton Fighting Games 
terty Mets oa Se sho Dy amg 

+ Comeatote aa 
PrayStation & Sateen 

+ Seppo Al Geacee & Liga 
Ger Gonee 
Rea! Kick Back Reco 
Action 

+ Aate Lond & Ante Fore 
Fsetos 

> Fung Detance OF Up To 6 
Feet is Raoge 

* Seppert  Tiene Crile Light 
Gams For Sumattaneces 
Play 

+ Foot Pedal Opbonst 

“ULL META 

DIABLO PAD § 
et 

PLAYST ATION 

STARRING GOEMAN 
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PlayStation 

Over 90 N64 g 

P
E
P
P
E
E
E
S
 

n game s 
All PSX Platinum 

£17.53) 
Over 35 Platinum games 

AIR COMBAT 
BUST A MOVE 2 
CRASH BANDICOOT 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 
DIE HARD TRILOGY 
FADE TO BLACK 
FORMULA 1 
ISS PRO 
MICRO MACHINES V3 
MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY 
RIDGE RACER REVOLUTION 
SOVIET STRIKE 

MORTAL KOMBAT 4 
SUPER ROBOT SPIRITS 
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PlayStation Peripherals 
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(USA) 

NINTE NDO 64 

i Sony PlayStation Games 
Game 
Actual Golf 2 

Adidas PowerSoccer 98 
Air Combat 

Broken Sword 2 

Colin McRae 
Crash Bandicoot 
Crash Bandicoot 2 

Crash Bandicoot 3 
Destruction Derby 2 

tH Formula 1 96 

“* Formula 1 97 

Formula 1 98 

Grand Theft Auto 2 
Grand Turismo 

Hercules 
Jet Rider 2 
Lemmings 
Mickys Wild Adventure 
Overboard 
Parappa The Rappa 
Premier Manager 98 
Rapid Racer 
Real Bout Fatal Fury 
Resident Evil 2 
Shadowmaster 
Snow Racer 98 
Spyro The Dragon 
Tekken 3 
Time Crisis 
Tomb Raider 
Tomb Raider 2 
Tomb Raider 3 
V-Rally 

Wipeout 
“= Xevius 3DG 

Price 
£26.99 

£32.99 
£19.99 

£32.99 
£38.99 
£19.99 

£37.99 

£37.99 
£19.99 
£21.99 
£37.99 
£39.99 

£27.99 

£39.99 
£19.99 

£32.99 
£19.99 
£19.99 

£37.99 

£29.99 

£37.99 

£32.99 

£32.99 

£35.99 

£37.99 

£35.99 

£37.99 

£39.99 

£19.99 

£19.99 
£27.99 

£38.99 

£20.99 

£19.99 

£32.99 

0 

(AP) 
~~ 

Price Code Nintendo Peripherals 
Racing Wheel Engineman 64, 
with built in motor y 
Memory Card 256K 
Memory Card 1Mb 
RF Unit, Pal B, Pal 1, NTSC 
RF Unit Autoswitch. Pal B, Pal 1, NTSC 
Vibro Pack ; 
Vibro Pack with 256Kb 
Vibro Pack with 1Mb 
Vibro Pack with AC Adapter 
Vibro Pack with 256Kb & AC Adapter 

Vibro Pack with 1Mb & AC Adapter 
Extension Cable 

"RGB Cable 
AV Cable.2 audio 1 S-video 

ablé'2 audio 1 Video 
Cleaning Kit 

m 

+t he ew 

et CoP 

Please make cheques payable to 
Titan Peripherals. Prices are subject to TOTAL 
change. Please phone first to confirm. 

Postage is free for U.K. only. 

GRAND TOTAL 

caro numeen [Tissue numper iswroxony (J [] 

a 
PlayStation. 

Code 
P0008 
P0025 
P0036 
P0062 
P0111 
P0126 
P0136 
P0146 
P0160 
P0259 

P0266 
P0287 
P0332 
P0344 
P0356 
P0416 
P0511 
P0550 

P0662 

P0703 

P0728 

P0766 

P0773 

P0789 
P0868 

P0872 

P0888 

P0949 

P0921 

P0909 

P0919 

P0929 

P1008 

P1056 

P1100 

Code 

1T2100 
TT2200 
172201 
TT2500/1/2 
1T2503/5/6 
TT2300 
172301 
TT2302 
TT2303 
TT2305 
TT2306 
TT2600 
TT2601 
TT2602 
TT2603 
TT2700 
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Cah 
RETAIL 

DIRECTORY 

SOUTH EAST 

  

To advertise in this space call 
Darren Gratton 

on 01225 442244 Ext: 2591 

or Email: 
darren.gratten@futurenet.co.uk 

Free Design and Typesetting Service available 

OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS 

8-68 (Sun 10-4) MOST NEW TITLES IN STOCK - CALL 

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ALL SOFTWARE 

    

TAG =: 
     

9-8 (Sun 10-4) 

  

  

Dreamcast PlayStation     
O7000 PLAYSTATION 

160 Fleet EEE Tel: 

7 4% 4 01252 810649 
Fleet Fax: 

Hampshire 01252 810650 

GU13 BE 
email: 

info@games-console.com 

www.games-console.com 

ELECTRONICS 
CENTRE 

WE SELL 
CONSOLES, 

‘Nay Md 

A&B Games 
57 Chapel Street 
Chorley 
Lancashire 
PR7 1BU   

: UKS LARGEST (‘74 So cof a 
If you want PlayStation « Nintendo 64 » Saturn games or consoles = 

we can supply all your needs = now and in years to come. 
We are probably the only company in the world still supplying 

and repairing games for all these systems: 
* Lynx 

* Gameboy * 3DO Atari 7800 * Game Gear 
System * 32X Neo Geo Pocket * Sega Dreamcast, 

Allthe latest 

* Master 

      

  

</ 

with joypad, power supply etc plu: 

Alien vs Predator, Doom, Power Drive Rally, 
Theme Park, Tempest 2000 or Wolfenstein 3D 
from us and pay £49.99 for it and get the 

console and 2 other games free. 

16 Bit Colour Handheld SIMIS 
4 IN _I GAME INC. 
PACE INVADERS) 

_.. The World's first colour handheld is now the cheapest in the world! 

: ley; Batman ¢ Battlewheels * Joust * European : 

a, ) Ss joccer Challenge ¢ Pit Fighter * Steel Talons 
Plus [Aree Chess game cartridge 

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing, Post, & 
Insurance - extra charge. Order with confidence from the largest stockists in Europe. 

Send SAE for game lists. (State system(s) required) 

  

FULL LIST/OFFERS ON OUR WEB SITE: WWW.TELEGAMES.CO.UK 

¥ 0891-318-400 ....UK ACTION / NINTENDO 64 HELPLINE 

PLAYSTATION / NEW RELEASE CH. rt a 

«PLAYSTATION /CHOOSE YOUR CHEATS 

N 081-318-401... 

x s 891-318-402 

§ 0891-318-403 .... METAL GEAR SOLID / BROKEN SWORD/TR III 

RES EVIL I & I/ FF7/ DISCWORLD/MGS & MORE 0891-318-404 .... 

PLAYSTATION / EVERY CHEAT WE HAVE : 

utions 
¥ 0891-318-405... 

w¥ieuy 

2 0891-318-406 we TOMBRAIDER I, II & II / HEART OF DARKNESS + 

.e) 0891-318-407 .... NINTENDO 64/ EVERY CHEAT WE HAVE 

0891-318-408 .... SATURN INTERACTIVE / CHOOSE YOUR CHEATS 

ena 
SEGA SATURN / HUGE CHEAT LI "891-318-409... 

0891-318-411 .... PLAYSTATION MEGA HELPLINE 

0891-318-413 ... 

A 891-318-416 .... PLAYSTATION / THOUSANDS OF CHEATS 

0891-318-417 ....SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS / HU 

INFORMATION LINE / INDEX LINE 

GOT A FAX MACHINE? IF SO CALL 

0891-318-403/404/406 FOR A FAXBACK OF ADVENTURE 

SOLUTIONS / LINES CONSTANTLY UPDATED. 

INEfgada,@s FAULT LINE - 0181-581-0000 RIRKSatiom 
aT 

ALL ARE FULLY IN VE, 

YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR OW} FROM THE U ARGEST CHEAT DATABASE 

Please ask the phone owner before using this service / calls cost 50p per minute at all times.   

* Nintendo * Colecovision * Atari 2600 * Mega CD * Intellivision 

    

   

  

> games, plus you choose any one of the following: 

MCMVIDEOS & GAMES 
Buy, Sell and P/Ex. Call us NOW! 

Open | lam-9pm daily. Tel: 01903 786404 

MIDLANDS 
ARCADIA GAMES 

Latest imports in stock. Part exchange welcome 
Brierley Hill Tel: 01384 350133 

CORNWALL 
RICOBS GAMES & VIDEOS 

Buy, sell and part exchange Playstation/N64 games and 
peripherals. Can do mail order 

Tel: 01726 821520 

ELECTRONIC SHOCK LTD 
GAME EXCHANGE - FREE MEMBERSHIP. 

Playstation/N64/Exchange/Imports/2nd hand 

Fax: 01708 723080 Tel: 01708 724090 

; SCOTLAND 
BACKSTREET ENTERTAINMENT 
Games, music and posters sold and exchanged 

Tel: 01563 573919 

     
GAME ON - Specialists in: 

of new and 2nd hand ga 

Tel: 01324 617097_www.game-on.co.uk       

Console Emporium __ 
VEStON Pe 

Dreamcast & VF3 - £call 

N64 PlayStation os 

New and 2nd hand games in stock 

Import games available for all systems 
ring for details 

Find us at: 
45a Leeming St, Mansfield,Notts 

E-Mail CONEMP@HOTMAIL.COM 

Tel: 01623 480660 

  

[ee 
Dreamcast SF 

DREAMCAST 
IN STOCK NOW FROM £3XX 

  
KRAZY KONSOLES ¢ (Est 1990) PO BOX 200, HALIFAX, 
WYORKS, HX1 3PD « Hotline: 01422 342.901 am) aaa 

WANTED 
CONSOLES 
COMPUTERS 

GAMES 
NOTHING LECAL REFUSED! 

Bring (with official ID with 
address & signature) or send 
by post with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER & GAMES 
EXCHANGE 

65 Notting Hill Gate, London 

W11 3JS © 0171 221 1123 

Also at MVE, Manchester 
Arndale Centre 

(by High St entrance) 
@B 0161 839 0677  



“LOW PRICES « * FAST DE DELIVERY QUAL TY SERVICE 

TEL: 01342 836888 
OR FAX ORDERS TO 01342 836883 

PLAYSTATION 
Actua Golf 3 
Actua Soccer 3 
All Star Tennis ‘99 ... 
Apocalypse...... 

Blaze & Blade. 
Brian Lara Cricke' 
Colin McRae Rally. 
Colony Wars... 
Colony Wars 2: Vengeance... 
Cool Boarders 3. 
Crash Bandicoot 3... 
FIFA ‘99...... 
Final Fantasy 
Formula 1 ‘98 
Global Domination .. 
Gran Turismo........ 
Grand Theft Auto 
Knockout Kings ... 

Soccer ... 
NBA Live ‘9 
Need For Speed 3... 
Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus .. 
Player Manager 98/99...... 
Pocket Fighter 

Point Blank. 
Pro Pinball Big Race 

Rage Racer 
Resident Evil 2 
Small Soldiers 
Spyro The Dragon... 

Tai Fu... 

TOON 5 sssicssssnsccasess 9.99 
Test Drive 4x4 a ey Ae) 
Test Drive 5..... E 
Tiger Woods. 
Time Crisis...... 
TOCA Touring Cars 2 .... 
Tomb Raider 2 .. 
Tomb Raider 3 
Trespasser .. 
Unholy War. 

1080 Snowboarding 
All Star Baseball ‘99 
Banjo-Kazooie.. 
Biofreaks 
Body Harvest... 
Buck BumbI 
Diddy Kong Racing 
Extreme G - XG2 . 
F1 World Grand Prix... 
Fighter's Destiny 

Forsaken 
F-Zero X 
GASP. .. 
GoldenEye 007 
Holy Magic Century .. 
International Superstar 
Soccer ‘98 . 
Madden NFL ‘99 
Mario Kart 64 
Mission: Impossible 
Mortal Kombat 4 
Mystical Ninja..... 

° PLEASE CALL FOR UNLISTED TITLES « 

NBA Jam ‘99....... 36.99 
NFL Quarterback CID '99 36.99 

NHL Hockey ‘99 39.99 
Off Road Challenge 39.99 
Penny Racers....... 293.99 
Quake........ i 28.99 
SCARS. 139.99 
Shadow Of The Empire 32.99 
Silicon Valley ... 
Snowboard Kids . 
South Park . 
Starshot: Spa 
Super Mario 64, 
Top Gear Overdrive 
Turok 2: Seeds of Evil... 
Turok: Dinosaur Hunter 
V Rally 64... 
Waialae Country Golf ... 
WCW Vs NWO: Revenge .. 
Wetrix.. 
World Cup 
WWF: Warzone 
Yoshi's Story 64 . 
Zelda 64 

PC CD ROM 
Actua Soccer 3 
Age of Empires: Rome 

Anno 160: 
Apache Havoc.. 
Caesar Ill..... 
Carmageddon 

Colin McRae Rally 
Combat Flight Sim 
Commandos Behind Enemy Lines... 28: 99 

Dune 2000. 99 

FA Premier League ‘99. 
FIFA '99...... oe 
Final Fantasy . 

Gangsters: Organised 
Grand Prix Legends. 
Grim Fandango 

Half Life ....... 
Heretic 2 
Lego Creator 

Links LS ‘99........ 
Michael Owen's WL Socce 
Need For Speed 3: Hot Pursuit .. 
Populo he Beginning... 

Quake 2... 
Railroad Tycoon 2 
Settlers 3 
Shogo. 
Sim City 

Simpsons: Virtual Springfield 
Sin... 
Star Trek: Klingon Honour Guard.. 
Star Trek: Birth Of The Fed. 
Star Wars: Rogue Squadron. 
Test Drive 5 ... 
Thief: Dark Project 

Tiger Woods ‘99 
Titanic - Adventure Out Of Ti 
TOCA Touring Cars 2 
Tomb Raider 3 
Trespasser .... 
Turok 2 
Unreal 
2000 
Viva Football .. 
Wargasm.. in perfect condition three days of 

we will swap it for another item. reserve 
not received back in perfect ¢ 
minim 

condition. 

ACCESSORIES 
"WE ALSO STOCK OTHER PERIPHERALS - PLEASE 

Sony Dual Shock. Analogue . Sood 
Cyber Shock 
Memory Cards - 1Mb to 72Mb.. 
Tekken 3 Cheat Master - 1Mb 
Scorpion Light Gun - silver or green... 
Erazer Light Gun with reco! 
Xplorer Cheat Cartridge 
Datel Action Replay... 
Gamester Dual Force 

PC 
Logics Tornado 
LogicS Phantom. 
Saitek Cyborg 5D Sti 

  

Cc DELTA sc may hm ea 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

TAKEN 
0% SURCHARGE 

Open 9am to 8pm Monday-Saturday 
10am to 4pm Sunday Some products listed may not yet be available and prices may change. Prices correct at time of going to press. E&OE. 

WORLD EXCLUSIVE: 
  

THE GREATEST RACER OF ALL TIME RETURNS 

THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINME 

EDGE 
ISSUE 68 ON SALE NOW  



“vara 
VENT YOUR SPLECN AND CMPTY YOUR MCLON i 

Se. with the likes of Les, | seriously 
ream... rae doubt any other games mag 

. would give a bad preview!! 
Dreamcast sounds like 
a really great \ 
machine, and | oe eS 
can't wait for a UK 
release, but if Sony 
release the specs = § ;*. 
that I've read in many r) 
magazines, and on 

the Internet about TI r 
their new machine, 
PlayStation 2000? Then all C be w 
interest in Dreamcast will disappear exciting games mag 

overnight. | mean, come on, the new 
PlayStation is sounding like it's going to be 
the most powerful and eagerly awaited 
games, or any other machine, ever. The 

graphics are going to be amazing and it'll 
also do the washing-up and make the beds 
for you. That's how good it is. | really do 
hope the PlayStation 2000 is as good as it 
is rumoured to be, even though it'll almost 
certainly mean the end for Sega and 
Nintendo. And if it is Internet compatible, 
the end for gamesplaying on PCs. The 
future only has one games machine. 

      

— 

Liam Ginty, aged 8 

| am 12-years-old and own a PlayStation 
and a PC. Your Christmas issue was the 
first one | bought and | thought it was 
excellent. | loved the TR3 review. Is Men in 
Black any good? Please could you do a 
review and print some cheats for WWF 
Warzone on the PlayStation. Please! 

PS | recently purchased a Game Boy 
Color and cannot get hold of colour 
Bomberman or any of the proper colour 
games, what is the problem? Can you also 
tell me when South Park and GTA are 
getting a Game Boy release.. 
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exciting, whatever hay 

    

      

    

Game Raider 
one? 

Forgive me if it's a little too 
late for this, but | like, sorry, 

love the new look 
GamesMaster. Unfortunately | 

can only afford to buy your 
magazine once every three or so 

months; the latest one | have is 
issue #74. The reason for this 

is because by the time it gets 
to the local bookstore here, it 
costs around six pounds! 
Anyway, my reason for this 
letter is to comment on the 
way you people give info 
on games. | simply love 
the way you preview new 

games and give your 
verdict, which I'm sure 
helps the programmers 
decide whether they should 
find something better to do! 
However, there's something 
that keeps nagging at me. 
After all these years of game 
previewing, reviewing, code 
busting and the like — | think 
you guys must have acquired 
enough knowledge to make 
the perfect game (Game 
Raider perhaps?), which 

128   

     
    

    

    

    

I've been reading your mag for a few 
months now and think it’s brill! Anyway | 
am getting an N64 soon, with F1 World 
Grand Prix and 1080° Snowboarding. | was 
going to get Banjo Kazooie as well, but 
there were none left in the shop, so that 
was a shame (for me not — my mum!). 

    

z= FEBRUARY 1999 
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Anyway 
could you tell 
us readers if 
there's going to 
be Tomorrow Never Dies for the N64 and 
if | should get V-Rally ‘99 (I had it on my 
PlayStation and it was good!) Body 
Harvest and South Park — | am a big fan, 
but can you tell me who Cartman's dad is 
please? 

PS The new GamesMaster looks brilliant 
so far! 

  

A touch of the verbals... 
I'm writing on several subjects, so instead 
of beating around the bush by saying 
things like “GamesMaster... oh how | love 
you so much, you're the best, will you 
marry me?” I'll get on with it. First of all, | 
must confess, | only started to get your 
mag on a regular basis from issue #65, 
and | have not bought a PlayStation, N64 
or Saturn. | have a PC, but no games 
worth mentioning. Both offences for which 
| know | should be punished by being 
circumcised by a very drunk Stephen 
Hawkins, using a blow torch, a stick of 
dynamite and a band-saw. Punishments 
aside, in issue #73 (which is the one | had 
most recently bought when | typed this) 

You bonker: Slot, 
you. Hav na Took a 

at what you 
meen yrit ins. 

about 

his:month... 

  

co
 

MAIL!   

you said that GamesMaster readers had 
not made up their minds about the 
Dreamcast. Well, | for one have. From 
what you have told me, the Dreamcast is 
the best thing to happen to computer 
gaming humanity since Pong. As an etemal 
Sega fan, you obviously would think that | 
would be biased in saying this. But au 

, contraire. Sega have been quiet for so 
long, | was expecting something amazing 
to come from them. But what | got was 
something even more amazing than | 

expected. But with VMS, 
modem, fancy 
controllers, Yamaha 
sound card, incredible 

3 graphics chip and a 
128-Bit processor and 12 

‘speed CD, it's bound to cost a bit. Next 
thing. | totally approve of your new look. 
Some complain about your review system, 
but | think it's fine, except for the Spice 
Girls’ game review which got 48%, which 
is an average rating, even though there 
was nothing but criticism of the game — 
maybe you have a Spice Girls fan in the 
office somewhere? 

Finally, could you clue me in on why 
everyone keeps asking for free stuff, even 
when you keep telling them Noooooooo!! 
What do they think you are — the good 
Samaritans? Anyway I'll leave you on that 
angry note. | have an appointment with 
Stephen Hawkins! 

                                                        
    

    

     



  

   

2c! 
Swe NG ON SP 

trick not only costs ha 

you m    

   

      
WiN A GAMe OF YOUR 
CHoice CARe OF THe 
FOLKS AT GAMeS CONSOLE 

01252 810649 

    

   

  

If Nintendo really want to compete they will 
have to have some good games up their 
sleeve to beat the likes of Tekken 3 and 
Final Fantasy 8 on the PSX. If they think 
Bio Freaks or Mortal Kombat 4 is going to 
sell more copies then they are wrong cos 
they're not! Looking on the bright side of 
Nintendo they do have what | think is one 
of the most addictive games since FF7... 
GoldenEye! Nobody has come up with a 
Mario beater yet, but Spyro looks quite 
promising. My most wanted game is Zelda 
and my dream is to go to E3. As for which 
console is best, at the end of the day, 

A 

FRIENDS LiKe THES 

ing tactic 
is devious 

orking people money 
but creates disappointment in game buyers 
of all secs What is this dastardly tric’ 

ight be asking? Tellin 
Public he can play games 
Unreal on low-powered PCs 
only for Joe to get home and 
find that they run like slide 
shows. | understand that any 
sensible publisher wants to 
sell as many games as they 
can but surely they could be a 

istic with the 
4d rint on 

eir games? 

| would like to comment on a worryi 
employed by some game publishers. 

Joe 

    

  

when it comes out, Dreamcast will be top 
of the charts. | think the change is good so 
far and spong man looks better in his 
cartoon form. My friends didn’t believe me 
when | told them that | read in 
GamesMaster that the 64DD isn't coming 
out over here in the UK. 

   
Ir 

AN 

  

form 
the « rd juieter too. B 

No sigsling! : 

Firstly, might | say that your new look mag 
is excellent (Enough! — Ed), a great 
improvement over the old style. | feel | 
must write to complain about the amount 
of female ‘undress’ in more and more 
games. Look at Tomb Raider — would a 
leading man need to look so sexy? | don't 
think so. Obviously this helps sell games, 
but where will it all stop! Let's nip it in the 
bud. Come on game-makers, a good game 
doesn't need to pander to giggly boys. 

  

| think the new look magazine is great 
(STOPPPPP! — Ed), but maybe a page 
where the readers send in their drawings 
of characters or whatever, would be good? 
| think another cheat book be good too. 

    

yes, PLeASe 

Ye@S!! love my videogames, me. Games 

rule. | want to talk about them. 

YeSI!A videogames publisher ripped 

me off! 

yeSt'll tell you what really bugs me 

ahout games. 

iD ReMeMECR... 
PLEASE... NO! 

      

  

       

   

      

  

     

    

Dear GM 
Is it true that Tomorrow Never 
Dies, the sequel to GoldenEye, is 
coming out on PlayStation? 

Alex Smith, Haverhill 

TND is coming out on PlayStation 
but while it is based on the Bond 
film, it’s not a sequel to the N64 
game GoldenEye by Rare. 

ADVISE ME! 
Dear GM 
We don’t know whether we should 
buy Moto Racer 2, FIFA ’99 or 
Crash Bandicoot 3... 

Tom Warner & Jamie Davies 
Moto Racer 2: Shoddy. Crash 3: 
Too easy. FIFA '99: Just right, it’s 
got a top two-player, so enjoy. 

FANTASY Five! 
Dear GM 

How many characters will be in 
Final Fantasy 8? 

Tony Chitterden, Kent 
We know of five all-new characters 
so far, but you can be sure that 
some of Cloud and the gang will 
return for cameos. More details as 
we get them. 

    

        

  

     

  

          
          

      

  

        

        

      

    

   

        

   

    

THINKING AHEA 
Dear GM 
Is it worth buying a Pocket Station 
or a Dreamcast thingy if | don’t get 
a DC or a PlayStation? 

Ben Entwisle, Stockport 
Too early to say for sure although 
unless you’re a Tamagotchi nutter 
(shudder) we doubt it. 

TOMB BiZ? 
Dear GM 
| heard of Tomb Raider Unfinished 

Business for the PC. Is it available 

for the PlayStation? 
William Toner, Kildare 
Afraid not. This is just the first TR 
with a few extra levels tacked-on. 
You could always get the original 
PS game on Platinum for £20. 

    

NO! The PlayStation, PC and N64 are 

all doomed. 

NO! Give me something for nothing so 

| can impress my mates. 

NO!! need help on this game (there is 

a tips section in GM you know!)



poi Si) 
The lure of a DVD player in 
issue #76 got your art juices 
flowing as we were inundated 
with Turok cartoons. See if 
you’re a lucky prize winner... 

AMUSEMENT PARK 
Es tee Pere      
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OVD pies Vero Ser, 
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An N64 plus games and goodies for this great black 
and white cartoon. Nice to see Robin and Cathy in 
there. Well done Philip Chin of Rochdale. 

Me Uo wens! 

     

  

       
\ i “haey a: \ F Ee ob f 
tei = Att ON ESE - Faller Se 

David McMahon from County Armagh In Northern Ireland scoops the big prize 
bundle for this fantastic Turola Seeds of Dalsys cartoon. Just look at the artwork. 
Great pictures of ex GM art ed Wil Overton and the big GMer himself. Top stuff. 

Gary Wilson’s effort had us giggling away like babies, 
so his Turok games will be on their way, as soon as 
you give us a call with your address mate!  



   
REPLAY 

PROFESSIONAL 
The worlds best Game Enhanoaimmust Got Better! 

eat cartridge for real code junkies 
- with all the features of the orig ern REPLAY™ 

     

   

    

   

   

  

   

D> NEW Action Replay" FREEZE MODE 
FREEZE the action of any game - DURING GAIVEPLAY |>)> Use any of Action 

FREEZE JVIODE Replay's™ GAME BUSTING utiilities |))> THEN SIMPLY PRESS A BUTTON - 
TO GET RIGHT BACK INTO THE ACTION! 

SIMPLY FREEZE YOUR GAMEPLAY MID LEVEL TO: 
>» Enable your selection from the huge range of pre-programmed gamebusting 

DD Find, create and enable YOUR OWN mind blowing codes 

& Launch into Explorer Action Replay's™ very own video memory search engine* 

THEN AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON RE-JOIN THE GAME TO EXPERIENCE 
THE SPECIAL EFFECTS CREATED BY THE CODES AND ENHANCEMENTS 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 

CODE GENERATOR 
ACTION REPLAY's™ unique in-built CODE GENERATING SYSTEM 

GENERATOR This POWERFUL NEW FEATURE enables you to FIND AND CREATE YOUR 
OWN GAME-BUSTING CHEATS - No other cartridge can offer this feature 

VIRTUAL MEMORY - Built-in 24meg VIRTUAL MEMORY CARD SYSTEM 
VIBTUAL With its intuitive interface that makes saving and cdg are bi 
MEMORY _ saves a breeze! No need to buy more memory cards 

    

Thousands of the hottest cheat codes pre-programmed for the biggest and best games around >> Fully programmable memory - 
add and store thousands more of your favourite cheat codes including new ones you have generated! [> Full CD support - view 

game video sequences, explore hidden game graphics, play secret music tracks and more )) ACTION REPLAY's™ Explorer 
Advanced CD Support System - lets you unlock a range of powerful support CD's including Game Champion™ CD Collections, 

CodeStream™ and many ¢ others » It even has the power to ) upgrade itself via optional Upgrade CD's” 
  

  

      

ACTION REPLAY codes available via: 

ee S ACTION REPLAY CODELINE: 0891 516355* 
— New codes found daily 

CODBELINE Calls cost 50p per minute at all times. Please ask for permission from whoever pays the bill before you dial 

DATEL WEBSITE: www.datel.co.uk updated daily : www. datel co.uk 

Or see the Code Pages of all the leading games magazines kes ULOUS us | quoTine PRODUCT CODE: 06618 
PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony Inc. 
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